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Foreword

In CanadaIs around the yorld in very diverse social, political and economic
circumstances, there has been an \ plosion of interest and partkipation in
distance edliCatilin. More and MOTT trequently, governments and other agencies
are turning to distance learning systems to e \tend accessibility to post-secondary
education as its value tor economic and social development is increasingly
recogniied and promoted. This faith in distance education has led to many
benefits, including increased accessibility, a greater emphasis on litelong learning
and retraining, and some very positive challenges to tradititmal institutions
including demonstrating the value ot open admission,: and the cost etfectiveness
ot some of i ts responses.

Ttio often, however, the new popularity ot distance education is ba, ed on less
than thorough analyses of the sorts ot challenges Wed on a daily basis by its
practitioners concerns about the quality of learning and learner dependence
and independence, about student support and interaction, about cost eftectiye
systems development, about patterning learning materials and ddivei'y systems
to the needs tit specific groups of learners, and about the management et such
systems.

Canada should be in an e\cellent position to yield good case 'studies and a
strong dialogue about the advantages and disadvantages ot distance education.
It is, at one and the same time, a Clilintry where new interest in the I ield is
booming and vet it ako has an e\perience ul diqance education sufficient to
provide valuable lessons te its new practitioners.

While much et this collection is descriptive, entIlIgh 1SsU es art' raised tw the
authors to cauti .1 educators struggling to institute new distance learning
system,. in Ontario, in the North, in the Maritimes and elsewhere across Canada
that the tormidable time, distance, economic and social barriers tacing students
wishing to further their education in this cvav ore not easily overcome. ( anada's
unique foderalism, su much a part of our way ut thinking, render, generali/ations
and the development ot a national system ot education much mi ire dillicult (as
l'onv U ites has discovered), but tt should also spawn a broad range ot opinion
and del ate in this held as it Licks in se many others.

In (ic interests ot it rthering this debatcAthabasca University is a proud ce-
ionsor it this publication with the Canadian fl)cietv tor tile L,tudy ot [ducat ion

gq:). I would like to acknowledge, in particular. the work of Robert L,weet,
editor et the book and organi/er et a niposium in *I !milder ILIV \%11k11 brought

ya How. authors together in the conte.t et the e\ci ling developments ot
Contact North in ()itario, Mk:1100i )wen, cyho ILO, Liken responsibility tor
Athabasca '.fniver,ity's part in producing thls book, and lie Adv whose
techmilogi:al wi/ardry guided this book thrtmgh the production process,

R.I I Paul
Vit etresident Alinleinii-
Athalio'cco University
April, 116)
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Introduction

Robert Sweet

Within the last decildt,, governnwnts and institutions around the :yorld have
embracec. tl k.oncept ot dktanCe (..ducation. A remarkable array tit intIrses and
programs have been designed, developed and, depending on locatit.in, delivered
by varitius means.

In Canada, anirses are presented using a range ot media: print, audio and
video cassettes, television broadcasts and computer commuMcation links. It is
possible tor a student in (Inv province or territory to enroll in a program ot studies
leading to a degre or diploma in a number of subjects and disciplines. These
programs are available from ministries of education. universities and colleges,
througl: training programs of kled by business and inc:ustrY, and trom
proprietary schools s}lecializing in corwspondence instruction. This rapid growth
ot various torms ot distance education provision has been mong the most
significant of recent developments in Canadian postsecondary education.

It is difficult to determine t torces that shape distanCe-edliCa t ion policies
and practices in a particular ilnintrY. Technological ad VanCeS and (1 desire to
create innovative karning systems have been cited (1,, underlying the emergence
ot distance education in Canada. Certainly a "culturi." ot instructional design and
technology characterizes distance education ilnd educators; however, even a
broadly conceived and imaginatively applied educational technology can only
contribute to the realization of basic social goals that underhe and detine the
postsecondary educational enterprise. The social 1.)0licy concerns ot g(ivernment
and educanirs were apparent in the recent National Forum on Postsecondary
F.duca tnin (1988) and in the Annual Provincial Premiers' Conference I I 4881. Both

groups recognized the need tor change iii the postsecondary system it (..anada is

to meet successtully the challenges of an ectmomv driven [Iv technological
innovation, a dramatically altered social structure due principally to an aging
population and workforce, and a significant shitt in the ethnic and cultural
composition ot the country. (entral to this view 01 change i the ot litelong
kyrning and the derivative concepts ot acces,,ihilitv and openness.

The 11)72 LN F.SCO Report I.ParnitN.; a 8e describetl principles ii litelong
karning designed to broaden the interpretation ot edu:ation and the ;venues
available for learning. The Report as..erted that edlication :mild and should be
acquired through a "nuiltiplicitv ui means," including gcneral file and work
e\periume,, and it should be embedch.d in each individual's personal situation by
"redistributing teaching in space and time." These strategies emph ,. s: the
need to alter traditional 11CWS 01 tilt' student's role trom relatively pay,ive
recipient it intormation to active participant in (he learning proces., Molynan.
(1974) summarized the position tit the UN F.S(. 0 Report and other, similar
documents ot the time, with the observation that: "1 here is the t that while
edliCa Hon is a social proccy organi/ed and institutionalised,
learning is (1 personal e\perience. It begin,' and end', With the indiVidUal and the
time ha,. :lime to invest him :vith considerable cht)ice in del idi iu where, when
and how he will seek to learn" (p. 1191. 1 he sense ot agency conveyed in this
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statement is consistent with current views that assign learning a ci'lltral role in
developing and maintaining a sense of Ilersonal ( k n and Brickell,. ./.s.an.a
1981). Rather than the traditional three-stage developmental sequence that begins
with school, -graduates- to resptinsibilities of work and family, and ctincludes
with roirement, lifelong learning assumes the desire and need for continued
k,arning across the life...Tan.

Education is not. then, synonymous Yvith scht)oling; much less is it confined
to the formal classniom instruction of childhood and adolescence. Implicit in the
mit ion ot litelong learning is a requirement ti t view the learner as autonomous and
responsible (( arrison and Boynton, 11)8(,., Burge, 1988). lk.rhaps this focus on the
nature of the mature learner is amtmg the intist significant ctintributions ot the
UNESCO Report. It has direct implications fiir the organi/ation of accessible and
open institutitins and tor the design ot learner-centered instructitin.

Social class ditterentials in levels of access to a conventional university or
college education remains as tenacious a problem in the 11)80s in this country as it
was throughout the I Q7(1,,, when great Ohms were made to overcome social and
geographic barriers hi participation (Aniset, 1484). At that time, many Canadian
educators reali/ed improved access wiiuld tollow adoption ot non-traditional
modes ot study, notably y'aritniS forms tit distance learning. Toward this end,
governments in three Provinces B.C., Alberta and Quebec established
degree-granting universities whose primary. task was to provide d istance-
ed ocation programs tor individuals unkle or unwilling to attend tulltime
61mpuL-bawd course ot studies. The defining characteristic tit these distance-
lea ming schools is commitment to greater institutional openness through such
organi/ationa I changes as: credit banking, rolling enrollments, tutorial support,
and individual pacing tit courses. A number tit other administrative arrang-ments
ant' implied in a pi ilicy. ot openness. All are calculawd to present a more It'\IbIe\
institutional face to the growing numbers ot students with job and family
responsibilitn". that preclude involvement in conventional postsectindary
education. The e \tent to win( h Canada's established universities and college,
commit themselves in a similar direction remains to be seen. Distance delivery ot
courses by many tit these institutions is becoming commonplace, but most are
quite restrictive in their entry requirements. Ihe implications ill adopting
distance educatitm tor greatec access, institutional openness and, ultimatolv, the
democroti/ation ot higher education are still being e\plored in policy torums
(Fortin,

I laving considered distame OdUt-ati011 a`, a response to social imperatives, %ye
turn to its relationship with earlier outreach programs. I )istance education really

is not new in ( anada. Quivn'L, I. .niveNttv began credit icIrrespondenc.e courscs in
the Facility ot Arts and `;ol i,iI Scieni es in I Still. In the private sector, ICS( anadian
t all trace its origins (through its parent company) to 189). Later de: elopments
included the I kyr, Antigonish \loyement yvith its "Farm Radio lorums":
d iscussit in groups that used ed ticatik Inal broadcasts, study clut.s. regional
organi/ers and printed materials to widen peoples' hoo/ons and help improve
tormel s' conditions during the depression (Conger, l()71).

Details ot later events in Canadian distance cdtation an' 1011Ild In a rather
!mint d literature and may be traced through a series ot publications beginning in
It)7') with d special i,0410 ot the Coratimit Ilincrr,On LI »amnia.; Idutition.

,,pt ond publication ot 11Olt' was 1110 MOW technologically oriented Pio.,./(wwic,/

edinniN and I &national let fundlNu I 1P431, vhich contained o number of article,.

9
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on Canadian developments including ,1 description of Quebec's Teleuniversite. In
1984, the Caniutian Journal of Higher hisical ion published Smith, Daniel and
Snowden'S Overview of ,1 rapidly evolving dktance education movement. Since
that time, there have appeared two volumes: Mugridge and Ka lltman's Pktance
Lducation in Canada (198n) and Henri and Kaye's te Sacon.ii (1985). lii
addition to these publications, ,1 number of articles about Canadian distance
education have appeared in The /ourilal of DNIarice Li/licit/um and in the American
/ouwill of 1.',1'la1io. Vducalion.

The present volume compiles the evolving views ot many authors vhose
writings are contained in the above-mentioned publications. As wdl, it includes ,1
number of papers from individuals who have not been quite as closely associatcd
with distance education in this country, vet whose c\perience, training, and
inclinations otter insightful interpretations of kscit,s and events.

This collection ot is not comprehensive and the reader will note a
number of omissions. For e \ample, there is no analysis of the economics ot
distance educatiim although this tigures importantly in p(ilicy debates on matters
of access and program development. Other topics deserve detailed treatment but
are not given adequate space. Most notably missing is a detailcd
account Of the recent and growing overseas involvement of Canadian institutions

and Canada's contribution to the recently formed Commin wealth of I.earning.
Both initiatives indicate the global nature ot the held and underscore
opportunities tor Canadian involvement. A ko, the scipe of the collection is
restricted to the poskecondary level and to the adult learner, hurther constraints
were imposed principally through attempt- to encourage a Whigs to be
descriptive than the majority of articles found in the literature and to attempt
instead an analytic and interpretive VICW of the held. 'the (.011,etillenCe 1,, that
many papers piint the Way ti tuture developments tnrough their emphasis on
rationale, theory, and e\ planation ot policies and proch( es. Fmerging from this is
a picture of significant developments in Canadian distance education in the l9sUs
and ,1 of if', ptIfellfial to enhance postsecondar% opportunities
over the ne\ t decade.

I hay broad thetnes run through the work. impioved at t ihtl,tv, the
principles and application ot educational technology, and innovations in
institutional practice. I he arrangement of articles hv theme is not e \act, as most
papers address More than one theme, and ,,ome touch on all thny.

Accessibility

In their \ anon" %Vays, the papers in this tirst section treat two basic aspet ot

the accessibility question: the nrst refers to the identakation and understanding
ot the learning needs ot spet Mk student groups, the sewnd, to a di,tuiction
betVeell ot entry to a program and the '-upport students need to ,IChleVe
ULLA'," in that program.

One tan adopt two perspectives in doming a( Less of entr% to higher
education. the ,1Verage probability ot enrolling in university or ( ollege ovcr ni
entire population, the most frequent indicator ot vhn i is the -participation rate-;
and a -.midi stratifftation perspe( bye Amset, lus4) that attend, to variation,
at ross groups possessing (minium charm-ten-4n s, u. II as gell(hq, language,
ethnicity Ur 'A iClOCW1101111l 'AMIN I h--pite claims of economies Ot for

1
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distance-learning systems and their seeming potential to increase general
participation rates, the use of distance education in meeting the needs of specific
groups in society likely will be its most effective contribution to improved
accessibility.

Rebecca ('oulter's paper describes recent developnwnts in distance learning
opportunities for tomen. Coulter traces the everiences of students enrolled in a
INomen's Studies course at Athabasca University and offers an insightful account
of the individual learnint;!atuations of the participants. The highly personalised
picture she presents is informed and interpreted with reference to a varied and
wide-ranging literature that obviously is evanding as feminist scholars attempt
to account tor the present position e' women in the educational system and as
they e\plore the potential ot vehicles such as distance education to improve
present and future educational opportunities.

Robert Paulet's paper opens with a boat ride and proceeds from there to
outline tile requirements h)r an et fective teacher-education program tor native
people living in the North. Throughout the joorney, the author questions current
assumptions and criticises present practice while carefully drawing the basis for
complementary methods of program development and delivery. Underlying the
entire argument is a conviction that programs will be successful in relation to
their ability to empower rather than direct.

Removing barriers to entry nioves educational institutions closer to a
situathin of real equit v. I however, merely providing greater opportunity to enroll
has not broadened the social base of accessibility to distance learning. FAisting
programs serve best the educationally skilled; the educationally disadvantaged, it
they do cnroll, are more likely to become attrititm statistics. If accessibility is not
to be a false promisc tor those individuals and groups who lack the skills and
attitudes to succeed in traditional educational programs, distance education must
be prepared to adopt the idea of equality ot results, a notion that Ross Paul in his
paper on institutiiinal practice suggests requires distinguishing between
situational and institutional barriers to enrollment and barriers that prevent

kdkiwing enrollment.] he papers lw Thompson and by I A'hel and
lichand discuss success barriers in terms ot students' learning style, cultural

asumptions within curricula, the labeling pnicess, and power relationships. The
shape and nature ot tuture student support servites are on dined, and I .obel and
Michaud define the tutor's respons..bilities not in terms ot content but directed
instead toward developing the learning skills ot students.

Educational Technology

I.ducational technology can he defined in terms of the equipment used in the
provision ot instniction products ranging nom chalkboards to communication

poicess involving the -consumables- ot instruction such as
coniputer software, vidwtopes, Iank.. t (Wi'onterence,, Also cimsidered an aspuct ot
educational technology are the instructional development activities thot generate
both products and processes. A broader view ot the Held would emphasi/e the
pedagogical and theoretical (even philosophical) underpinnings ot ednianonal
technitlogv developnwnt.

\lost paper, in this col lectum adopt a broad view and an' diqinctly
tonceptual in their treatment ot the many dimensions ot educational technology;
yet basic ti all is a consideration tor the student. Technology shindd be

1 1
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ubordinated imd responsive to the characteristics ond demands ot the onl v-too-
human learner. The desired result is a set ot products and processes that are, in
II hill's terms, convivial.

One ot the tasks of technokigy in distance educotion is to overcome not only
geographic barriers to participation Nit alsil.,OCIOI barriers. I loin and I .amy
provide a highly useful overview ofthe various definitions ot distance oducluon,
drawn in terms of their underlying values. This analysis results in d
framework kir choosing appropriate instructional technologies. Fssentia I valllt",
01 an evolved detinition distance' education wouid be learner-centered and
emphosiie the elements of access, dialogue, and learner autonomy

Ka utman similarly traces the evolution ot three generations itt d istance-
education course design. Foch is evaluated in terms of its ability to promote the
gook of learner control, dialogue, and the development ot thinking kilk 1 hird

generation designs are seen d. tittering the potentiol It1 wall"' these gthil,, by
e\ploiting the capabilities of the computer to create communications networks
ond accessible' data bases.

Cary Boyd also directs us to the potential ot computer communications in his
description ot need tor distance education to be put at the ,,ervlie ill the global
community larger community that in an Important sense awaits creatii iii
within the electn in ic network Boyd envisions. As he points out, small prllietl`, arc
underway and larger ones are envisioned the most notable ot which is the
Federal government's lean Talon Proji.,ct, which %You Id see a truly eniirmous
intormation base made available to the general public.

Charles Branner uses e isting attempts ki apply !Calling theory in
instructional design as his point ot departure in arguing tor d more riL
philostlphiCal tor distance-education design and delivery practit es. lii
development ot perceptivism" ON the needed framework 1,, an Imaginative
document and bring,' to bear on the design ot ettective distance educa thin d \VIA'
ithIcrent set tit assumptions and understandings. Interestingly, an active role lilt
the tutor lies at the heart tit his curricula; ond pedagogical recommendations,
itt tvhich ore designed to improve the achievement ot a wider conqituencv ol
learners,

';au Ye, ( ',twit, and pallet argue,' kfr the theoretn al compatibility
between educational technology and Liktance teaching as a Risk tor articulating o
distinct role tor the educational technologist. Their revietv to the literature and
survey of current activities ot educotional techntdogists outlines the elements ot
the nile as well d laying the groundwork kir further research.

lelas paper is based on o no holmi survey tit communicotions teihnologie,,
mid their use in distance edliCatutn. Drawing on her e perience with tederal
government activities in the communication,' field, !Wormed ommentary
provide,. unique perTective on the a pplicat Ion tit technology in onadd and
internationajfv,

Institutional Response

edin anon in ( anado periodn \ animation. and the
current round of polik v &hate,' revolve," around elenienk lti tilt' 1vtdi establi,Thed
-triangle-1 student government funding, and program quali(y
1)1,,tance education t, mentioned in thew iliitIItuIi largely in term,, ut t'.

pre,Ainied ability to improve portfipatif m ra Ii and ill till ,41economicall . It is

,
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8 Rtibert Sweet

!nit viewed as an alternative educational system but rather as an extension of
existing institutnma I arrangements. The idea that the Current appeal of distance
ed ucation represents a unique opportunity to construct an open learning system
designed to improve learning opportunities ratlwr than an educational institution
designed to exert control ot the sanw been advanced by Morrison (1988). The
papers in this section are concerned wi a innovation among existing educational
institutions and to descrilw their very dit ferent responses to the demands for
improved access and to the dial kmges and potential of educational technology.

Tony Bates begins this section with a wide-ranging critique of distance
ed UCdtiuIl in Canada, offered from the point of view of a knowledgeable outsider.
I lis tannliarity with the devdopnwnt of Canadian distance education is based on
nunwrous visits and extended periods of study in this country. Bates first
provides on overview and interpretation of events before observing that a
tundanwntal impediment to future development of distance kirning in Canada is
its tragmented character, which he describes as "patchy, arbitrary and
incoherent". A number ot possible approaches, it not solutions, to this state tit
at tairs is tittered, and these provide a useful introduction to tlw other papers in
the sectitin, many of which oddress the issues raised.

Ross yours paper is an appraisal of the "single-mode" distance-teaching
institutions: Athabasca University, The Open Learning Agency, and The

ele-uniyersite. I le profiles each in torms of a non-traditional value orientation
that defines their unique mandate. fie also discusses the necessity for
interinstitutional cooperation and the evolutitm ot educational technology within
the organua tiona I history of each institution. Margaret I laughey follows with an
outline ot the tiptions and choices lacing the traditional universities that
in civa singl y are adopting distance delivery of u mrses. John Dennison describes
the situation ot the community colleges and assesses the highly individual
appnhich of Nortli Islond College ik regional mandate of providing karning
opportunities along the kVc.st Coast of British Columbia, At the school level,
Norman McKinnon describes the inclusion ot adults in the system and the
necessity to odopt a system tic yet responsive delivery system. Kenneth Slade
and Robert tityeet outline issues tit regulatiim and accreditation ot the increasingly
impirtant proprietary correspondence schools. Their paper reports results of a
larger reed rch project on the private educatiim sector; thdt research tvas designed
hi better in torm pi H icy &iv tes i m tlw educational role ot business, industry, and
tlw private training institutions.

l'hese papers describe o period tit chonge ond innovation in the structure and
hal-as-ter edorational institutions at various levek ot the postsecondary

tvni. The remaining papers are concerned tvith the collaboration and
(tuiperatiim among institutiims, which is seen as essential to the rational growth
ot distance education in Canada.

Abram Konrad and lames Sind H introduce the topic tvith their
description of the basic fcatures and forms ot institutional collaboratum, -I his is
hillowed hv two case sold ws..I he tirst, by Ian \lugridge describes the very recent
lorma ot the Open I corning Agency in British Columbia. Anderson ond
\ ekon then describe ,md anolyse the( ontact North/Contact Nord proiect in
)ntario. Both provide .1 glimpse ot two tt the most signiticant collaborative

undertakings fl ( (iIIlti. t North /Cimtact Nord projeut hl -. been in
operation longer than the 01 A, and I errY Anderson and Connie \ elson
dVolldhle data to assess the basic assun%tions tit the delivery model under winch

'1 3



Introduction 9

the project operates.
This collection began with the rather straightforward goal of ,:onducting a

reappraisal ot .onw of the ideas found in Mugridge and Kaufman's 1986
publicatism Distance Education in Canada. The publishin business, however, tends
to be more interesting than straightforward, with the result that the present
volume is both more diverse in content and good deal lengthier than originally
intended. It no ertheless contains papers that reassess and reinterpret previous
positions and understandings 01 the state of distance education in Canada. It also
includes papers on a number of topics and areas of concern that previously have
not received attention: women in distance education, the provision of instruction
for the native learner, and the assessment of the private sector are examples, as
are the views of colleagues from the Tele-universite.

In addition to making a significant contribution to the literature, the authors
ot this volume tell us that distance education in Canada is responsive to the needs
ot many new students; it continues to grow in technological sophistication; and it
promises in the next decade to make an even greater contribution to
postsecondary education.
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Women in Distance Education:
Towards a Feminist Perspective

Rebecca Coulter

Introduction

If Renate D. Klein (1987) can claim that "until recently, there has been a
remarkable dearth of reflective writings on the theories and practices of the WS
(Women's Studies) classroom dynamics" (p. 18./), the case is even worse in the
area of women's learning through distance education. Although several
collections of articles (Bunch and Pollack, 1983; Bowles and Klein, 1983; Cu lkw
and Portuges, 1985) provide an introduction to feminist theory and practice in the
educational domain, and other works address such specific questions as
curriculum developnwnt (Rosser, 1986) and a learning psychology for women
(Belenkv, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, 1986) or tackle social policy issues of
education and equality and sexism and schooling (Marland, 1983; Walker and
Barton, 1983; r ?em, 1978,1980; Purvis and Hales, 1983; David, 1980), virtually no
attempt has been made to relate any of this material to an analysis of women and
distance education. This is, perhaps, not particularly surprising. The record of
production of significant theoretical writing in distance education is not exactly
overwhelming and hence it might be argued that the ba5e on which to construct a
feminist analysis is almost non-existent. On the other hand, this N'acutim in
distance-education research and analysis provides a fortuitous circumstance that
allows feminists to build a new structure trom the ground up ratlwr than forcing
tlwm to renovate an Old and inadequate one.

The need to develop a feminist or women-centered understanding of distance
education can he seen as au essential task for educators in that field when wt.
considc- that distance learning is increasingly popular for women. For example,
at Athatosca University (AU), an Alberta institution that specialiies in oftering
courses in a dktance-education format nation-wide, 60-62(:i ot students have
consistently been women. Since women's share of spaces in undergraduate
education in Canada in general is 52`..i (Government of Canada, 1986), the
proportionally larger enrolment of women in distance-education courses is
interesting. Yet no one has systematically explored why distance education in the
AU context k more appealing to women than to nwn. As a result, gender has
been ignored or down-played in most of the institution's debates about academic
policy and strategic planning and has remained largely a non-issue in course
development and delivery. There is reason to think that this scenario i5 replicated
in most distance-education programmes in this country and elsewhere (Faith,
1988).
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12 Rebecca Cmil ter

The Appeal of Distance Education for Women

kVhile some aspects of the Athabasca University distance-education model
are unique, it is still possible to use one universitv, eyerience to suggest some
reasons why distance education might be especially attractive ttl women
students. Although AL' uses a variety ot distance-education deliveries, the
primary torm ot instruction remains print-based packages designed ,f4r home
study and supported bv regular toll-free aCcetiti to a telephone tutor. Access is
turther enhanced through an open admissions policy, seR-pacing in most courses
and year-round enrollments. Library and student counselling services are ako
aN'ailable by telephone or through the central and regional offices. AU also
provides an me\pensive credit co-ordination service that allows each student to
apply to have all credits earned at other post-st condarv instittititms evaluated tor
applicability to AU degree programmes. This is particularly important tor
w.omen, who are more likely than men to have had their education interrupted by
child-bearing and chiki-rearing, or by the need to support a spouSe through
school or to tollow him to various provinces or countries through job transters or
changes.

-,ttidv through the AU model 01 diStance ed Lica bon otters a high degree ot
tlembility and individual control to each student as well as a significant level ot
academic and personal support. In other words, home studY appears, tor many
women, to be a ItIrm (It educatkm %vell-suited to them. It is something that allows
them the opportunity to access university education while, at the same tittle,
raising children at home or. more otten, carrying the double burden ot tull-time
paid employment and responsibihtv tor home and children.

Feminist Criticism of Distance Education

IlOwever, it I', precisely the home-study character ot most distame ed
that leads many feminist ,ICadenm, and activists to criticiie this form ot learning
as contributing even turther to women's Isola tit M In the home. I )istarke
education is thought, theretore, to be Inappropriate to women's learning needs.

In an earlier paper eN alua tmg distance education tor women ((oulter,
)elehantv and pronk, q81), the claim that home study %vas inherently interior to

inure traditional classroom-based learning e periences was uncritically accepted.
\onetheless, it was argued that for many %%omen the choice was be(ween home
study or no study and -given these options, who can argue that it is butter to otter
nothing:v. II, h). Lome then, however, the development ot Wornell's Lqudies
courses at At has gi% en cause to question the assumption that distance education
is an interior uducational option tor women

A Feminist Rejoinder

hilst women., isolation in the home 1,, 1 problem that should not be
dm% n pla% ed, k ran ism that damn distance eduk anon as i further (ontributorN
ausi are guilt% ol ignoring the material realities of women's lives I.verv da%
koncn ore w :Hi the limitations plawd on their lives by lock 01 money and time,

lw &stank e and get w,raphit al location, b% inadequate %hild iare and pubh%
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transportation systems (Luxton, 1980; Briskin and Yanz, 1983; Armstrong, 1984;
Fitzgerald, Guberman and Wolfe, 1982; Maroney and Luxton, 1987; Women's
Educatitmal Research Project, 1984), In this context, distance education is not part
of the problem. It is part of the solution.

First ot all, it should be recognized that women living outside the major
urban centrs hav no easy accss to post-secmdary education except through
distance education-md this form of karning simply rnakes it possibl,. for tlwse
womn to have a wider range of life choices open to them. Indeed, even those
women who live clos to a university or colkg often find that the complications
of arranging and paying for child care and transport to and from classes (among
other things) discourages participation in campus-based programmes. In the case
of many full-time homemakers, whetlwr urban or rural, who take AU courses, a
desire "to keep my mind alive" is cited as tlwir reason for pursuing education.
Thtu is, while they mav hav chosen to stay at honw to rear children, tliev also
wish to take university courses for intellectual stimulation or to upgrade their
credentials in anticipation of a return to the paid work force. A distance-
education course is tlwir way to balance work in the honw with an outward
looking activity, and Hwy do not Cxperience home study as

Womn also find hom study, at least in its AU varianti suitable option
because it allows them to arrange study times around other schedules and
activities in their lives. The relatively small number ot external constraints
governing assignment due-dates and the like nwans that a major crisis does not
occur wlwn a child tolls ill, a school holiday occurs, or some otlwr event takes a
mothr away from lwr Fooks. As one 1987 AL; graduate put it, "Wlwre elst but
Athabasca University can a tvtulan write an on A Ibursday, have a baby on
Saturday, and write another exam the tollowing Friday?"

And, while distance education is by no mans cheap, it is, comparatively
speaking, less dear than campus-based study. The 1987-88 ctairse tees oi $171 for

a three-credit course and $292 for a six-credit course pays not only tor the tutoring
but tor all todbooks, study guides, and other course ma Wrials, as well as tor
library services, counselling, and access to computer labs and audio -visual
facilitis, Students d 1St) tlephone their tutors ond vorious university services
collect. In addition, in most cases no additional tnitlay of money k reLjuired tor
child care, transportation, and other costs normally covered by students enrolled
in traditional universities, For women who suffer trom wage discrimination or
who must depend on the financial support ot d man, these monetary
considerations are important.

Finally, we should not forget that in some instances lionw study allmvs
woman to hide th tact that she is studying at all trom dfl thtii ve man or a
partner who simply tech, threateh..-d by the woman's desire to get a milversity
ducation. (.1iven the hi I I I.eye. o. .u.encc against vomen in our society, this is
nu small matter, and distance educotion may, in tact, ultimately otter som
women the skills net essarv to bind paid work, leave abusiv relationships, ,md
start independent lives.

Ftn. these ond tor other very practical and concrete reasons, it is easy to argue
that distance education provides d special kind ot accessibility to education tor
women by taking into account the realities ot many vomn's lives. In tact,
although completion rotes in distance education are notoriously k.., vomen are
mor successtul distaiu.e-education students than mn ot AL.. In I 48-1-t.6,
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of the women enrolled in courses successfully completed them whereas only
38.99k of the men did.

Womer's Learning Styles

A common criticism of distance-education learning is that the presentation of
material in set packages or modules implies the immutability of knowledge and
emphasizes the authority of the printed word. It is thot,,ht that social interaction
is non-existent and that critical thinking is unlikely to ot. ar. If this criticism is
true, women's learning at a distance would be problematic: women's need for
non-authoritarian, non-coercive, cooperative learning, and for interactive learning
processes leading to consciousness-raising and social action, are consistent
themes throughout the feminist writing on education.

The Question of Authority

There certainly are many distance-education courses that completely exclude
the experiences of women and that suggest that the material covered in the course
is objective, factual, "the truth." That is, many courses have been written to
suggest that professors or course teams are the authorities and that the
knowledge they impart is to be learned but not criticized. The teacher/study
guide is the subject; the student is the object. Using Freire's (1971) metaphor,
education is viewed as banking. Knowledge is deposited in the student so that it
can then be withdrawn at some later point. The role of the student is one of
passivity and silence.

For women who grow up in a culture that systematically silences them both
at an individual and collective level, this is particularly pernicious, but it is not a
limited to dktance-education. In their landmark study on women's learning,
Belenky et al. (1986) speak very movingly of how women's experiences of male
dominance and violenco silence women and help limit their ability to benefit from
education in general. For example, they discovered that for some women
experiences of sexual abuse "made them cautious around male professors,
confused about what was really going on, and consequently conflicted about
receiving praise" (p.59). Wonwn are often suspicious of male professors who
praisc their work and wonder if this is a cover-up for sexual desire. Thus, while
many women crave the approval of male authority figures, when it comes women
tend to question its mofivation. Women who have learned denial and silence in
sexually abusive situations carry this over into their interactions with professors
or instructors who also have power over them. As Belenkv and her colleagues put
it, "a kind of cognitive cloudiness pervades the thinking of many such women
they are literally unsure if they really know what they know and if tlwir
achievements are genuinely deserved" (p. 60).

kVlien we consider that at least One Canadian woman in ten is battered by a
man in her lite (Ind that estimates suggest that one girl in five is the victim of male
sexual abuse, the importance of the relationship between violence. silence, and
education can be understood. indeed, even in cases where overt sexual abuse has
not been a factor, well 'ntitutionalized patterns of male dominance and authority
have taken their )11 ir 'erms of vomen',, abilitie,, to value their ovn
achievements a I to .1) to be wrong. ( r md .iver again, lielenkv and her
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co-researchers became convinced that every women "needs to know that she is
capable of intelligent thought, and she needs to know it right away" (p. 193).

Questions of authority and silenOng, then, pervade all forms of education
and are not peculiar to distance education alone. In fact, distance education,
precisely because it is thatat a distancecan be seen as providing women with
an opportunity to learn away from the direct threat of males, whether professors
or other students. Sexual harassnwnt is decidedly less of a problem for students
enrolled in distance-education courses than it is for students in classroom
situations.

Furthermore, many of tlw elenwnts of cut-throat competition and
hierarchical ordering associated with patriarchal forms of learning, which many
Women find dit ticult to cope with (Maher and Dunn, 1984; Klein, 1987; Rich,
1974), are removed in distance education. Because students are engaged in home
study and rarely meet their peers, they are not subject to intense rivalries over
grades and stand little chance of becoming victims of verbal attacks from
professors or tell(ny students. The primary relationship is with a telephone tutor,
and students have a high degree of control when contact between tutor and
learner is lw telephone. Furthermore, because the teaching/learning process
between tutor and student is on a (me-to-one basis, the potential for developing a
more co-operative and shared approach to education is greater than in a
classroom situation where one instructor ministers to large numbers at the same
time. One Women's Studies tutor described her feelings this way:

Because the student and I are both at home, an aura of persimal communicatim is
presnt whICh is not apparent initially in a classroom situation. I find that I speak in
an easv, casual fashion on the telephotw, in a way that would be inappropriate when
oiw is talking to more than ono person in a classroom.... The phone calk are by
nature more peNonalited and natural (Bray, 198t), p. 9).

It might %yell be that telephone tutoring encourages mutuality between two
adults %yho both teach and learn from each other rather than engaging in the more
common dominance-submission patterns ot instructor and student.

In important respects, too, the Ritor mediates between the prokssor's
authority as invoked in tlw study guides and the student. The tutor can, for

\ ample, engage in a conspiracy of criticism with the student and thus help the
student subject the professor's interpretations to close scrutiny. Of course, it is

ko possible for tlw tutor to reinforce the authority of the print package, thus
making matters even worse.

In the tinal analysis, however, course materials should be designed in such a
way as to oyerconw the criticism that the authority of the printed word and tlw
patriarchal structuring ot instructional design make distance education
particularly difficult tor wonwn. Students should not have to rely on the luck ot
the draw 61 find a tutor who will lwlp them take a more open approach to a course
(ir pr( wide t twin with supplementary readings to till in the gaps and make
Ivomen's lives visible.

I be At: \perience suggests, though, that many women tind distance-
educa non learn ine ilespite its flaws, considerably less threatening than other
types of formal edlICd non. Woriwn students often obser 1 that they use
d istance-ed (lotion ,llurses to build up a confidence in a c owil skills and

lit ies before im y, on to more trod it iona I settings. Distance-ed (h. anon
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Courses allow women to test themselves in relative privacy and in reasonably
non-threatening ways. Failure, if it comes, is not public.

Helping Women Find Their Voice

If distance education is an attractive educational option for many women,
what can be done to enhance women's learning experiences in areas like course
development and delivery? One of the most important lessons to conw out of the
women's movement has been the one which emphasiies the iniportance of
hearing and validating women's experiences. Feminist educators recogni/e that
womin have a need to see how and why "the personal is political", to understand
how their individual tniubles are connected to social problems. Learning from
experience is not a new educational philosophy, of course, but it is only in
Women's Studies that consistent efforts have been made to develop courses
"which value women's personal experience, which develop an alternative 1.ersion
of women's lives to the one which legitimises their oppression, and which
encourages women to stop denying their own interests in the service of
patriarchy" (Thompson, 1983, p. 120).

Distance educators trying to meet the gook ot devekiping "a process ot
learning concerned to empower women and to change fundamental attitudes and
behaviour" (Thompson, 1983, p. 1 I I ) have to think carctully about how to
incorporate personal experience with social analysis, how to value persona!
experience without negating the importance tit more abstract theori/ing. Some
practical attempts to do this in distance-education kVomen's Studies courses at
AU have begun but are far trom completely satisfactory. Course authors were
asked to share relevant aspects ot their personal experience with students. For
example, authors might discuss how they developed their interests in particular
subjects and issues and how the cours( they are writing relate to other parts tit
their lives and to their world-view. Cmi NC all thoN are ako encouraged to insert
personal examples or experiences throughout the onirse to illustrate points they
are making. For instance, the author ot the course entitled "Issues and Strategies
in CounwIling (Ads and Women" discussed what happened when she appeared
as an expert witness at custody hearings in which a IL'Sblan mother 1',1,,
threatened with the hiss ot her children. That is, the aulluir/teacher provided a
concrete case to demonstrate how particular social constructs and ideologies work
themselves out in real lite and, just as importantly, how feminists can use their
knowledge and expertise to assist other women and vAirk tor change.

Women's Studies tutors are also encouraged to share their personal
experiences and analyses with students, t onsequent lv, students usually feel
comtortable enough to relate events in their lives to the course material and to test
feminist theory against their own lived realities. In addition, the experiences ot
other women and their reflections on those experiences are built into the courses
through devices such as case studies, no\ els, poetry, and taped interviews or
discussions, for example. in the health-issues course a tape ot new mothers
disc assing their knowledge ot the birthing prot ess is mod to introduce issties
related to the medicali/ation of Ma tvrnity. It is worth noting that the use ot
audio-tapes is a part icidarly aspeA ot courses since women report that
by listening to tapes in many ditterent sitnations in their cars %%lido driving to
work, in the kiti hen while preparing supper or vashing dishes, on their Sony
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Walkmans while exercisingthey are able to manage their limited time more
effectively.

A number of courses inckale exercises that help women fucus on and analyze
their experiences, and often these assignments and projects ask students to
discuss questions with other women in their communities. Many students report
with some amazement that they had never really talked to their mothers or sisters
before about how they felt about women's lives. Daughters are especially
surprised to find out that the content women they thought mothers to he were no

such thing and that mothers deeply resented the lock of opportunities and the
constrict d ..ves they had felt forced to lead in previous decades.

Activities such as the ones last named encourage women to talk to each other
and do much to overcome the problem of studying alone. This is especially
important; educators in the field of Women's Studies have found that interaction
between women is an essential part of their learning. Although we have found
that many women are so excited by their learning in Women's Studies courses
that they talk to anyone who will listen--friends, acquaintances, mothers,
co-workersand often duplicate course readings to distribute at church groups,
women's clubs, and workplaces, course developers need to make conscious
efforts to assist students to make contact with others.

On the other hand, there is no need to make a fetish ot social interaction.
Although many students express a need to talk to other students, many others
indicate that atter caring for people all day as mothers or workers, their private
study is what they do tor themselves, is their escape, is, for each of them, it vou
will, "a room of one's own". For some women students, the recogniied healing
that comes through journal w'ri. ig is replicated in private study.

The skillful educator vill tind ways to adopt dialogic teaching to the distance
format in order th.:t students can make their own connections between new ideas
and old, between experience and analysis, between thought and action. The
-teacher- can imaginatively and empathically engage in 11 -conversation" with
students, anticipate and answer questions, acknowledge that some ot the material
is difficult to grasp, but otter assurances that it On bc understood. Students can
be shown how to uncover sexist assumptions and ideological positions, evaluate
alternative views, and unveil the %.alue systems of valoll`, writers and thinkers.
That is, distance. education courses can be designed to enctnirage %%Innen to
question the authority of the printed word and provide -models ot thinking as cl

human, imperte,l, and attainable activity" ( lielenkv et at., 1h, p. 217).
It is the midwifery metaphor developed by lielLyky ct al. (108b) from their

work with women that describes the torm ot teaching that distance uca.tors,
with others, might strive to achieve.

The kind (It tem her they vomen) phiped ,ind the kind tor % hit h they corned
va one who would help them ortirtilote and pond their lotent koowledge:

1110%0e-teat:her Midwife tuot her are the oppo..ite honker tem her.. While the
honker,. depoit knowledge in the learner ",. head. the mid w ive, draw it mit rhey

the studenk in giving birth to their own idea,, in making their Own ttivit
knowledge e nd elobora tmg it (1(156, r. 2171.

ctiurse, developing an instructional Litsign that winild sitrve as a mid-wite
is an enormous and on-going task made especially difficult by the nature of
d istance-educatEm teria Is. Even it we work with students MI a «nirse tea in or
design a course amenable to ongoing revisions so that student critiques and2
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suggestions can be worked into the course at regular intervals, it still remains true
that a course package, once prod uctx1, is difficult to change. Thus it is all the more
important at the development stage to build in flexibility and interaction,
motivation and encouragement. It might even he argued that distance educators
need to he more conscious than others of the psychologica; theories and
educational philosophies that inform their work. Those things which have been
taken as givens in education need to he constantly subjected to analysis. The
work of Gilligan (1982), for example, shows that our understanding of
psychological development hos really been only an understanding of male
development. Hence there is a pressing need to re-think the understanding we
have of human development particularly as it relates to the ways in which peopk.
learn.

Ultimately, the challenge to distance educators, indeed to all educators, is
two-fold. First, we must meer Rich's (1979) call that "women need a
reorganization of knowledge, of perspectives and analytical tools that can help us
know our foremotheN, evaluate our present historical, political, and personal
situation, and take ourselves seriously as ager in the creation of a more
balanced culture" (p.141). Second, as the work of Maher and Dunn (1984) shows,
we need to try to develop coUrses where content and teaching come together,
where what is taught and how it is taught are two complementary and interacting
parts of the whole. If ways can be developed to meet those challenges in
distance-education courses, a significant contribution will be made to women's
knowing and to the transformation ot our world through the process Freire has
called conscientization.

In the end, the acid test tor adult education, whether it is offered at a distance
or in other formats, is the degree to which it both empowers learners to make
choices about their personal lives and encourages them to engage in socially
conscious activities with others. This goal is continually articulated by Women's
Studies teachers (KleM, 1987), though it has often been suggested on an informal
level that consciousness-raising !eading to individual or social action is unlikely
to be achieved through distance learning. The experience in Women's Studies at
Athabasca University, however, demonstrates in an extraordinarily clear manner
that distance education can be at least as effective aS classroom education in
effecting change. A few examples, based on information students hove clvisen to
share, will serve to illustrate the way" in winch 'vonnn havell''''d what th`,'y ha"
learned in their courses to make changes in their lives and in the lives ot otners.

A woman and mother ot two children had already lett her battering husband
before enrolling in the introductory kVonten's Studies Clitirw. I lowever, as she
explained later, she continued to feel that the husband's battering was somehow
her fault, that she was mit worth loving. She also felt that the church she had
attended regularly all her lite contributed to her feelings ot worthlessness lw
organizing all activities around couples, lw emphasizing biblical injunctitms of

50 on, Fart way through the coup.,e, she said, and after
reading and thinking about the material, she suddenly woke up one morning and,
while lying in bed, was suddenly able tt nug herself and say and believe, "I am
worth loving." This new-found strength then enabled her to confront the minister
in the church. She pointed out to him that violence can be psychological as well as
physical and that she telt that attitudes, behaviours and teachings in the church
needed to change it the chum h was not to be culpable in the matter of violence
against women. She provided the mirtister with reading materials trom the
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course and convinced him that she could run a Sunday School group for women,
especially single parent women. This she did, and while her class started with
only four members it has grown steadily over the weeks. In addition, the minister
lus continued to read on women's issues and occasionally ce..vered ,1 sermon on
women's rights or related themes. In addition, it is interesting to note that this
woman, who is now pursuing a degree in psychology a t a traditiona
campus-based university, found that she was able to critique the material on
women and violence in other AU courses and in her classroom psychology
courses and was thrilled both a t her mastery ot the subject material and the tact
that she felt self-confident enough to "talk back" to professors, whether they
appeared in-print or in-person.

Although there are many wonderful stories like this, it must be recogniied
that some women have had very paintul perstinal struggles as a result of
enrollment in Women's Studies courses. They have turned to Student Services
counsellors for help in working through past and present sufferings. This
emphasizes the need tor distance-education institutions to provide studen t-
support systems staffed by skilled, non-sexist counsellors who are sensitive to
women's special needs. Indeed, it is easy to argue that feminist counsellors
should be on the staff of each student-service unit. Fven this cannot guarantee
that all st t ill 1 I 1 1.uuen.s .n one instance the combined support of a tutor
and a feminist counsellor was not enough to help a student cope with the pain ot
her past life and, to avoid further anguish and hurt, the student withdrew trom
the course. While this was a very sad decision, blame cannot he laid at the door ot
distance education; similar withdrawals occur in classroom-ba..ed courses, too.
The fact ot the matter is that most women Ultimately move thrt mgh the stages ot
pain and anger towards healing and new strength. They can be seen and heard at
International Women's Day marches, on btiards ot provi nc.a. s. ttl.us-ot-women
committees, in workplaces, women's groups and churches. There is no happier
moment for an educator than to see ,1 former student on the six o'clock television
news telling the world why Canada needs ti universally accessibk, high-quality
child-care system and knowing that in important ways that student is there
because of a distance-education cour,e that Introduced her to the women's
movement and women's issues.

The woman who organi/ed a workshop on pornography in ,1 SI11,1 ll northern
community anu went on with her friends to take successful action again,,t local
store for selling pornographic materials and the woman who set up education
sessions on feminist counselling for the social workers in her office ,1 re illSt two ot
the many students who have gone on to make changes in their world, one
student telt the joy of women's strength when she tmcovered the history of a "tea
and literary group" in her community and tound that, despite its location in the
heart ot redneck ctiuntry, menthers had Used a tradithina 1 club to work tor the
subversive goal ot women's rights tor themselves and their daughters. Another
student experienced the intellectual pleasure through Women's Studies ot
"seeing how all the pieces ot everything I learned tit together a lid how everything
is connected." These womenls distance-education students, have engaged in
true learning; they have developed a personal praxis in which thetiry and action
interact. As one student said, "I'll never forget this Women's St odic,. course. The
things I learned are around me everyday and my life will never be the sanw
again
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Conclusion

This paper suggests sonw ot the ways to begin to think about distance
education as it relates to the learning needs of wonwn students. It is a first
attempt to draw together some of the strands of feminist work on education both
from the women's movement and train the academic world in order to
understand why distance education is attractive to women students and how
their experiences ot home study might be made better.

Distance education does not provide an inherently inappropriate or
inadequate form ot learning for women, It is, rather, one approach to education,
which increases women's range ot choices in any socielv. The problems and
rewards of distance education are both similar to and different from those which
can be found in other modes of teaching and learning. The chalkmges facing
distance educators face all self-critical teachers. Can education be made an
empowering and liberating experience both at the individual and collective
le%'els?
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Building Bridges:
Northern Native Teacher Training

Robert Paulet

Leaving St. Theresa Point, Manitoba

It had rained all morning and was still raining hard as ve loaded the last box
of books into the motor boat and lett the salall wharf near the school. The course
was over and I waS heading for the local airport. The waves were pounding the
metal boat, but I was confident the old priest at the helm would get me safely
across. I us friendly smile reminded me of the hospitality of the local residents,
and particularly of the native students who had successfully completed my
teaching methods course. I.00king over my shoulder at the small building that
had served as our classroom, I remembered how the students helped me adjust to
their community. From the first day when they quietly suggested that the green
wood I had prepared tor the stove would surely smoke everyone out of the
classroom, to the last davtoday----when they helped load the bows of
phOtocopies and hooks I would take back to university. It had been ,1 busy and
enjoyable time. But it had been some weeks and I was anxious to return to the
south, or 'out' aS it was referred to locally. As the boat ran easily against the dock,
I was sore I could hear the float plane approaching....

Many northern native leaders, southern educators, and politicians sincerely
wish to improve native education in the north. To do so, they would construct an
educational "bridge" between the north and the south ot Canada. Ihe task of the
wandering professor of her,.,,a Point waS defined by that polkv; but his
personal experience suggests another view: namely, that northern communities
must be involved in northern native teacher training programs and that these
programs should he controlled, as much as possible, by the local residents.

The purpose of (his paper is to examine critically the ramitv-ations of directly
delivering courses in the north under (a) an 1'11 tft,Ition at a Distance" model and
(b) an alternative "Distance Fducation- model. It will compare their ability to
a!-..sist in native education, yet remain sensitive to lite style and culture in
communities..1 he paper examines:
I. traditional and current native educ tiona I goal', and aspirahons, particularly

the need tor -,elt-determination and appropriate Wacher programs;
2. education at a distance tor native students; and distance education

supplement to current d elivery systems.
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Traditional Native Education

Traditional Indhin cultures valued the responsibilities of family life,
particularly the obligation to prepare children for adulthood. Education
encompassed all aspects of the child's life. Children were raised to assume adult
responsibilities in an atmosphere of warmth and affection. "The responsibility for
educating the young belonged to all adults in the community" (Williams and
Wyatt, 1987, p. 210). Guided by the community, children learned by trial and
error.

Later, they learned by attentively observing adults and practising their new-
found skills. An emphasis was placed on respect for all living things, sharing,
self-reliance, individual responsibility, and proper conduct (Barman, Hebert, and
McCaskill, 1986, p. 3), Elders were repositories of cultural and philosophical
knowledge as well as transmitters of such information. From the stories told in
the evening by elders, children learned their history, science, spiritual beliefs,
customs, and values.

Current Educational Goals and Aspirations

Native parents, as previously described, liave traditionally assumed
responsibility for t.,ducating their children. However, under the auspices of many
church and government schools. many parents did not understand the objectives
of the educational programs and did not become actively involved in the formal
education of their children(Battiste, 1986).

Ingram's and McIntosh's Education North Evaluation Project in 1981
suggested that the overall goal of improving educational services in northern
communities could be met only if a number of identifiable objectives were met,
and if locally sensitive (..ducational materials and curricula were devdoped.
Curriculc would be seen as credible only it they reflected community values.
Thus the curricula should include native languages as well as English and/or
French. A teacher who is fluent in the native language can nwre effectively
encourage members of the community to re-discover their own language,
encourage tlw young to learn and use it, and strerAthen and enhance cultural
identity.

Nortlwrn communities also vish to see their local traditions, 'alties, and
culture taught through hwal history and geography. Hie Metis Association of the

iiiNorthwest Territories ( I qS , ik position paper, asked the government to
ensn r t ht t course Cull tent reflect the history, present position, A nd aspirations ot
the people to whom the courses dr(' directed.

kVriting about the education of the Micmac iii. hi rtk le, "Micmac I .iteracv
and Cognitive Assimilation," Banish. (1986) stated that "Bilingual, bicultural
education must lw the haindation upon yhich different knowledge bases and
cultural processes are nwt with respect and chosen according to fannlY
preterence" (p. 41).

Nortlwrn native residents, for the most part, do not want to cling to empty
sentinwntality. They red hie that the value of building a new future on A rich
heritage requires careful e\amination of many alternatives. However, native
leaders, such v. Tourangeau (1(i87), believe that "Native educati)n mu tie

looked at from tlw perspective of tlw native communities themselves a
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from the perspective of someone who is outside looking in" (p. 47). N a ti ve leaders
feel that native people should identify goals for their children and control
institutions and processed to accomplish these goals.

Even though many northern natives live in a traditional and simpler society,
many wish to benefi t from and make contributions to the more complex
technological society. Many recognive that "We are in a period of technological
and social change..." (Bates, 1986, p. 6). Their challenge is to obtain such an
education while maintaining their heritage.

A number of native leaders, including Verna Kirkness, argue that a key to
progress in native education is the employment ot native teachers. These goals
may be achieved in several ways, including the use of distance education to
supplement current programs, some of which train native teachers in community
settings (Ilatter and Paulet, 1985).

Issues in Teacher Education

Five core issues in teacher education, identified by Williams and Wyatt
(1987), have been shown to have particular relevance to the education of native
teachers. They are:
1. community involvement;
2. incorporation of native language and culture;
3. decentraliiation;
4. entrance reqiiirements and paraprofessional training; and
5. program quality.

Community Involvement

Community-based teacher training programs are ones in which all or a major
portion ot the coursework is taken in an off-campus setting. They are located in
the community of the teachers in training or in an area that does not involve
relocathM tor the student. I .oca ting a centre at or near a school enhances
communica thin between students, teachers, and community leaders.

These programs provide a number of advantages to local communities.
Native Indian, Metis, and Inuit peoples of Canada find ,1 sense of community in
the extended family structure. I spiritual elements of Native communities are
strong and based im tradition. Since family ties and other support systems may be
severed by a move from the community, community-based programs can delay
adjustments until students are firmly established as students. Students with
families con enrol without abdwating their familial and parental responsibilities.

Community involvement is a critical element ot community-based teacher
education programs. The Mount Currie leacher fraining Program, I.il'wat
Reserve. in British Columbia, ()tiered by Simon Fraser University, is an example
(Williams and Wyatt, 11187). Native participation was considered essential in
every phase ot its develiyment. Band members assisted university consultants in
designing the program propti,-al, choosing the actual site, and interviewing and
selecting student tea( hers and instructors,

Even enthusiastic supporters ot community involvement recogni/e its
limitations ;iven the close and pervasive kinship ties in reserve communities. it
is virtually impossible to a% oid situations where relatives make decisions about
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each other. Another concern relates to the use of local talent. Although some
administrators are eager to incorporate local experience, others are more cautious
in modifying department curriculum guidelines.

Native people often are hesitant to support their own people in positions of
responsibility. Student teachers just completing their training find that some
people in the community have difficulty acepting them in tlwir new role as
teachers. For many years they have identified teaching as a prolesskin occupied
by non-Indians from outside their community. A serendipitous beiwfit of having
native student teachers might be their influence in drawing parents into the
school.

Incorporation of Native Language and Culture

Like community involvement, the incorporation c.f native language and
culture k essential to a successful native teaclwr training program (Segall, 1979).
Not only can native teachers provide a positive role model, they can ako bring to
the classroom native linguistic and cultural resources. However, in the author's
e:.periences, many young people who are interested in becoming teachers dt, not
understand or value the traditional culture. They can, of course, transmit the
contemporary native culture. In some Native Indian Education Programs
(NITEP), students take linguistic courses that enable them to read and write their
native language. Their courses in English composition and Canadian lit(rature

s.uualso broaden their perspectives. However, teadwrs working with native I en.s
should also be aware of their students' learning styles (Mort., 1987). 1 he key to
success appears to be the development of skills and attitude," thot enable voting
adults to survive in a modern society without discounting their heritage.

Decentralization

Rural areas of Canada, and Indian re,,irves in particularis i reu It of high
mobility, have often born the brunt of teacher shortages. "Urban-bred teaclwrs
frequently see non-urban schools as temporary di%iirsions in a career path that
leads to the city" (Parket, 1972, p. 37). At the same time, native students otten find
it difficult to adjust to lite away from their community. In Manitoba, the Brandon
University Northern Teacher Education Program (BUNTIT) provide,. instruction
and supervises student teaching program,' in a number ot local communities.
Most courses are completed in home communities %vith the assistance ot kical
administrators and travelling professors Many native student teaclwrs have a
choice between studying in centralized urban campuses or in their own
communities.

Entrance Requirements and Professional Training

In Canada, all of the native teadwr training programs make provisions lot
mature-student admissions, and several grant advanced standing. Community-
based teacher training, as discussed earlier, tends to attract mature students %vho
do mn have the academic entranc requirements ot i traditiomal program. ( ;rants
from the Departnwnt ot Northern Attairs and Canada Manpower have enabkid
native people to work effectively in educational settings %vithout a high schwl
diploma. Tlwse jobs are in such areas as wunselling, cultural resource personnel,
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teaching aides, and language teachers. In 1968, the first native teacher training
program was introduced as a pilot project in the Northwest Territories. The
intention of this program was to train teaching aides to the level of teachers. In
1983, a program with the same objective at Brandon University (Program for the
Education of Native Teachers (PENT), was declared the most innovative
educational program in North America (Pau let, 1988). There is growing evidence
to support the contention that many talented individuals can enter the leaching
profession when flexible academic requirements are accepted at universities.
Cram (1985) in "Northern Teachers for Northern School" wrote:

Ten years after its beginnings as a tentative response to a training need for Quebec
Inuit teachers, the Native and Northern Eduation program has reached relative
maturity. Some twenty-nine have received l'rovincia I or Territorial Certification, and
of these twenty-nine who have graduated since 1981, eighteen also hold the McGill
Certificate (p. 22).

Program Quality

Administrators of NITEP programs vehemently contend that community-
based programs must remain in regular teacher training programs governed
academically by a traditional institution. This ensures the program's credibility
even when delivered at a distance. Thi5 credibility by association is significant to
the individuals in the off-campus training centre when dealing with a host of
supporting institutions and professional organizations. Generally, the content and
quality must remain flexible enough to meet the unique needs and aspirations of
the native communities.

High-quality distance-education programs are currently being delivered
from coast to coast in Canada. Using the same five criteria for effective off-campus
teacher training programs, we will examine the potential benefits and limitations
of using distance ecation as a supplement to current programs.

Community Involvement

To enhance local community involvement, education programs should be
designed and delivered with creativity and sensitivity (Ferguson, 1984). This is
particularly true of distance-education programs because the locus of control is
usually hundreds of miles away from the "scene of action."

Distance-education programs can be used to enhance community
involvement. I lowever, a number of challenges face individuals delivering off-
campus courses. The wurse design and delivery should consider potential
influence of peer pressure on student learning (Kay, 1987). The degree and quality
of interaction will be affected by both internal and external pressures. It takes
relativdy little time to contact local leaders and let them control the scene. Whik,
this aproach will lead to fewer failures, it will also ensure fewer new participants
to benefit from the new programs. North Island College (Paulo, 1987) recogniied
the importance of contacting a variety of people being served in northern British
Columbia. Four vehicles travelled to the isolated communities. The vehicles
served as a visible reminder to the northern residents that someone in thL, south
cared. Scholars, poets, and labourers met at the vehicles and discussed their
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educational aspirations. Sadly, in 1987 only one vehicle was used. Local
representives were asked to spread the good news and assist where possible.

In the Brandon University Northern Teacher Ech..cation Program (BUNTEP),
resident administrators and counsellors work closely with the band councils,
school administrators, teachers, students, and local residents. This superstructure
could be used to support a truly community oriented distance-education
program. Trained individuals are in key positions to help community leaders
define their educational needs. Also, they can help the leaders communicate their
aspirations to individuals and agencies prepared to support the local
communities.

Telephone systems can enhance the "bridging" of ideas within and between
the isolated in communities (Pau let and Ferguson, 1985). In 1986, the Manitoba
'Telephone System provI1 reduced telephone rate to encourage Post-
secondary institutions to _.ome familiar with the benefits of teleconferencing.
Mandville (1987) enthusiastically supported teleconferencing at Memorial
University: "in my opinion, the combination of videotape and teleconferencing
improves the qu.dity of distance teaching" (p. 150). While some students were
able to complete their assignments with limited encouragement from their
instructors, other benefitted from regular p'oone calls.

On-site contact individuals, sensitive to the problems of isolated
communities, can help local residents regain power, prestige, and hopeill of
which have almost disappeared as a result of technological acculturation. Indeed,
the new technology can be used to enhance community involvement. The first
challenge may be to convince the students that outsiders truly care about the
individual needs and concerns of the local community. Some northern residents
make cynical comments about programs designed in the south to meet the needs
of bureaucrats with overt and covert interests. Students in (he north are all too
aware that technology can be used to force residents in isolated communities to
conform to standards established in a "distant land". In addition to open hostility,
administrators must deal with conflicting opinions within the communities. For
example, in some northern communities there are individuals with treaty rights
that enhance their educational opportunities and other individuak, with similar
aspirations, who have little or no political power. The latter frequently contend
that it is ditticult to get excited about new programs and promises when they lack
protection by custom and the law.

Incorporation of Native Language ar,d Culture

)istance-ed Lica bon programs Ca n ie designed to enhance communication
with and between local residents. Where possible, local CU titollIS should be
acknowledged. Only through shared experiences based on mutual respect and
understanding can individuals learn about each other and question their own
values. Tlw importance of the local Inuit language and culture wa', dramatically
emphasi/e by l'adlayat and Winkler (1987). Fducat ion in traditional Inuit culture
wa', holistic. All members of the community played a role in the child's total
growth and development, and learning %1',1', not split into categories. Children
acquired skills and knowledge at an individual pace, and they grew up in an
environment in which mutual aid was the key to survival and competition had no
plaLe.
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The introduction of schools in Northern Quebec in the late 1940s changed this

situation dramatically. It resulted in the divorce of school from community and

disrupted traditional patterns of learning. It crea d a discrepancy between the

child's culture and the culture of the school, and this has largely been responsible
for students' poor performance.

Many native leaders are concerned that few young natives can speak, read,
and write in their own dialect. The leaders recognize that many individuals living
in isolated comunities do not wish to live "the life of their forefathers." At large

gatherings, like the International Aboriginal Conference in V.ancouver 119871, the

predominant language used in the lecture halls was English. Authors ofdistance-

education print material designed for iscdated communities slueild recognize the

limitations of seeking a common symbol system tor all the communities.
Providing native leaders with administrative training will be helpful, especially if
the local leaders serve as catalysts in their own communities. Native leaders can

serve as consultants to individuals and institutions developing and evaluating
distance-education courses and programs.

Decentralization

A number of geographical features of Canada, the second largest country in the
world, dictate that deeentrahiatnni play a significant role in a distance-education

program. Smith (1987), describing the situation in the Northwest Territories,
stated that "distance education must be good tor us, because we sure got lots ot

distance" (p. 14('). It is not surprising that in such a large country there are
varieties ot temperaments. Many residents in isolated communities aspire to live

in large centres like Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver. They desire basic skillS

that will make them employable outside ot their community. Other northern

residents are content to live in their home community and want training
appropriate tor their particular lifestyle. Distance-education programs can
provide individual instruction, but most cost-ettectiye programs are designed tor
mass production. Creative adaptations must be considered!

Team et tort can m imite the services provided with limited funds. Manor
and Simand (19871 described how the Inter-University North, IL N1 model in
Manitoba emphasiied cooperation and shared responsibility: -From the

beginning all three institutions divided the work evenly third ot the courses

tered at each university so that the ',ma BL'St (Brandon) took responsibility tor

as many courses as the largest (Manitoba). This arrangement continues even

today" (p.
Not (iniv does the current system in Manitoba avoid unnecessar%

duplication, but it also provides a mechanism tor et nciently using provincial

resources. For e\ ample, IUN ed l'Ca howl advisors el``k( students taking out-ot-
province correspondence and other distance-deliyered courses.

Similarly, in British ColUmbia, northern re,,Rients hencht from ay,reements
made between the Uni .sity ot British Colu mNa, the University of Victoria. and
Simon Fraser University. According to 1 erbury ( 0$7): -With their own spy, 101

resources and Faculitie they have been able to provide courses and programs ot
particular interest to adult students seeking to improve their Formal

qualifications..." (p. 164).
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Post .secondary institutions across Canada are now responding to more and
more admission applications from northern adult learners who have diverse, and
often Lxtensive, prior educational experience and who wish to complete specific
courses or programs that are directly related to their occupations and interests.
Organizations such as the Open University Consortium of British Columbia, the
Assodation of Atlantic Universities, and the Council of Ontario Universities have
creatively and Cooperatively served northern governments and residents. The
recent Canadian Association of Distance Education (CADE) also provides a
vehicle for further sharing.

Team effort can enlarge educational opportunity and redu e costs. However,
the materials themselves must be appropriate for the residents in the isolated
communities. Owen (1987) stated: "... distance-learning systems learning
materials and methods are expected to be flexible in cowent and curriculum and
are consciously and systematically designed for independent study. In addition,
learning materials are expected to employ a wide range of media and resources
suited to the needs of these students" (p. 157).

Early attempts at Brandon University to provide print packages to
supplement existing audiovisually oriented courses have proven effective in
northern Manitoba (Paulet, 1986). However, experience in northern Manitoba
clearly indicated that pacing is important in course delivery.

Distance-education programs are currently supplementing traditional on-
campus programs and providing sonic degree of individualiz.ation in nortlwrn
communities. However, studies by Crawford (1986) and Owen (1987) indicated
that some students were not benefitting from the system. Owen noted that the
correspondence courses in Alberta were serving the needs of the intellectuals who
had previously demonstrated some commitment to post-secondary education
rather than students who were reluctant to enter a university. Particularly
relevant to northern natives was Owen's statement:

tlw predominance of "urban" students in the sample (and declining importance of
rural students) indicates that post-secondary dktance education, similar to
traditional post-secondary education, is primarily an urban plwnomenon. Potential
students from rural or, in thu case of the northern territories, relatively isolated
villagtn, and towns perceive the isolation of homu-study as unattractive tp. 1(i1).

Many northern natives need to find a way into the system!

Entrance Requirements and Paraprofessioni Training

Forsythe (1984) emphasized the importance of providing flexibk, entrance
riAluirements. "Distance-learning systems should have open entry, individual
pacing, effective cminselling and instructional materials which are flexible
enough to adapt to alternative modes of delivery and learning style" (p. 157).

Many of tlw «mtrance requirements are established by the traditional campus-
based institutions. I lowever, in institutions such as Athabasca University,
entrance requiremenk are adapted to the needs of their students. Many other
UllivvNities across Canada are also recognizing the importance Of special
admissions.
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Northern residents can take courses by distance delivery that will help them
successfully complete a variety of post-secondary courses. A frequently under-
rated role that can be played by distance delivery is that of providing
supplementary courses for current traditional programs. Many students who
have completed a few distance delivered courses gain self-confidence and an
interest in further education. Also, when program requirements are raised by
governments and academic institutions, distance delivery can make it feasible for
residents in northern communities to meet the new standare:s (Paulet, 1987).

Program Quality

At present in Canada there is a great deal of competition for limited
educational funds. The powerful traditional on-campus university departments
want even more of what is available. Also, there is a tendency to look upon
distance education as a means of reducing costs in isolated communities.
Unfortunately, for some individuals, academic prestige is purchased by shifting
theiunds from northern communities to vocal southern supporters.
Consequently, the quality of the programs delivered ii the north suffer. Not only
will proponents of distance delivery have to become creative fund raisers for their
current and kmg-term needs, but they will als3 become more accountable.

The quality of the distance delivery system should be determined by the
manner in which it builds bridges between cultural groups within our Canadian
mosaic.
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Le Tuteur et le Support a L'Etudiant en
Enseignement a Distance

Celine Lebel e! Bernard Michaud

Introduction

Une recension d'ecrits sur le rifle des activites d'apprentissage en
enseignement a distance (Landry, 1987) nous a permis de constater que certains
auteurs attribuent aux actiyites d'apprentissage non seulement des functions
reliees a la cognition, c'est-a-dire celles yisant la realisation de la tache proposee,
la resolution du problemeou ratteinte de l'objectif vise (Flayed, 1979, 1981);
(Lefebvre-Pinard, Pinard, 1987), mais aussi d'autres fonctions que nmis a yons
regroupees sous le terme general de support a l'etudiant.' La premiere partie de
cet article presente une grille elaboree partir des fonctions de support des
actiyites d'apprentissage.

En deuxieme partie nous utilisons la meme grille pour verifier comment le
tuteur pourrait remplir les fonctions de support a l'etudiant telles que definies
precedemment. Plusieurs auteurs (liolmberg, 1974; MacKenzie, 1974; Baath et
Wangdhal, 1976; Baath, 1976; Robinson, 1981; Watters, 1984; Henri et Kaye, 1985)
ont dela demontre l'importance du ride du tuteur en enseignement a distance et
decrit ces functions de support.

Dans un troisieme temps, nous proposons lc tutorat comme mode
d'intervention susceptible de hien cadrer les interventions du tuteur sans negliger
les besoins de l'etudiant.
1. Les tOnetions de support des act tunes d'apprentissaNe

L'inventaire des fonctions de support des activites d'apprentissage nous a
amenes a les classer en quatre differents plans :
a. le support sur le plan nu'lhodolosique, celui qui permet i l'etudiant

d'acquerir, de pratiquer ou d'ameliorer une strategic de type cognitif ou
metacognitif. line strategic de type cognitif c'est, par exemple, comment
taire un resume, s'autoquestionner, rediger une analyse, construire Un
tableau, c'est-;1-dire progresser dans l'atteinte de lacquisition des
connaissances du domaine d'etude (Hayed, 1981). On pourrait donner
comme exemple de strategics de type metacognitit la planitication, la
verification, revaluation, etc. (Brown, 1981);

b. le support sur le plan metacognttlf, soit aqui qui porte sur le contrOle
conscient de son propre tonctionnenwnt cognitil, et sur Ic processus
d'autoregulation (planitication de l'ensenthle, activation des strategies
necessaires, contrOle et verification, etc.) (I'inard, 1987);

c. le support sur le plan attectit et mat ivutlonnel: nous avons (-Mini le support a
l'etudiant sur le plan at tectit comme celui qui touche les emotions et les
etats d'ames (Schulz, 1985); mais egalement comme celui qui aborde
preterences, les attractions, It's aversions qui guideraient l'hOk et le
rejet de l'information suivant les attitudes que le sujet eprouve vis-a-vis
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des objets, personnes ou evenements rapportes dans un texte (Denhiere
et Lc Nv, 1980, Langevin, 1983). 1.c support a l'etudiant sur le plan
motivationnel concerne la mobilisation de l'energic pour faire quelque
chose, (Du fresne-Tasse, 1979), ou encore l'intervention d'un tiers pour
stimukr, aiguillonner, reveiller la motivation (l'energic, l'interet) chi./
mw personne (English et English, 1976).

d. le qipport sur le plan admimstratif: dans la recension d'ecrits sus-
mentionnee ot qui portait uniquement sur lc rifle des activites
d'apprentissage, aucun autcur nc fait mention du support adrninistra tit.
Nous 0.N.ons quand meme defini lc support sur lc plan ad ministratif
comme celui qui permet a tin etudiant de cor aitre l'institution qu'il
frequente, ses regles et procedures ad ministratiVeN IA Structure des
programmes; les courdonnees et Ics heures de disponibilite des
personnes-ressources mises sa disposition; ICS localkations et hcures
d'ouvertures des difterents services AU\ quels il a acces.

En classant Ics diverses functions de support qu'attribuent les au teurs aux
activites d'approntissage, nous ne presumons pas (pie toutes les functions de
support a l'etudiant devraient etre remplies par de tones activites. Par ex(mple,
Miners (1984) citant Baath et Wangdahl (1976) ni Iigni que les functions de
motivation et de feedback, hurt importantes qu'elles suient, j.vu vent difficilenwnt
etre accomplies par le mat6riel did actique. 11 s'agit plutUt di regrouperh:-.,
functions de support pour milli saisir stir grids plans elk'', devraient etre
ewrcees. Vovons maintenant comnwnt ICS !011chunS de Support exercees par le
tutcur peuvent i.tre classees scion les quatre plans identities precedemment.
2. 1.t. tuteur f 11,.; ft»ictions tie support a riquiltant

1.e tuteur est un intermediaire qui fait partie d'un rewau de ressources
d'encadrement qu'une institution met au service de l'etudiant, atin de
faciliter sa demarche d'apprentissage (Abrioux, 1985, p. 180). Cost donc
personne hnitu designee pour apporter l'etudiant du support sur les plans
methodologique, metacogni tit, aftectif et motivationtwl et administratit.
a. Sur le plan nuqltolohNique, IC tu tour petit:

expliquer la demarche pedagogique et It 1110de &evaluation a
l'etudiant (Abrioux, 198.1)
raider a prendre ctmnaissance du materiel (Abriou x, 198;1
aider l'etud iant cumprend re le materiel Lill aim qu'il le

reprod ti ire tidelement l'examen (si la preoccupation premiere de
l'etudiant est de reussir aux examens) lenri et kayo, 1985)
()Mir consuik et !support au \ apprenants dans leurs travaux
(1 lolmberg, cite par Vdtters, 1984)
resoud re des problemes de d it tit perst +undies d'orgonisotion
travail rencontrees par l'etudiant (Robinson, 1981; Elinck, 1978)
orienter sor sotici &et ticacite du ciite des methodes de travail
md ivid tidies du chaque CICVC (COnSCII StIrOrieur de red tication,

u82)

ICLIAnger aNTI. I intert-s4, sur l'organisdtion de ,,on travail, les
d itticultes qu'il rencontre et les progres qu'il accomplit ((.onseil
superieur de reducation, 1982)
accorder une attention part icuIlCre A 1,1 methode de tra Vdil iii
l'opprenant (1 ()rimier, 1)78)
tacili ter le travail d'etude personnel des participants (Kaye, 1982)
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b. Sur le plan nu'lacognitif, le tuteur peut :
aider retudiant s'auto-dkcipliner et a s'auto-former (Abrioux, 1985)
aider retudiant i enrichir sa demarche d'auto-apprentissage
(Abrioux, 1985)
aider les etudiants a corriger leurs erreurs et a contrOler leurs progres
113aath, 1976)

&lire le lien entre les connaissances acquises et rexperience avec les
nouvelles connaissances a acquerir (Baath et VVangdahl, 197(1)
aider les etudiants a "apprendre a apprendre", din de devenir de
moins en moMs dependants de leur tuteur (Moore et Poppino, 1983)
aider les etudiants i developper leurs competences en tont
qu'apprenants ienri et Kaye, 1985)
alder les etudiants i "apprendre a apprendre" et a developper leurs
capacites d'autodidactes (Henri et Kaye, 1985)
encadrer l'apprenant pour qu'il puisse eventuellement cheminer de
lawn atitonome (Henri et Kaye, 1985)
aider les participants a developper leur competence et leur contiance
en soi atM puissent organiser et planitier leur travail individuel
d'etudiabt a distance et organiser leur emploi du temps eux-memes
(Kaye, 1982)

c. Stir le plan 1Oct-tit et mot icationnel, on attend du tuteur qu'il:
etablisse un contact personnel avec l'etudiant atin de le motiver. Si,
par les echanges qu'il ent..etient avec les intermediaires, l'etudiant
reussit a resoudre ses problemes, il v aura de tortes chances qu'il
perseveie dans sa demarche de tormation (Abrioux, 1985)
stimule l'ink,ret de l'etudiant et encourage ses progres (...) au moven
Lie revaluation (Abrioux, 1985)
stimu1e, appuie et rattermisse la motivation de retudiont (Baath et
Wangdhal, 197(1 cites par Abrioux, 1985)
apporte l retudiant aide et soutien a l'apprentissage et stimule son
rvthme de travail (Abrioux, 1985)
encourage les etudiants a poursoivre (Abrioux, 1985)
stimule r ink:lig et la motivation de retudiant par des appels
telephoniques (Flinck, 1978)
communique avec l'apprenont d'unc tacon personnelle et lui r('ponde
dans un bret &dal (sinim ref fet de motiva him est perdu) (Wangdahl,
197(1)

gri.ce a des rencontres period iques, contribue i reduire le sentiment
d'isolement social de ropprenant (Wangdahl, 197()
resolve, avec les participants, des problemes (...) personnels ilu
larnilidux qui on t des repercussions sur leurs etudes (Kaye, 1982)

Entin, le plan allnion:tratn., Ic 1taeur pourra:
expliquer a rettldlant les procedures administratives
dolt se sounwttre (Abrioux, 1985)
(donner) des informations sur le regime cit.,' etudes Ici)nd Mons
d'admission, reconnaissance des equivalences, inscription, con t('nu
des prigrammes, etc.) (Abrioux, I 985)
cimseiller et orienter un participant eventuel pour raider ,lprendre
une decision sur le programme i suivre; (Kaye, 1982)
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resoudre, avec les participants, des problemes (...) administratifs
vis-à-vis l'organisme de telt-enseignement; (Kaye, 1982)

3. If tutorat conune mode &intervention pMagogique
Pour realiser les functions de support qu'on attribue au tuteur, nous avons
(141 propose (Michaud et Lebel, 1987) que le tutorat suit retenu comme mode
d'intervention pedagogique. La deff tition que nous en dennions alors etait
la suivante :

Le tutorat est un mode d'intervention pedagogique praticitu" par une
persolme-ressource et qui porte sur la demarclw d'apprentissage de l'kud iant
tn permettant cc drnir de developper son autonomic.. dans l'atteinte des

objectits du cours.

A/lode &intervention pMaxosiqlw, c'est-a-dire une maniere d'intervenir dans la
demarche de l'etudiant;

...prat him' par um' personnc-ressource c'est-a-dire ,11 tuteur remunere par
l'institution, et auquel l'etudiant peut faire appel;

...qui porte sur la dt;marche &apprentissaNc de lYtudiant pour hien demontrer quc
les objectifs do tutorat (autonomic et reussite du cours) se realisent dans le
cadre du cheminement de l'etudiant;

...cn permettant a re denner de ill'velopper .4Im autonomic, rejoignan t ainsi les
functions de support sur les plans methodologique et metacognitit telles quc
decrites par les auteurs ci-haut cites;

...dans rat tenth' des olnectits dii cour, atin que Ic tuteur ne suit pas confronte a
des hesoins et des attentes fort differents voire divergents de la part des
etudiants.

Le to torat indique dont: ut quoi porte le travail du tuteur (developpement tic
l'autonomie et atteinte des objectits du cours) et dans cure! csprlt ce travail duit
tre realise.

l)1SCUSSion et COIICIU41011

Comme nous pouvons le constater, les auteurs precites ne remettent pas en doute
la capacite do tuteur d'apporter a l'etudiant le support dont il a hesoin. De fawn
generale, il nou,, semble important cependant de hien camper les responsahilites
do tuteur afin que celui-ci nu vienne pas "doubler" les functions des activites
d'apprentissage. D'autre part, il ne taudrait pas non plus que les conepteurs de

cours ahandonnent tout entre les mains du tuteur puisque les ecrits que nous
avons recenses stir le rOle des activites d'apprentissage en enseignement
distance (1.andrv, 1987) nous ont demontre que les activites d'apprentissage ont
egalument des tonctiens importantes de support (Lebel et al., 1988).

a. .;ur le plan nOhodologique, le to teur devrait essaver de comprendre et
d'identi tier lc besoin de retudiant en lui posant des questions, en le
renvovant au contenu do cours (si le tuteur est persuade quo l'etudiant
trouvera I ce qu'il lui taut). II pourrait aussi essaver d'identifier
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certaines croyances "misconceptions" qui peuvent faire que l'individu
répete certaines erreurs dans la réalisation de certaines Caches. Les
erreurs que fait l'étudiant peuvent fournir des informations sur ses
structures de connaissances et il faut les connaitre pour savoir comment
intervenir de favon appropriée (Desch-01es et al.,1987).

b. Sur le plan mtgacognitif, ce que nous apprennent les auteurs ne nous
permet pas d'identifier la nature des interventions qu'on pourrait
effectivement demander a un tuteur de faire.

c. Sur le plan affectif et motivationnel, certains auteurs comme Baath (1970
sont convaincus que la fonction de motivation est l'OlCment le plus
essentiel du role du tuteur, fonction, rappelons-le, qui peut difficilement
Ctre remplie par du materiel didactique (Baath et Wandghal, 1976). II ne
faudrait cependant pas conclure trop rapidement que la fonction de
motivation est l'apanage du tuteur seul, et que les concepteurs de cours
n'ont pas a s'en prCoccuper. Nous avons &là cit6 plus haut la recension
d'Ccrits de Landry (1987) sur le role des activit6s d'apprentissage en
enseignement a distance; Kaye (1982), pour sa part, accorde aux trois
"mCdias" importants de l'enseignement a distance, les imprimCs,
l'audio-visuel et les travaux pratiques, non seulement des fonctions
pCdagogiques mais aussi de nombreuses fonctions de motivation.

II nous apparait important que sur ce plan, en particu her, le tuteur situe bien
son intervention dans le cadre des objectifs du cours, plutot (we d'aider l'Ctudhint

rOsoud re ses problemes personnels, meme si ceux-ci peuvent avoir des
r6percussions sur ses Ctudes.

C'est notre pratklue de l'enseignement a distance qui nous a anwnCs
suggCrer la danition du tutorat ci-dessus, a fin d'Oviter au tuteur de se retrouver
(II terrain minC, confondu a'ec un thOrapeute ou un conseiller familial, par
exemple. Nous avons %'oulu Ogalement hien clarifier la responsabilit6 que
l'institution prend face a l'Ctudiant via les interventions de son tuteur.

d. Sur le plan administratif, le support qUe petit apporter un tuteur jouxte le
support sur le plan affectif et motivationnel. En effet, si le tuteur aide
par exemple un Ctudiant a surmonter les aversions que ce dernier pout
ressentir face aux procOdures ad ministratives, cc support Cvitera
peut-tre un abandon ou une non rO-inscription.

Enfin, pour cc qui est du tutorat, ii apparait que co mode d'intervention
pourrait hien cad rer et resserrer les interventions du tuteur, et devenir, au-dela
des fonctions de celui-ci, une "tournure pCdagc)giqde d'esprit."

En conclusion, nous avons vu que les fonctions du tuteur, (elks des activitCs
d'apprentissage voire des mCdias se recoupent rOgulierement chez les in iteurs en
enseignement a distance. 11 serait i souhaiter que les colicepteurs de cours
apportent tin soin minutieux a dOcrire l'agencement et le mode d'utilisation des
ressources et des outik mis la dispositkm de l'Ctudiant pour l'aider dans sa
dOmarclw d'apprentissage. Personnes-ressou ries, activitOs de support et mOd ia
pourraicnt ainsi jo(wr des rOles complOmentaires plus efficaces.
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Notes

1. Voir a ce sujet Lebel et al., 1988.
2. Le terme tuteur est employe au suns large, et couvre egalement les

appellations de personne-ressource, conseiller, facilitateur, etc. Le tuteur tel
qu'on l'entend ici n'est cepend ant pas un enseignant.

3. Voir a ce sujet Deschenes et al., 1988
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The Provision of Student-Support Services
in Distance Education: Do We Know What
They Need?

Gordon Thompson

Introduction

There is a rapidly growing literature on the provision of support services to
students in distance-education programs. Much of this literature is prescriptive
and is premised upon certain assumptions about the characteristics of students
who enrol in distance-education programs and about tlw nature of distance
education itself.

Students who enrol in distance-education program , arc different from their
on-campus counterparts. Distance-education students tend to be older and to be
more diverse in their educational backgrounds than on-campus students.
Distance-education students Wild to be more independent and autonomoi
leariwrs. Research on the differential characteristics of students who register for
distance-education programs suggests that (some) distance-education programs
attract students who are, less likely to seek instructional support from their
teachers/tutors than their on-campus counterparts.

The process of self-selection by which some students elect to register tor
distance-education programs, while otlwrs do not, may mean that the need for
student-support services is greater among those who tend not to register for
distance-education programs than among those who do. If educational
institutions seek to attract and serve larger numbers of those students una'ole to
attend on-campus classes, they may have to develop increased and highly visible
student-support services.

Daniel and Marquis (1983) discussed how to achieve an optimal balance
between interaction and independence in distance education. Rut what is optimal
for those who are presently attracte.,d to, and nister for, distance-education
programs, may not be optimal for potential and prospective students not
presently participating in distance-education programs.

The terms "student-support services" and "distance education" deserve
early clarification. Student support services include a wide range ot tunctions
including admissions, registration and records, examinations, intormation
services, advising and counselling, student advocacy, and tutoring/instructional
support (Mclmws-Rankin and l3rindley, 198(). In addition, library servi,v counts
as a significant student-support service (Stade, Whitehead, Piovesan, d116 W0b11,

1987).
The tutoring/instructional support hmction is arguably the most vital

because it is so directly associated with the learning process itself. Accordingly,
tor the purposes ot this paper "student-support services" will he considered
within the limited context ot tlw tutoring/instructional support system.
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McInnes-Rankin and Brindley define tutors as people whose interacfion with
students are based on a particular course. They give support on course content
and administrative matteN, and provide the human voice arnongst the printed
materials. Their functions include marking and commenting on assignments,
discussing course content, and assisting with course evaluation. They may also
be involvet.. .n organizing laboratory sessions, seminars, or discussion and self-

help groups. Tutors are subject-matter experts for the particular courses they
facili tate and have similar qualifications to staff teaching at campus-based
institutions (1 986, p. 64).

"Distance education" lacks a singular and widely shared definition, althmigh
there is general agreement sm some of its components (Thompson, I 986). One
cause of this diversity is the tremendous variety of forms of distance education
and the increasing application ot a variety of educational technologies. Scales
(1983) provided a typok)gy of distance education which differentia tt,d on the

dimension of the kwel and kinds of support provided to students in distance-
education programs. Her typology consists of six levels of support as follows:

vpo I: Instruction I. delivered through any one or a 1OMbil1afil711 Of one-way non-
in tench ve media (e.g. print, audio, or video),

ype II: Pro m is made tor delayed ttvo-wav communication between learner and

instructional agent (e.g. interaction through the ma il).

T VIM III. PrOlt-a0n is made tor ,..oirRident two-way comm It'd (ion between 1(..arner
and instructional agent (e.g. interaction through telepkone dialogue or with a
computer).

ype \,'. Provish in is mode to pernut renuite group interaction among learner, agent,
and tither, (e.g. through teleconterencing or live Interactive video)

Ype \': is made tor o(( asional tace-to-lace interactlon (e.g seminars or
e\ perIences).

vpe Fully supported instruction is supplied at a I itiun neorer the learner thar
the "mother ogencv- (eg. on tension programa lecture series priivIded m o
distont community, or o satellite compust.

01 particular relevance to this paper are f Nt' fOrrnS (7f distance ed twat in

\\inch tlwre is interaction betsveen the learner and the instructor (i.e., tclud ing
Type I), but significantly less than would be available to a student in a traditional
chissroom et intext ( i.e., excluding Type VI). In other Iyords, this paper is
tocussmg upon distance-education programs in which tlw leariwr is in o !corning
con te t that requires the studelt to be more autonomous and selt-directed than
students in a typical classroom setting. These parameters form the basis on Iyhich
distance-education programs will be discussed in this imper. The balance ot tlw
paper will discuss selected research on the characteristics ot distance-education
students and implications tor the provision ot studen(-supivrt services.
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Do Students in Distance-Educatioh Programs Differ
Significantly from Students in On-Campus Classes?

Coldeway (198h) identified several dimensions in which distance-education
students differ from their on-campus counterparts. Distance-education students
are older and tend to have a wider range of educational background, of prior
educational experience, of academic ability, and of demographic and personal
characteristics (e.g. age range, sex ratio, family situations, work experience).
Coldeway concluded that distance-education programs serve a unique
population of learners. However, information abmit distance learners is limited
and many institutions lack data on the characteristics of their distance-learning
population (1986, pp. 86-87).

It has been suggested that students who enrol in distance-education
programs tend to be independent and self-directed. Such attributes may be
imnortant for success in distance-education programs, which permit restricted
interaction among students and between students and instructor. Wedemeyer
and Childs note that correspondence study is often referred to as a "hard"
method by which to learn. And, in the sense that it makes demands on the
student, it is hard. In correspondence studv, the student is, to a degree, "on his
own." I le sets his own deadlines, he makes his own decisions, he arrives at his
conclusions independently, he learns by doing. Ile learns to organize, to be
systematic, to follow directions, to apply his knowledge to problem solving, and
to express himself logically and orderly.

It iS true that not all correspondence students develop these skills equally,
and it is also true that some tall by the wayside because they cannot or will not
own the necessary effort. Rut the rule is absolute that, unless the correspondence
student measures up to these demands in some degree, he cannot possibly be
successful.

There is also evidence that many students in tiktance-education programs do
not seek, nor take much advantage of opportunities for increased interaction with
instructors. For example, Thompson and Knox (1987a) reviewed a number ot
studies on provision of telephone Whiting tor students in distance-education
programs. In general, students initiated relativelv few telephone calls to
instructors even when invited to do so. For example, Orton 1(478) described an
experiment in Yhich correspondence students were invited to telephone their
course tutor whenever they telt it necessary to do so. I le reported that the
reactions ot students and instructors to telephone tutoring was very positive
Nonetheless, only 31.; percent of the student. , actually called their instructors.
Similarly, Ahlm C 1972) reported tbat only 12 percent ot the students in h:.r study
initiated calls to their tutors. Similar findings have been reported lw others
Hinck, 11)78; 1 lolmberg, 198'1). It nl,iy be that many students who enrol in

distance-education programs prefer to pursue their studies independently and
without much interactitm with their instructors.

Beller (1972) inve,,tigated !itudent preference, for varions instructional
treatment alternatiVO, amotir, students who registered m a correspondence study
program. 1 le reported that 21 percent ot the students indicated a preterence tor
traditional correspondence study supplemented tw telephone contact vith the
teacher. Surprisingly, 31 percent indicated a preference tor traditional
con espondence study ak me, that is without tele Ihone contact. Similarly, Potter
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(1983) investigated whether students enrolled in correspondence study preferred
the traditional correspondence model, in which nteraction between the student
and the tutor is minimal, as correspondence study supplemented by face-to-face
or telephone interaction. IA reported that 29 percent of students indicated a
preference for correspondence study with minimal interaction with the tutor.

Kaye (1987) observed that while i:omputer-rnediated communication has
great potential in distance education:

The educational assumptions underlying course design and student learffing
strategies must be consistent with an active, cooperative, and group involvement of
Warners, otherwise the technology will merely be used as a substitute for notice-
boards, written mail or one-to-one telephone contact; but it is not evident that
distance learners, used to studying alone, will want to adopt a conferencing medium
which requires active group involvement (1987, p. 164).

There is also evidence that many students in correspondence study programs
value the freedom and independence of this instructional mode (Flinck, 1979;
Glatter and Wedell, 1971). In addition, it has been reported that students who
register for correspondence study courses indicate that one of their major reasons
for selecting that instructional mode is that it allows them to determine their own
pace of study (Flinck, 1979; Gleter and Wedell, 1971 ).

Finally, there is evidence that students in correspondence study have the
cognitive style of field-independence (Moore, 1976; Thompson and Knox, 1987b).
Field-independent persons tend to be more independent and autonomous,
whereas field-dependent persons have a greater need for the provision of
structure and reinforcement. Field-dependence is also associated with a
preference for being with other people, whereas fidd-independent persons have a
more impersonal orientation (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough and Cox, 1977).

The attributes associated with the cognitive style of field-independence
appear to be better suited to the nature and demands of correspondence study
than those associated with field-dependence.

In summary, distance-education students are more likely to be characterized
as independent, autonomous learners who value the opportunity to control the
pace at which they learn. In addition, many seek only limited interaction with
their instructors.

The Provision of Differential Student Support Services

Cronbach and Snow (1977) proposed that learner differences can and should
bc taken into account in the planning and execution of educational activities. The
best instructional strategy for one student may not be the most eh ective
instructional strategy for ,motlwr student because of significant differences in the
personal characteristics of the two students. A corollary of this view k that
cducatoN should seek to accommodate significant learrwr differences and to vary
tlwir instructional strategies in order to optimize educational outconws for each
student.

Instructors can use various strategies in the classroom which arc
d ittvrntijlI v of fedi ve tor their students. For e \ ample, some students niquire a
high degree of structure, frequent reinforcement, and reassurance that they are
doing well.

50
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Bandura (1982) has provided a framework to explain how some people are
more likely than others to persist at a given task. In distance education, however,
the instructors' opportunities to know students individually and to respond
differentially to them are constrained. Peters (1983) proposed that most distance-
education programs resemble mass production and distribution systems,
providing highly uniform course materials and instructional support systems.
Such prograrns are constrained from recognizing and responding to significant
learner differences.

Can we provide different levels of instructional support to students in
distance education so as to respond optimally to their varying needs and
preferences? A corollary question is the following: Should we design and
implement instructional support systems for the more independent and
autonomous student, or should we seek to provide instructional support for the
less independent and less autonomous student as well? By "independent" and
"autonomous" I refer not only to attitudinal factors but also to skill levels. In
other words, to what extent does a student prefer the less structured and more
independimt format of distance education? Does the student have the necessary
skills to succeed I- -n instructional mode characterized by reduced opportunities
for interaction with the instructor and with other students? As Wedemeyer and
Childs (1%1) noted, those students who do not possess such attributes are "at
risk." 1:..ven should tlwy enrol in distance education they are unlikely successfully
to coinplete tlwir studies.

Sonw authors have pmposed that we identify such "high risk" students and
actively discourage them from distance-education studies. For example, Feasley
stated: "In ,urninctry ilresent long-distance students do differ from on-campus
students but not nearly as much as will potential distance learners. The important
work remaining is to identify those students who will not be successful in
distance education and to persuade them to choose the classroom instead" (1983,
p. 32). But how do we reconcile this view with tlw idea that one of the primary
objectives ot dktance education is to increase accessibility? Can we not design
and implenwnt instructional support systems for potential distance-education
students who may not have well developed learning skills?

One of the major cofnplications of this approach is the tendency to employ
unitorm student-support strategies in distance-education programs. For
example, the provision ot an instructional support systern such as -ystema tic
telephone tutoring (Flinck, 197S) is typically implernented on a system-wide basis
and provided to all students. Alternately, the estimated cost of such a support
system imw discourage ik implementation when costs are estimated on the basis
ot provision to all students. Indeed, the high costs of opportunities for real-time
interacthin between studenk and their instructor (e.g., tekconferencing or
computer-based winmunication) often trustrate their implementation (Daniel
and Marquis, 1983).

Ihit is it reasonable to assume that students would equally seek and equally
beiwtit trom such ;tipport services? It has been suggested that costly
instructional services be sekctivelv provided to those for whom it is expectcd to
provide the greatest benefit (Bracht, 1970; Thornpson and Knox, 1L)87a). Dedsions
on the provision of student-support services are necessarily comwcted with
decisions about the "target" population. Distance-education programs that
attract a wide range ot students, including those without developed learning
skills, will be obli,- -1 to provide increased instructional support services. Large-
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scale distance-education programs will necessarily be less responsive to
individual student needs than programs serving a smaller number of students.

Nonethdess, as Sewart (1982) has observed, greater instructional flexibility
can be achieved in distance-Mucation programs if tlwv seek to be resp(insive to
their students. One example of such flexibility is suggested lw 1 lolmberg (197)),
in which students could exercise some control and personal choice in course
assignments.

Conclusion

This paper has proposed that the I tise.ec..on and provision ot student-support
services in distance education should be determined atter we have decided whose
needs are to be met. Tlw research discussed in this paper suggests that students
who register for distance-education programs tend to d it ter trom their on-campus
counterparts. They tend to he more autonomous and independent and may
require less student-support than other studenk. Indeed, some ot them appear to
prefer to have minimal interaction with their distance-education instructors. But
if we wish to attract and serve a broader range tit students (arid particularly those
who might be deterred by minima; interaction and suppor() we slum Id enhance
student-support services.

With additional research, we will he able to detei mine wlietlwr we
attract, and adequately serve, a broader clientele thniugh enhanced studen t-
support services, We ought also ai investigate the extent to which thy "industrial
production model" (Peters, 11)83) can he avoided in providing student-support
services in distance education.

Sewart (1982) suggested, We have tended to devote too much ot ()lir time,
energy, and resources to tlw developinent ot courseware in distance ed ER'd til/n
and too little to the instructional process that folkiws cour1/4eware prepardtit in. For
example, we frequently encounter the word -delivery" in discussions of the
proviskin of distance-education programs. But surely the prod twtion of dear and
effective cour-eware materials is a necessary but not sufficient condi tiiin tor
successful learning outcomes. We must do more than "deliver- d
instructional materials no matter hmv %yell designed thev may be. kVhile some
students may be more able to succeed with minimal instructional support1
distance-education program that seeks to increase accessibility must provide
adequate student-support services. Increased accessibility to ta Hun is no victory.
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La Formation a Distance: Des Choix
Technologiques et des Valeurs

France Henri et Therese I .amy

Introduction

Reconstituer la filiere historiquc de la formation a distance c'est
necessairenwnt remonter a l'emergence du concept d'education permanente et au
developpement du domaine; c'est etablir lc recoupement entre les valeurs
rattachees a ce concept et celles que privikgie la formation a distance. Par la
remise en question des formes d'education traditionnelles inadaptees an profil de
Padulte, a son style de vie et a ses besoins, l'education permanente mise sur les
capacités de Patiulte d'apprendre a apprendre, lui reconnaiss,:.lt ainsi uae
autonomic face a son apprentissage; elle adopte des modes d'intervention et des
formules pedagogiques adaptees a l'adulte, misant stir l'experience; elk s'efforce
de rejoindre le plus grand nombre de ceux qui se preoccupent d'accessibilite et de
democratisation. C'est dans cette optique que l'on pent faire un survol de
l'Cvolution Lie la formation a distance et examiner l'etat actuel de son
LiCvdoppement.

Les pratiques de la formule de formation a distance sont devenues de plus
en plus populaires dans ks etablisscments d'enseignement traditionnels, sans
toutefois avoir su y conserver leurs optlons pedagogigues prennieres. Ainsi la
formation a distance ne risque-t-elle paA de s'doigner de la perspective
andragogique qu'on lui reconnait et du sens qui a guide son emergence encore
recente? La reflexion ont nous rendons compte ici a justement pour but de
retracer la specificite de la formation a distance. Pour cela, nous awns voulu
identifier les valcurs qui la sous-tendent et observer ses manifestations
technologiques.

A la Recherche du Sens a Donner a la Formation a D:stance:
A la Recherche de sa Specificite

La formation a distance est desormais reconnue comme une formule
pedagogique efficace qui refere a des modes d'intervention qui lui sont propres.
En observant les pratiqucs de la formation a distance, et les choix technologiques
qui en decoulent, on remarque tune importante disparite dans les fawns de fa ire.
On peut distinguer deux grandes approchcs de la formation a distance: la
premiere s'inspire d'un mode de production artisanal tandis que Ponta' procede
scion un mode industriel ü quasi-industriel. Dans le premier cas, la formation
s'adresse lc plus souvent i un petit nombre, ks investissements en ressources
humaines et materielles sont Ii 1,;tees et la chaine conception-production-
encadrement -diffusion des cours est integrec dans la tache de seulement
quelques personnes. Dans lc deuxieme cas, la formation a distance s'appuie sur

a
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un processus de conception, de production et de diffusion fonde sur la division
du travail et la specialisation des Liches dans un cadre organisationnel complexe.

II est aise de constater que d'un établissement a l'autre, la formation A
distance n'est pas soumise a des criteres uniformes de fonctionnement. Pourtant,
les écarts qui existent entre les nombreuses pratiques qui se reclament de la
formation A distance sont si grands qu'on est cn droit de se demander si, dans
tous les cas, il s'agit vraiment de "formation a distance" tant les processus, les
moyens et les facons de faire auxquels on a recours sont differents. Par exemple,
lorsqu'un cours dispense A des etudiants sur campus est transmis a d'autres
etudiants rassembles dans un lieu distant, de formation a distance au
menw titre qu'un enseignement qui se presente essentiellement sous forme de
documents d'auto-apprentissage media tises, elabores par une equipe
pedagogique et dont la diffusion est encadree par un service de support
specifique l'apprentissage a distance?

Transmettre en direct, A des etudiants isoles, un enseignement concu pour
une diffusion traditionnelle sur campus peut-il faire oeuvre de formation a
distance? Cette approche denote une conception de la formation A distance tort
différente de celle qui veut que le processus soit &coupe en deux moments bien
distincts dans l'espace et dans le temps, a savoir:

la conception et la production d'un materiel didactique et d'un environnement
pedagogique approprie: c'est ce que nous appelons l'enseignement differe;
la diffusion de ce materiel et la mise en place de cet environnement. (Henri &
Kaye, 1985, p. 102)

Deux &marches de formation a distance, deux conceptions differentes: Pune
calquee sur Few ignement presentiel et l'autre base sur l'exploitation d'un
materiel pedagotque specia lenient collo pour l'apprenant eloigne.

Ces deux &marches peuvent-elles se reclamer egalement de la formation a
distance? Nous crovons que ces deux fawns de faire tombent sous le genre
"formation a distance" tout en reconnaissant que les &marches pedagogiques de
chacune, et consequemment les choix technologiques qui leur sont propres, sont
ex tremement eloignees ou dissemblables. Elks s'inspirent du modeles
pedagogiques fort differents on les relations au savoir et aux detenteurs du savoir
divergent autant que les rôles que joue l'apprenant. Les modeles pedagogiques,
que cc suit en formation a distance ou non, sont porteurs du sens quc l'on donne a
l'acte pedagogique. Ils sont tributaires des grandes conceptions que l'on se tait de
l'homme, de l'education et de la societe.- Neanmoins, ces modeles iw sont pas
toujours rend us ex plicites et appliques de maniere consciente.

Pour rechercher la specificite de la formation a distance nous avons voulti
isoler les valeurs qui son t presentes dans les representations du phenomene. Pour
cc faire, nous avons choisi d'a nalvser d if terentes definitions de la formation a
distance sous l'angle d'une de scs manifestations les plus tacilement observables,
en l'occurence choix technologiques.' En OM, nous crovons LIM` ICS Choi
technologiques sont des revelateurs de va 'curs tres fideles parce sont en
quelque sorte les regulateurs des modeles pedagogiques, de la dvnamique
d'enscignement et de l'a pprentissage, et les moderateurs du riilu de l'enseignant
et de l'apprenant.

.a ri,flex ion quo fl' axtnIS mcnee tente de voir comment les choix
technologiques pen vent constituer des indica teurs dos option,: pedagogiques et
du sens que l'on donne a la tormation a distance. Notre demarche nous a d'abord
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amene a jeter un regard critique sur quelques definitions de la formation a
distance din de mieux apprehender la representation que certains se font du
phenomene de la formation a distance. Cette etude a permis de mettre en lumiere
les valeurs Liu dimensions axiologiques presentes implicitement ou explicitement
dans les definitions et de les rnettre en relation avec les choix technologiques en
formation a distance.

Definir la Formation a Distance: Une Entreprise
Impossible?

Plusieurs auteurs ont formule des definitions du la formation a distance dans
le but de clarifier le concept, d'en circonscrire les limites et d'en baiter l'etude.
Sans pretendre avoir fait un releve exhaustif des enonces de definition que l'on
rtrouve dans la lit terature, nous en avons identifie trois types:

les tiLliiiitions descriptives, par exemple celles de Peters (1983), de Holmberg
(1983) et de Keegan (1986); elles traduisent Vetat d'une pratique a un moment
donne de l'histoire du phenomene;
les definitions criWrit'es, par exemple ceHes de De fling (1987) et d Garrison et
Shale (1987); elks etablissent les jalons ou les parametres qui nous permet tent
d dire si une intervention pedagogique appartient mi non au domaine de la
formation a distance;
les dilinitions explicat Loos, par exemple ce'des de Moore (1977), de Wedenwyer
(1982) t de lienri et Kaye (1)85); ls posent les raisons d'etre Lie la formation
a distance et les grands principes educatifs a partir desquels elk doit être
elaboree.Ces definitions s'appuient sur des visions particuheres de
reducation et du developpement humain, ut ne comportent que peu ou pas
d'enonces operationnds.

En analvsant ces trois types de iktinitioim, nmis avous voulu &gager ks
vaieurs specifiques de la formation a distance.

*les definitions descriptives

.es definitions descriptives du la formation a distance nous a ppa raissent
restrictives t ne pu vent pretend re traduire k phenomene de manier
universel et generalisab. F.Hes sont le relief d'une pratique largement
tributairc des technologies accessibks au moment oil eHes ont ete tormukus. Elks
referent a des fawns du faire exposees a la desuetude dans k contexte des rapides
diangements technologiques que nous connaissons presentement. surcroit,
elks n prnnent pas en compte les transformations qui, les nouvelles
technologks ont apportees rcemment a la pratique de la formation a distance.

(;arrkon ut Shale (1987) ont analyse la definition de Keegan ( 1986) et
condtwnt quc ks enonces qui la wmposent Ill' correspLmdent plus a hi N:,ahte
actuelk. Ils ont demontre que ravenement des nouvelks technokgies tend a
rendre caduques trois des postulats de la description de Keegan, a savoir:

Fabsence qua,4i permancnie Nroupe d'apprentpaNe: cette caracteristique m,
s'apphque plus aujourd'hui puisque Ics teleconferences du tout genre ont
rendu possibk la diffusion des L.nseigiwnwnts a des groupes, meme a distance.
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On peut citer en exemple les pratiques developpees i l'Universite &Ottawa (1988)
ob la conference telephonique est au coeur meme du processus pedagogique et
constitue le vehicule principal de renseignement a des groupes.

la coiweption et la production de (-Ours sehm lin mode industriel: ce mode
d'operation ne constitue pas un element distinctif car il existe des
etahlissements d'enseignement qui ont opte pour une approche artisanale afin
de servir les hesoins d'une clientele reduite avec des moyens modestes, sans
avoir recours i un appareil organisationnel complexe base sur la division du
travail. De plus, grace aux nouvelles technologies interactives, on peut
preparer et dispenser des enseignements a distance sans avoir recours a une
structure organisationnelle complexe hasee sur la division du travail.
le caracti're individuel des apprentissages: le caractere prive et isole
l'apprentissage n'est plus generalisahle i tous les modeles de formation a
distance puisqu'au moven de la teleconference (telephonique, televisee, par
ordinateur) on rend possible des apprentissages de groupe et des demarches
cooperatives. 1.es experiences de l'OISE nwnees par iinda I la rasi m (1987) on t
montre guy les apprentissages de groupe sont possihles a distance au moyen
de la teleconference assistee par ordinateur.

definition de Keegan traduit une conception de la formation a distance
essentiellement basee stir rapprentissage individuel on les enseignements sont
livres sous forme d'imprimes. Par consequent, elle sur-represente le modele de
renseignement par correspondonce qui, aujourd'hui n'a plus la preseance que
l'on lui reconnait historiquement.

II se degage neanmoins de la definition de Keegan, comic des autres
definitions de meme nature, que la tormation a distance est avant tout un mode
d'enseignement miessible, dispense par des moyens technologiques qui doivent
iire a la portee de tous et capahles de rejoindre le plus grand nomhre.
1;accessihilite est reconnue comme une valeur preponderante.

*les definitions critériées

Pour ck,finir la formation a distance, Garrison et Shale (1987) prop( sent de ne
retenir qu'u n nomhre restreints de criteres qui ne risquent pas d'etre invalkies par
les changements technologioes . Ce faisant, ils pretendent eviter de creer des
incoherences tine distorsion de la realite. I.'experience a montre que
rintegration des nouvelles technologies a la formation a distance a houleverse
l'ordre et la pratique qui s'tgaient etablis au cours des annees. Flies ont ermis a la
tormation a distance d'atteindre un niveau d'interactivite autrefois impt)ssible;
elles ont aussi permis de concevoir rapprentissage de groupe et de ne plus
confiner le fait d'apprendre a distance a tine demarche individuelle dans un
contexte price. I.es nouvelles technologies transforment lc oincept -classique de
la formation a distance qtn refere le plus souvent a un enscignement multimedia,
faiblement in teractit et a la portee d'un grand nombre.

iarrison et Shale ont retentis trois criteres qui, au tur mesure de
l'evolution et de la transformation des pratiques, c(mtinueront 1 distinguer lc
phenomene et a hien le faire comprendre. 1.es criteres essentiels, mais non

ont retenus proviennent de hi definition eptire(' de Keegan. rour
en \, le processus de formation a distance doit necessairement reposer sur les

carateristiques suivantes:

)
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la majorite des communications ont lieu de fawn non-contigne:
des communications bidirectionnelles doivent s'etablir entre l'étudiant et
renseignant dans le but de faciliter et de soutenir IC processus d'apprentissage;
les commui bidirectionnelles sont médiatisees.

LCti auteurs precisent que ces criteres doivent etre appliques avec tine vision
de la formation a distance essentiellement vouee a rendre réducation accessible a
ceux qui autrement n'y auraient pas acces.

Dans cette definition, deux valeurs se degagent nettement: accessibilité et
dialogue (communication bidirectionnelle). La premiere est forrnulee
explicitement comme postulat tandis que l'autre est derive(' des criteres qui
caractériseat la pratique de la formation a distance.

Nous observons cependant que les arguments que Garrison et Shale ont
utilises pour invalider la definition descriptive de Keegan peu vent, au menw
titre, etre utilises pour rendre caduques leurs propres criteres. En effet, les
nouvelles technologies pourraient etre introduites dans un enseignement
traditionnel sur campus, le rendant ainsi conforme aux criteres de la formation a
distance. Ce la reviendrait a dire qu'il est possible de suivre un cours a distance
sur campus. Cette affirmation pour le moins aberrante nous amene a douter des
criteres objectifs quant a leur pouvoir de definir la formation a distance et d'en
faire valoir Ia diff6rence specifique.

*les definitions explicatives

1,es definitions explicatives de la formation a distance qui sont donnees par
lolmberg (1983), Wedemever (1982), 13th (1979) !,t Moore (1977) prennent elles

aussi appui sur les deux notions d'accessibilite et de dialogue. Elk's en
introduisent aussi une troisieme: celle de rautonomie de retudiant. Dans la
meme optique,lienri et Kave (1985, p.27) pour leur part decrivent la formation a
distance comme "le produit de l'organisation d'activites et de ressources
pedagogiques dont se sert l'apprenant, de fawn autonomy et scion SCS propres
desirs, sans qu'il lui soit impose de SC tioumettre aux contraintes
spa tio-temporelles ni aux relations d'autorite de la formation traditionnelle.
tine formule pi.dagogique au potentiel accru, qui permet i retudiant do redefinir
son rapport au savoir et d'utiliser dans un modele autodidactique, les ressources
didactiques et d'encadrement mises a sa disposition".

On remarque dans ces definitions, en plus des elements descriptik, Line
conception ou inn, philosophic de red ination qui attirme nettement le rOle
reserve a l'etudiant a titre de personne adulte et autonome.

Les Valeurs de la Formation a Distance: Pour Trouver sa
Spécificité

IMinir la formation a distance Cyst d'abord degager lc sons a Limner au
Phenomene idontifiant les dimensums \ lok)giques a la bast, de cette pratiq
CCSI aussi par la suite expliquer prolTSSUS pedagogique et les choix
technologiques qui en decoulent. Nous detinissons de la maniere suivante les
va lours de la forniation a distance qui sont prescntes implicitement ou
explicitement dans IL's definitions qui(' 1101.1ti a vons relevees.
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*L'accessibilitt'

L'accessibilite est la pierre angulaire de la formation a distance. Cette notion
comporte plusieurs dimensions: acces a l'education au-dela des contraintes
d'espace et de temps, des barrieres economique:; et psycho-sociales; acces a une
nouvelle forme d'apprentissage. Les énonces qui suivent resument ce que nous
entendons par accessibilite.

gi.'ographique: A ceux qui n'ont pas acces aux reseaux
conventionnels de formation pour des raisons d'eloignement geographique ou de
handicap physique ou de pauvrete en ressources de leur milieu, la formation a
distance oftre la possibilite d'entreprendre ou de poursuivre des apprentissages
formels en eliminant les obstacles crees par la distance physique.

Accessibiint'm fmwtion du style de vie: A ceux qui ne sont pas
geographiquement OU physiquement eloig,nes des services ck formation
conventionnels mais qui ne peuvent en profiter a cause des contraintes de temps
imposees par la vie active (responsabilités professionnelles, familiales ou autre),
la formation a distance offre un cadre d'apprentissage souple que l'on peut
adapter et integrer a son mode de vie.

Accessibilitt' t'conomique; Par l'utilisation de dispositifs de communication a la
fois efficaces et rentables on rend accessible des ressources educatives de quaint:,
et ce, a des coins abordables pour l'etudiant; et dans certains cas abordables par
des pays qui autrement ne pourraient s'acquitter de leurs devoirs envers la
population (droit a Peducat.m).

Accessibuitepsycho-socialc La formation a distance puut offrir un reponse aux
besoins sociaux-educatifs des communautlis dans un contexte de democratisation
de Veducation. La formation a distance peut rejoindre un tres grand nombre de
personnes et en ouvrir l'acces a des publics qui ne souscriraient pas a des
programmes de formation traditionnelle. La dimension d'acces ibiIit
psycho-sociale trouve parfois son prolongement dans ks conditions d'admission
aux programmes ut dans hi reconnaissance des acquis. De ce fait, la tormation
distance concretise certains principes di l'education permanente. Elle fournit,
hors des milkux tradifionnels, t, nouvellu forme d'apprentissage qui favorise la
prise ell mains par les etudianis de leur propru demarche et facilite l'acces au
savoir. F11i transcende le =the culturel qui veut que l'apprentissage ne soil
possible qu'a l'ecole en presence d'un enseignant.

*Le dialosue

Bien que l'apprentissage suit fondamentalement une activite volontaire et
personnelle qui ne peut etre realisee ipie par un processus interne a ionilberg,
1983, p 116), on reconnait que cc processus requiert aussi qu'un pont soit etabli
entre l'apprenant et le svsteme educa tif d'on provient hi formation. (ette
communication bid irectionnelle entre Papprenant et le svsteme de hi formation,
realisee i l'aide d'un support technologique, phice l'apprenant dans une ,,ituation
de dialogue visant a rOduire la distance, considerk, comme un obstacle d
l'apprentksage. Moore 0977) a dej;i demontre que le degre de distance varie scion
le de.,re de d ialogue. C'est-a dire que plus le degre de dialogue est eleve monis la
distance mtre l'etudiant et le programme de tormation est grandu, alors quc
moins le degre de dialogue est Cleve, plus la distance est grande entre l'etudiant
et le programme de formation. Cest pourquoi dans les etablissemunts de
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formation a distance soucieux de reduire ou d'eliminer les contraintes dues a la
distance, on retrouvera des modeles pedagogiques axis sur le dialogue oU les
medils de communication bidirectionnelle sont

*L'autonottlie tie Fapprenant

Souvent l'on a tendance confondre autonomie et individualisation.
Individualiser la formation c'est l'adapter aux caracteristiques de chaque
individu (Leclerc, 1883, 1986). C'est creer un environnement educatif qui tienne
compte des caracteristiques individuelles (Sauve et al. 1987). L'autonomisation
c'est le processus par lequel la personne devient de plus en plus apte a se prendre
en main, a se diriger par elle-meme dans sa vie et sa maniere d'apprendre. Cest
ce que Haath appelle le contrOle.

Lorsqu'on park &individualisation on met l'accent sur les moyens qui vont
permettre d'adapter la formation a l'individu. Lorsqu'on park d'autonomisation,
on insiste sur les finahtes de la formation, c'est-a-dire sur la prise en charge par la
personne Lie sa propre formation.

voriser l'automonie c'est redonner a l'etudiant une certaine emprise sur les
lieux, la duree, le contenu, ks objectifs et ie cheminement de sa formation. A quoi
reconnait-on un programme qui fa yorise l'autonornie? C'est un programme qui:
1. favorise la connaissance et la maitrise progressive du processus méme de

l'apprentissage
2. apprend a l'etudiant a developper ses capacites d'apprendre (attention,

concentration, logique, analyse)
3. lui apprend aussi i maitriser les instruments indispensables pour acquerir de

nouvelles connaksances par hii-meme
4. rapproche la formation de la vie

Par l'accessibilite d'abord, par la mise en place d'un processus pedagogique
tonde sur k dialogue et par la rewnnaissance de l'autonomie de l'adulte, la
formation a distance a pose les jalons de son identite propre. De tout temps, la
formatim a distance s'est consocrOe a rendre accessibk et a la port& de tous des
enseignements qui au trunwn t ne l'a ura ient pas ite. File a mise sur Ia capacite de
l'etudiant i prendru en charge son apprentksage de maniere au tonome tout en
s'assurant i.Iuii recoive le sou tien necessaire par la mise en place de dispositifs
d'echange bidirectionnels facilement accessiblus et de dispositik permettant le
dialogue avec l'itablissement ou ks personnes d'ou proyient de l'enseignement.

Les Valeurs de la Formation a Distance : Pour une Analyse
des Choix Technologiques

Pour eta blir requation entre les choi technologiques et k'S vakurs qui
tend en t di stinguer la formation a Li 'stance il taudrait proceder a tine etude plus
appnthmdie qui eche qu'd DOWN t.",t permis Lie taire id. Nous dV011ti cependant
voulu tranchir un premier pas qui nous menerait i une meilleure comprelwnsion
du lien entre les chob. technologiques et k's vOk'llrti de la tumid tion i distance en
detinissant ces dermeres Crl termes opuratoires. Nous a VOnS Lilt ict e\VITRT
N1(11,111t (111(' d101\ teChllok)gIquc,, doivent etre mis en rapport avec l'iddisation
qtii en est ta ite. En d'autrcs mots, l'analvse ne dui t pas se resulwr i l'etude Lies
carditeriStIqUe'N hchnologiques pour elleS-11101110S; II doit plutOt decomposer

1
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l'interaction dynamique entre les technologies et les composantes pedagogiquet,
de la formation (démarche d'apprentissage proposee par les concepteurs, re& de
l'étudiant, role du tuteur). Les definitions que nous proposons ne seront donc
utiles que si elles sont mises en relation avec le mode d'utilisation des
technologies et les composantes pédagogiques.

Definitions opératoires

Accessibilite: une technologie qui facilite l'accessibilite a la formation a
distance

est disponible a domicile,
implique des conts peu élevés pour l'étudiant
est d'utilisation conviviale
est d'utilisation souple lorsqu'elle donne a l'etudiant la possibilite de gerer le
temps de consultation ou l'horaire de diffusion

Dialogue: une technologie qui favorise le dialogue est celle qui offre
des communications en temps reel et bidirectionnelles,
de courts délais de reponse lorsque la communication est differee et

6 la possibilité de communiquer fréquemment et scion les besoins.

Autonomic,: une technologie favorise l'auton. si elle permet ci l'etudiant de
controler

son cheminement,
les elements de contenu ou les sujets d'enseignement et d'apprentissage,
les objectifs de l'apprentissage et
le temps requis pour sa formation.

La liste des parametres que nous awns dressee ne trad nit pas ton tes les
dimensions de l'accessibilite, du dialogue et de l'autonomie. Par exempk', si !Us
parametres que nous avons établis nous permettent d'a ffirmer que l'imprime est
accessible parce que c'est une technologic tres repandlle, pen coUteuse et souple
d' utilisa tion, le meme jugement ne s'applkluerait peut-etre pas si on faisait eine
analyse de l'accessiblite de l'imprime du point de vue de son content'. line
documentation imprimee pourrait etre jugee d'acces difficile a cause d'un
conkmu hermetique, abordable uniquenlent par des specialistes, ou a cause de la
faiblesse des habiletes en lecture que l'on observe de plus en plus de nos jours.

De la meme maniere, le telephone juge a priori comme eine technologie
privilegiée pour supporter le dialogue pourrait ne pas remplir cette fonction s'il
etait utilise uniquement comme vehicule de transmission d'enseignements
purement magistraux.

En Guise de Conclusion

Notre reflexion nous a a menecs a stipu q tie les choi technologiq nes son
de puissants revelateurs de la formation. Verifier cote hvpothese n'est pas eine
entreprise aisee. Nous n'avons fait qu'amorcel ine recherche qui devrait nous
a mener a repond re aux interroga tions vantes:

L'accessibilite est-elle reellement une valeur primord ia le pour les
etablissements de formation a distance'?
Y a-t-il des vehicules technologiques qui garantissent plus que d'autres le
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dialogue et l'autonomie?
Quel est l'importance relative des valeurs privilegiées par les etablissements
de formation a distance?

Les réponses apportées a ces questions et a d'autres permettraient de mettre
en lumiere les raisons d'être de l formation a distance et de qualifier les pratiques
qui en decoulent. Ainsi nous arriverions sans doute mieux a cerner le champ
specifique de la formation a distance et du sens qu'on veut lui donner.

Notes

1. La notion d'equipe pedagogique réfere au regroupement multidisciplinaire
de differents spécialistes (expert de contenu, specialiste des medias,
technologue de reducation, didacticien, et autres)

2. C'est le "triangle d'or" éducationnel défini par Bertrand (1979).
3. Les choix technologiques englobent la sélectinn des medias (message

imprime, sonore, visuel, numerique) et le choix de la technologic de
transmission (par exemple: le satellite, la cablodistributkm, les ondes
hertziennes, les supports numeriques, etc.).
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Third C eneration Course Design in
Distance Education

David M. Kaufman

Introduction

Several theorists have proposed definitions of "distance education"
folmberg, 1981; Keegan, 1980), but a single definition has not been agreed upon.

There has even been a shift recently from use of the term "distance education" to
"open learning" (Lewis, 1986). In fact, a unified definition of this term is almost
elusive as a single definition of the term "education". One reason for this is that
distance education is changing; it has evolved through two generations and is
beginning a third generation. The main constant in these three generations of
distance education is the separation of the teacher and student in space and/or
time. Other elements in the definition proposed by Keegan (1980) such as the use
of technical media-md provision of two-way communication describe a
particular type (or generation) of distance education course design. This paper
defines and justifies three characteristics that differentiate the three generations of
course design in distance education. These characteristics are: (1) control by the
learner; (2) dialogue; and (3) development of thinking skills. Third-generation
course design is the most desirable approach and can be achieved only through
the use of computer-mediated distance education.

Three Characteristics of Distance Education Course Design

Control by the Learner

This characteristic has been pniposed recently as an ewansion of the
narrower concept ot "indepenkIL,nce" R;arrison and Boynton, 19871. Control is

described as the opportunity and ability to influence, difect, and determine
decisions related to the educational process. It is composed of three major
dimensions: independence, power, and support. Control ot the learning process
is determined by the dynamic balance of these three mmponents. This balance, in
turn, is a function of the two-way communication p;ocess between teacher and

student. The two-way communication process is Lescribed later under the
heading "dialogue"; it represents the second chai.acteristic of third generation
course design.
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Independence

Independence is synonymous with "autonomy" in the literature. It refers to
the freedom of the student to make choices without external influence or
restriction. In distance education, the learner would have freedom to select
his/her learning objectives, activities, and methods of evaluation. This aspect has
been discussed and advocated extensively in the literature. (Boud, 1981;
Brookfield, 1983; Garrison and Baynton, 1987; Holmberg, 1985, 1986; Moore, 1972,
1973, 1986; Wedemeyer, 1981).

The terms "independence" and "autonomy" have generated some
controversy, as there is an ideological dimension inherent in them. The value
stance of those promoting independence in distance education may be
summarized as follows:

In distance education we are faced by the same value judgements about freedom and
control as were our predecessors in more simple forms of education, but because of
the irnpact of modern communication media and large scale delivery systems, the
consequences of our choice or indeed our failure to choose, are more wide reaching.
It is important that those of us who believe in the importance of individual freedom
to be on our guard. It is important that we not only design and teach good programs,
but that we think, write and argue for learner autonomy, to ensure that distance
education work; in the interests of learners, not of teachers alone, or institutions, nor
is it used as a means of state control and social direction. (Moore, 1983b, p. 30)

The opposite stance is evident in the arguments for standardization of
distance-education materials; cost-effectiveness; training to meet the
requirements of specific accreditation bodies; and pacing of learners. This is not
to say that these arguments are incorrect, but rather that they represent a first- or
second-generation approach. Independence is a much broader concept that
subsumes our current limited approaches to course design in distance education.

The need to develop independence in learners is a cornerstone in the
definition of "andragogy" (Cross, 1981; Faure et al., 1972; Knowles, 1970). The
mainstream of thought in the area of adult education theory closely parallels the
humanistic paradigm of education advocated by many recent writers and partly
outlined above (Botkin f. al., 1979; Combs, 1981; Ferguson,1980). Cross (1981)
argues eloquently against the old paradigm of ed-,ica don, in which teachers define
the subject-matter, assign readings, and test for subject-matter mastery. In her
view, such an antiquated model is increasingly incompatible with the demands of
the learning society. Few adults on the job, or in their role as citizens and family
members, are ever told what they need to know or where the answers will be
found. Much more commonly, adults are required to define the problem, locate
appropriate learning materials, and demonstrate not just subject-matter
comprehension but the ability to apply the knowkdge on the job, in the home, or
for personal development. Cross concludes that tnese needs call for thoughtful,
autonomous learners rather thun dependent learrers, and for people who know
how to select and use the multiple resources in the learning society. ...mg similar
lines, Boshier (1Y86) argues that the participatory learning advocated in the Club
of Rome report ( Botkin et. al., 1979) requires wiLkspread involvement of learners
in the design and management of their own educational programs.

In distance educa lion, Ilolmberg (1985) and Brookfield (1985) have stilted the
desirability of developing student independence in (adult) distance education.
This goal goes back to work of Wedemeyer (1971, 1981), the "Dean" of
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independent learning, who argued that developing in all learners the capacity to
carry on self-directed learning is the "ultimate maturity required of the educated
person."

It is not immediately obvious how best to put these ideals into practice.
Independent learning is not an absolute standard to be met, but a goal to be
pursued; what is important is the directiontowards student responsibility for
learning (Boud, 1981). Independence in learning does not necessarily mean that
students work on their own in isolation from others. Teachers change their role
and become facilitators of learning rather than transmitters of information
(Rogers, 1969). In fact, Boud (1981) has expressed the paradox that students must
be led to freedom, and that they need to be taught the autonomous style.

Power

Power is the ability or capacity to take part in and assume responsibility for the
learning process (Garrison and Baynton, 1987). Brookfield (1985) distinguishes
the internal and external attributes of self-directed learning. The external
dimension refers to the acquisition of techniques or skills rec uired to learn
independently. The internal dimension encompasses the int ?rnal processes that
occur during participation in a learnmg experience. These involve reflection,
critical thinking, and creating personal meaning from the experience. The
determination of what to think and do is made possible by the use of certain
mental activities such as choosing, deciding, deliberating, reflecting, planning,
and judging. An autonomous person should encompass both the internal and
external attributes of self-directed learning.

Mature learner independence also requires emotional independence
freedom from continual and pressing needs for reassurance and approval. Or. the
part of teachers, it is essential that they assume an attitude toward students of
acceptance and understanding of their views, desires, and frame of reference, and
that a relat inship is developed between teacher and students based on this
acceptance (Rogers, 1969). This may be threatening to some teachers, as the
ultimate criterion of success in promoting independent learning is as follows:
"Autonomous learning can be said to have occurred in an educational situation
which a beconws hard for educators to find participants who need a helping hand
in finding something interesting or productive to do" (Harrison, 1978, 153).

Support

Support tvfers to the resources that the learner can gain access to in order to
conduct the learning process (Garrison and Baynton, 1987). It refers mainly to
availability and accessihih tv of resources such as: courses, learning materials,
teachers / tacilita tors, community experts, library resources, audio/video
cassettes, and wmpu ter terminals.

As mentioned above, this dimension is paradoxical, since support does not
erode student independence, but actually increases it. Adult learners bring a
g Iva t d eal of prior learning and experience to the learning situation, and they
already have some notion of the support they require. Although independent
learning involves a shift in control towards the learner, it does not remove the
teaclwr (or institution) from a position of authority. This is not a simple move
from an authoritarian position to la issez-taire 1981. ) Su port must be
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provided for the external and internal attributes of independent learning
described above. However, it is argued later in this paper that the demands for
support placed on both the student and institution to properly implement this
aspect of "control by the student" requires a computer-mediated support system.

Dialogue

"Dialogue" refers to the extent to which interaction between learner aid
teacher is possible (Moore, 1983). It represents communication duri loarning
and may be regarded as comprising three stage, (1) negotiationat the initial or
planning phase to guide course development and and structure; (2) instruction
during the instructional phase to answer specific questions and support
instruction; (3) valuation--during th evaluation process, which should involve
the student in self-assessment. A key point about dialogue is made by Garrison
and Bayntc i (1987): the degree of control exhibited by a learner is dependent
upon the form and quality of the communication process between teacher and
learner. This notion is extended here to include the extent of two-way
communication among the various learners in a distance-education course.

This concept of "two-way communication" is an important element in manv
theories of interaction in distance education. Holmberg (1981, 1986) uses this idea
in his theory of "guided didactic conversation". 1.-k gives seven assumptions for
his theory, which support the need for communication:
1. that feelings of personal relation bet,. ..en the teaching and learning parties

promote study pleasure and motivation;
2. that such feelings can be fostered bv well-developed self -instructional

material and suitable two-way communication at a distance;
3. that intellectual pleasure and study motivation are favourable to the

attainment of study goals and the use of proper study processes and
methods;

4. that the atmosphere, languap, and conventions of friend I.v conversation
favour feelings of personal relation according to postulate 1;

5. that messages given and received in conversational forms are comparativ(ly
easily understood and remembered;

6. that the conversation concept can be successfully translated for use by the
media available to distance education;

7. that planning and guiding the work, whether provided by the teaching
organization or the student, are necessary tor organized study, which is
characterized by explicit or implicit goal conceptions a lolmberg, 1985).

liolmberg claims that No. 5 has been, to some extent, empirically validated; 2
and 6 are well attested in the literature and 1, 3, 4, and 7 are generally accepted
beliefs

Holmberg tries to incorporate thi, theory into a particular style ot writing
printed course ma teriak. flowever, these assumptions suggest the use of a
greatly expanded field ot communication, as will be ad 'ocated later in this paper.

Baath (1)801 has also argued for increased two-way communication between
learner and teacher, and has doiw rewarch which supports this (1976). 1 le also
analyzed sonw contemporary teaching models and concludes that models with
less control ot learning toward fixed goals encourage greater dialogue (1)80).
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Sewart (1978, 1981), another distance-education theorist who emphasizes
dialogue, argues that the course package alone cannot perform all teaching
functions, and that the institution should advise and support learners as well as
provide a teaching package. He concludes that learning at a distance demands an
interactive mode, and tl, It this requires the introduction of the human clement in
the system. This provision should be available whenever the learner requires ii.

Daniel and Marquis (1979) also advocate interactive activities in distance
education. They argue for a balance between interaction and independence that is
consistent with the view of developing independence in learners, which
described earlier. They claim that socialization and feedback are the main
functions of interaction, and that increasing the proportion of interactive activities
improves student learning. However, this is achieved at increased cost.
Fortunately, computer-mediated communication systems have the potential to
solve the problem of cost and provide the benefits of dialogue.

It is clear that for the three aspects of "control by the student" to be realized,
an extremely flexible communication system must be provided to permit
dialogue among learners and teachers. For example, if information and guidance
is to be provided to learners during the transition from dependent to independent
learning, a high degree of dialogue must be present.

Development of Thinking Skills

The third characteristic of course design in distance education is the
purposive development of thinking skills in learners. This is essential to the
development of independence described earlier and to tlw empowerment of tlw
learner. It is also an important aspect of the support that is to be provided by the
institution to promote independence in learners.

Thinking skills are necessary tools in a society characteriwd by rapid change,
many alternatives of action, and numerous individual and collective choices and
decisions. Seif (1981) has written that: "Thinking enables students to continually
confront issues and problems with skills will aid them in developing new
ideas, making sound choices, making bettef decisions and understanding the
world around them."

Among the thinking skills nwntioned in the literature are: scientific thinking,
creative thinking, decision-making, complex system thinking, ethk al value
thinking, probabilis6c thinking, and logical thinking (Ghtser, 1985; Seif, 1981).
These skills are neither exclusive nor exhaustive. There is a great deal of overlap
between n 'Any of these skills, and most have not been clearly defined.

Instructional Psychology has recently emphasized "cognitive process
instructim"which emphasizes understanding, learning and measuring skills as
opposed to) rote memorization of factual knowkdge. Three basic questions face
the cognitive process instructor (Beyth-Marom et. al., 1987) !
1. What thought processes are actually used by students (the initial state of the

learner)?
2. What thought processes ought to be used by students tthe nature of the

competen('e)?
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3. What teaching strategies are most likely to hdp students move from their
actual habits to better habits of thought (the transition process)?

Theoretical developments in this area have channelled research efforts in
education and psychology toward the major question, "Flow do we think?"
Answers to this question (and others) have already been applied in developing
iww curricula devoied to thinking skills. Nickerson et. al. (1985) classified
existing curricula that are devoted to the enhancement of teaching skills into five
broad categories:
1. Those that focus on the teaching of certain basic cognitive processes or skills

that are assumed to be essential to, or components of, intellectual
competence;

2. Those that emphasize certain xplicit methods that are presumably
applicable to a variety of cognitive tasks (e.g., analytical reasoning);

3. Those that try to promote formal operational thinking within the context of
specific conventional subject matter courses;

4. Those that emphasize symbol manipulation skills (e.g., programming with
Logo on the computer);

5 Those that focus on thinking about thinking (e.g., philosophy for children).

Other curricula not mentioned by Nickerson include:
6. Those that focus on decision-making;
7. Those that focus on problem-solving;
8. Those that focus on critical thinking.

One of the greatest controversies regarding thy teaching of thinking is the
question of whether these skills are general or specific to particular domains of
knowkdge (Glaser, 1985). Some educator working in the area of thinking
recommended separate courses of instruct; )n in thinking and learning (e.g., De
Bono, 1976 in his CORT Thinking Program; Lipman, 1985, in his Philosophy for
Children Program; and Feuerstein, 1985, in his Instrumental Enrichment
Program).

Many other ()LI ucators who have studied the question suggest that it is
necessary to teach thinking in the context of some content (A.S.C.D., 198(s).
Bereiter (1984) and Joyce (1985) state that thinking skills instruction should and
can be an important component of every school activity.

In all of the recommended procedures for teaching thinking, the goal is for
students to trimsfer what they learn in the school setting to everyday life
situations. The British Columbia Curriculum Developnwnt l3ranch suggests that
tlw explicit teaching of thinking should be an integral part of each curriculum
area. In this way thinking is essential for the study of all school subjects and its
development considered a means, as well as an end (1988).

The Branch supports Bereiter's (1984) statement that "success in teaching
thinking skills results when content objectives are contingent on activities that
also promote thinking and when thinking skills permeate tlw entire curriculum."

Joyce (1985) argues that many types of intellectual skills, as well as
intellectual growth, can be enhanced by the use of 'arious instructional models.
Even more impressive results can be obtahwd by using model); in combination.
Eor example, there are models designed to teach students:
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1. to attack problems inductively (Inductive Thinking Model of Taba);
2. to attain concepts and analyze their own thinking strategies (Concept

Attainment Model of Bruner);
3. to think Jivergently (Synectics Model of Gordon; Group Investigation Model

of Thelan);
4. to work in groups to generate and test hypotheses (Group Investigation

Model of Thelan and Scientific Inquiry Model of Schwab);
5. to reason causally, i.e., cause and effect (Inquiry Training Model of

Suchmann, Synectics, Group Investigation, Simulation Model);
6. to analyze personal behaviour, set personal goals, and conduct independent

inquiry (Nondirective Teaching Model of Rogers);
7. to analyze social situations and develop flexible social skills (Role Playing

Model of Sena ftels, Simulation, Group Investigation, Nondirective Teaching);
8. to general intellectual complexity (all Models but especially Cognitive

Growth Model of Piaget, Concept Attainment, Inductive Thinking);
9. to decision-making (Decision-Making Model of 13eyth-Marom et al.).

Many of the models listed above can be used alone, or hi combination, to
teach thinking skills while instructing students in different content areas. They
,ire all (with the exception of 9) described in detail in the classic work by Joyce and
Weil (1980).

Baath (1980) outlines some of the teaching models listed above and examines
their applicability to correspondence education. Ilk conclusions are useful but
limited, since computer-mediated communications make possible the application
of these and othei models in a manner not possible by using only course
materials, postal service, and telephone. This applies particularly to the models
which develop thinking skills.

This area is very new and still requires much research and clarification.
However, it is clear that thinking skills must be one component of third
generation course design in order to move towards control by the learner. True
independence and power tor the learner require w 1i-developed thinking skills,
and this must be one aspect of the support provided by the institution.

Three Generations of Course Design

The three characteristics defined above (control, dialogueInd thinking
skills) will now be used to describe and compare three generations of course
design in distance education. Table 1 compares the three generations.

First Generation

This approach to course design is referred to as "correspondence education,"
and was the predominant model for many years. It is still widely used. In this
model, no choice is provided to learners, who follow a fixed course or program.
All power is centralized within the institution. I ittl support is provided other
than written feedback on assignments, and evalua tion is by final exam. There is
little two-way communication (dialogue) other than written feedbaL k on
assignments through the postal service. Limited use ot telephone is possible.
1.ittio or no emphasis is placed on thinking skills, as the orientation is on covering
a set amount of material.
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Table 1
Comparision of Three Generations of
Course Design in Distance Education
*Note that the term 'open learning' has been in use recently to denote a
'learner-centered' type of system which provdes a high dgree of choice to the
learner. The term 'open distance education' is used here to label an approach
refered to a: third generation course design.

Control
1st Generation
'Correspondence
Education'

2nd Generation
'Distance
Educatitm'

No choice provided
to learners in

,..,ram

Learner has no
ower

Little support
provided other than
written feedback on
assignments
Evaluation is mainly
by final exam
Some learner choice
of courses within a
program
Some choice of topics
or projects under-
taken within a course
I .ea rner has no powcr
Some pre-enrollment
counselling and study
skills training is
available by phone as
well as in writing
some audio-telccon-
ferences and lace-
to-face sessions are
used
Evaluation is by
assignment, projects
and f ina exam

3rd (;encration Learner t hoice ot
'Open I )ista nue why, what, how
Education' where and when to

study
Some learner t
ot how their learning
will he evaluated
Pt twer is mainly in
tilt' hands oi the
learnt-
Institution anti other
learners provide on-
g"Ing support to
assist the learner in
becoming indevendent

Dialogue Thinking Skills
low dialogue Little or no emphasis
Mainly postal Focus on content
service. Some converage
telphone, some
phone-in on the
air to radio
forum

Modern dialogue
available at
speci tied times
Mainly postal service
use of telephone
audio teleconferencing

*interactive television

I ligh dia h %in. avail-
able
All ot the above
methods, plus computer-
med iated communication

Some emphasis
particularly in some
British Open
University courses
Focus still on
content coverage

Major emphasis
throughout
curriculum on
problem solving,
decision-making
critical thinking

'Note that the term 'open learning' has been in use recently to denote ,1 learner-cente' ed'
type ot system which provdes a h igh dgree ot choice to the learner. The term 'open di tta,Ice

education' is used here to label an approach retered to as third genera titm tint rse design.
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Second Generation

This approach to curse design is a significant evolution from the previous
generation, and is the predominant model used in current programs for teaching
at a distance. It is referred to as "distance education" (Kaufman, 1984a). Some
choice cf courses is available within a program; also, some choice of topics or
projects undertaken within a course is possible (Ljosa and Sand vold, 1983). The
learner still has no power in the system, and must satisfy the institutional
requirements, which are pre-specified. The degree of support is significant, with
pre-enrollment counselling and study-skills training available. A tutor is
available by phone as well as in writing, and some audio-teleconferencing and
face-to-face sessions may be used. Moderate two-way communication (dialogue)
is available at specified times through the use of telephone, audio-
teleconferencing, and interactive television. There is some emphasis on thinking
skills, particularly in some British Open University courses, although the focus is
still on content coverage. An example of an evaluation of a second-generation
model is given by Kaufman and Sweet (1983).

Third Generation

This approach to couNe design is a quantum leap from the previous one. It will
be referred to here as "open distance education". The learner is given a choice of
why, what, how, where and when to study (Lewis, 1986). There is some choice by
the leanwr of how his/her learning will be evaluated. Power is mainly in the
hands of the learner, and the tutor plays more of a facilitator role. The instihition
provides ongoing support to assist the learner in becoming independent, in ways
described earlier in this paper. Two-way interaction is available at any time
through the use of computer-mediated communication. Finally, major emphasis
is given throughout the curriculum on development of the thinking skills of
problem-solving, decision-making, and critical thinking.

Implementing Third Generation Course Design

Lewis (,1986) defines the term "open learning" as the renuwal ot tour types ot
harriers inherent in conventional educational systems: physical, educational,
individualInd financial. 1 le presents an "open-closed learning continuum"
along nine dimensions, and argues that openness is a relative concept since
leanwrs usually hayu choice in some, but not all, aspects ot the learning process.
fie describes the choice that learners may be given in why, what, how, where, and
wlwn they learn; hmv their kYrning will be measured, who can help them; and
what they do next. I le gives several examples to show how openness can be
incorporated and concludes that even many traditional classes have some open
characteristics.

A program could conceivably be "open" to a large degree, but not use
distance teaching methods. For this reason, the third-generation model of
distance education discussed in this paper is called "open distance txtucation".
I.josa and Sandvold (1)83) have analwed tlw various ways in vhich learners can
be given sonw freedom ot choice within a distance-education ourse. Leanwrs
can select materials at ditterent levels or according to personal interest; they can
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select material from supplementary reading; and they can find material and
working project in their local community. These efforts may indicate the
beginning of a shift from second- to third-generation course design. However,
this is still a far cry from the third-generation model described earlier. The
difficulty with approaches such as Ljosa and Sandvold's is that they are attempts
to stretch the existing boundaries of the second-generation model. What is
actually needed is a completely new model. Such a model is now feasible, and the
technology is being implemented at various sites.

his technology has been called computer-mediated communication (Bates,
1986), computer teleconterencing (Davie and Palmer, 1984), computerized
conterencing (Kaufman, 1986), and computer conferencing (Harasim, 1986, Hiltz
and Turoff, 1978; Kaye, 1986). Kaufman (1984b, 1986) described this method as
including one-to-one and one-to-many communications among many people
using computers and communications among many people using computers and
communication lines (a computer "network"). An additional powerful feature is
the ability to search and retrieve information from large-scale computerized
databases, opening up the option of remote libraries such as that already available
with the abstracts on the ERIC system. Computer conferencing is used here to
denote the use of computers to link people across time and space. Cross (1983)
observes that computer conferencing enables two or more individuals at two or
more locations to communicate. Without having to interrupt their work
schedules and to pay for costly travel, these individuals can exchange information
and learning aids.

iarasim and Johnson (1985) outlined several general features of computer
conferencing systems. These include text editing, sophisticated searching
capabilities for conference items access to external data bases, and electronic
messaging. In addition, computer conferencing systems usually maintain a
permanent record of proceedings Li uring the course of a conferencing, thus
serving as a type of electronic filing cabinet. The main features have been listed
previously (Bates, 1 986; Kaufman, 1984b, 198(0. hese include:
1. Directoryfor identifying participants on the system and finding addresses

where messages are to he sent;
2. Electronic mailtor one-to-one and on('-to-many communications;
3. (onferencesfor group discussions, with a permanent transcript ot the

proceedings;
4. Private work spaces (Notepads) for collecting ideas and personal files;

.Vord processingtor composition and modification of messages and
documents;

h. BU I let i n boardtor access to announcements of general or particular interest;
7. Newsletter or journal----tor access to articles or papers of general and

particular interest;
8. I )ata bases-- --tor access to data or information on a variety ot topics;
9. Voting and pollingfor determining the degree of support tor a particular

option(s); also permits consensus decision-making process;
10. Organizing and Structuringtor organizing or structuring a conference in a

variety of different patterns, e.g., open to some, closed to others.
Certain capabilities ot computerized conferencing systems make them well

suited to the adult learner and to implementing third-generation course-design
approaches. These will be listed according to the three characteristics of third-
genera hon course design described earlier. 7
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Control by the Learner

1. Permit access to experts and respected peers for advice, guidance, and
support;

2. Permit a large number of resource materials to be stored for choice by
learners;

3. Permit tailoring of a course by learners to meet their needs;
4. Allow for the exercise of "power" by learners over their learning either alone

or in groups;
5. Permit the ongoing support of the learner to enable him/her to move to

independence.

Dialogue

I. Permit continual dialogue between teacher and learner and among learners;
2. Provide a permanent record of dialogue for letter reference;
3. Provide a new communication mode that values intellectual skills, rather

than social skills, i.e., where the best ideas are listened to and are given an
opportunity to develop, rather than merely the most assertive speakers
(Boyd, 1987), as is often the case.

Development of Thinking Skills

1. Makes possible the teaching of thinl ing skills through the use of the
numerous teaching model!; outlined earlier (not really feasible with first and
second generations models);

2. Offers the potential to reinvent education strategies and activities, opening
new possibilities for group-centred learning activities (1 larasim, 198(). For
example, Beckwith (1987) describes an experiment in group problem-solving
using computer conferencing.

Several educators have written About the advantages and disadvantages of
such a syst,,m (Bates, 198h; liarasim, 198h). These have been well described and
will not be repeated here. I lowever, there are currently some significant
deterrents that need to be overcome. Davie and Palmer (1984) list these as:
1. l'oor (or non-existent) typing skills;
2. Re,,istance ot the educational establishment to such an innovation;
3. Lack of convenient access to a terminal or microcomputer;
4. l.ack ot a need or desire to communicate with other people on the system;
5. I.ack of adequate training on the system;
h. Lack of adequate leadership;
7. 1.ack of a "critical mass" within conference or a group. Minimum is

between 8-12 in 3 geographical locations, (Ifiltz and Turoff, 1978).

Bates (19M) adds to this list as follows:
8. Danger that such a system may transfer costs to students (hardware and line

charges);
9. Major organi/ational and financial changes are required;
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10. Conferencing software currently available is not yet "user -friendly" enough;
11. May not be suitable for all courses, as it may discourage learners who do not

wish to use a computer.

I would add one more to this list, as follows:
12. Ergonomic considerations may not be adequately handled, causing eye

fatigue, and muscle soreness arid possibly more serious problems with the
user's health.

The technical deterrents will be overcome in time, as relative costs decrease
and hardware/software power increases. It ild be expected that course
development and delivery in this mode will tually increase, as the substantial
costs in developing (and revising) course packages are eliminated, and delivery is
done electronically. The questions of typing skills and training are fairly easily
solved, as they are being solved in regular computer training for end users; in fact
computer literacy is now regarded as a basic skill, and the requirement of
computer use will be commonplace in the future for any course. Also, many
organizations are now using proper ergonomic practices, and manufacturers are
designing equipment with t' in mind. In tinw, home users will have also
workstations that are ergonomically sound. The problem of resistance and major
organizational and financial changes will also be solved in time, as it has been
with second-generation appmaches. This may at first require new organizations
(or new. dept.' ,,nts in existing agencies) to handle third-generation distance
education, a new institutions and departnwnts have been created to handle
second-generation approaches. Assuming that the organization embraces the
values inherent in the characteristics of control, dialogue and thinking skills,
course designers and teachers will need to experiment and karn how to apply to
numerous teaching models, using computer communications. New teaching
models will emerge through experience; a good example is the group
problem-solving approach described by Beckwith (1987). There is little doubt that
the deterrents listed above will be overcome over time, and the characteristics of
third-generation distance-educahon course design will be incorporated, using a
greatly expanded repertoire of teat:king strategies.

A variety of examples of the use of this technology in distance education
already exists, albeit for implementing a second-generation approach. tbrasim
(1987) describes its use in two graduate courses at the Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education (OISE). She indicates that OISE is moving towards the development
of ,-,n "electmnic campus" lw offering courses and access to faculty and to
learning peers on-line. One c,m currently access the OISE librarians, but the
library catalogues and administrative services are not vet available within thk
electronic environment. In British Columbia, Kaufman (1985a, b) pmposed the
use of this technology, but Ii le serimis activity, along the Inws of this paper, has
Yet to appear. The New Jersey Inr,titute of Technology has been active through
the HES project iughes, 1982; Kerr and I lilt,, 1982), and the Western
Behavioural Sciences Institute has used computer conferencing as a tool tor
management training (Feenberg, 1986).

Kaye (1987) mentions several other projects at Guelph University, New
Sclu)N tor Social Research, and New York Institute of Techwlogy. I le then
describes the Open University pilot experinwnts in an undergraduate Cognitive
Psychology wurse and in a continuing education course in Sot tware Engineering.
Bates (1986) describes plans to use computer conterencing s major component
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in an Open University undergraduate course, "Introduction to Information
Technology". Fle concludes by describing the Open University's intention to use
this medium in several advanced-level courses with low student numbers
(maximum 100) spread throughout England.

Conclusions

This paper has described three generations of course design in distance
education, according to the' three characteristics; control by the learner, dialogue
and development of thinking skills. Arguments were presented for the
importance of these three aspects, and it was shown that third generation course
design could be achieved only through the use of computer conferencing.
Although several experiments are already underway, a number of deterrents will
need to be overcome before this becomes a predominant mode of operation.

Research is needed to investigate how to use this medium to implement the
many instructional strategies available to develop thinking skills in learners.
Other innovative teaching strategies will also evolve through the uniqueness of
this medium. Policy issues such as privacy and security, freedom of speech and
censorship, legal issues such as liability of the institution (libel), ownership of
information, and copyright will need to be addressed. Economic factors and
ergonomic considerations will also require analysis and action.

Tlw potential is enormous. Yet the challenge of implementation of third-
generation course design is even greater; that challenge will take time to be fully
met, and it will require integration of the knowledge and skills of experts in many
fields.
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Contradictory Directions for Distance
Education: Cultural Miscegenation,
or Cultural Symbiosis?

Gary Boyd

Introduction

Distance education is developing rapidly in China, India, Burma, and the
South Pacific, but also in the Americas and Europe, and to a lesser extent in
Africa. The main reasons fo- thi., development are:
1. that the Third World has massively increasing populations with urgent

educational needs;
2, that it is now technically and technologically possible to provide useful

learning opportunities at a distance cheaply;
3. that there is no way to provide highly specialized learning opportunities to

dispersed and non-mobile learners except through distance education; and
4. that distance education provides freedoms and highly specialized curricula

for adult learners that are difficult or impossible to provide in face-to-race
education, even in affluent countr:.s.

The recent and continuing growth of distance education is an encouraging
phenomenon, since it contributes to global survival. Our human habitat will not
last much longer unless its various peoples learn to live symbiotically together.
The planet is too small and too fragile to permit continued laissez-fMre
exploitation (Lovelock, 1979). Progress, not just "understanding," is terribly
urgent in a world of nearly six billion people, where one billion are starving
mainly because of ignorant or perversely myopic cultural competition (Macy,
1983),

Some sort of educational transformation should enable most of the world's
people to act more intelligently and cooperatively as the conscious stewards of all
Lifeor to put it in Buckminster Fuller's terminology, to do our duty as the
officers and crew of "spaceship earth." A great deal of time and effort has been
devoted to education world-wide. Its effects on global viability, however, seem
either too little and ill-directed, or too late, or even pernicious. For example, the
best : intentioas about sanitary education has led (e.g., in Java) to reductions of
infant mortality, but then to self-defeating population explosions. The worst of
intentions are nicely augmented bv the education of engineer to work on nuclear
attack submarines, etc.

progressive education enhances the pos, that we shall preserve
and shape this world as a place in which to survive indefinitely, together. Such
educatim must be both part icipatorv, and inticipatom as Botkin, Flmandura and
Malitta (1979) clearly argued in the Club of Rome's monograph No Limits to
teaming. l'eople who identify with different cultural traditions must participate
togetlwr in modelhng what is happening, and what can be made to happen. The
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Club of Rome projects themselves are examples of such trans-cultural
participatory and anticipatory modelling.

The actual limits of learning are set on the one hand rather rigidly by
available energy and genetics, and on the other hand (at least potentially) by the
state of our knowledge and by the functioning of our principal cultural control
mechanisms: bureaucracies, banks, churches, schools, and above all by what I
have come to call "mass advertainment" commercial television, videos, and
radio.

Large scale formal distance education is a new cultural control mechanism
that may push back many of the conventional limits to learning.

Conventional face-to-face education does not provide much leverage for
dealing with global ignorance and myopia, because it is engaged mainly in
autopoiesis, slowly reproducing its own roles and customs. New teachers trained
innovatively go out to schools where they are re-socialized to play their
subordinate roles in old conventional dramas. Complex thnetables with short
periods reduce time for learning tasks. Large clivses minimize tlw effectiveness
of teachers. The research consensus is that, generally speaking, effective
face-to-face teaching and learning requires group sites of kiss than fifteen people
(Glass, Cahen, Smith and hilly, 1982). This, along with other school culture
factors, means that there can not be much of a rapid multiplier ettect through
teacher training and conventional large classroom schools. Over three or four
generalions ordinary schools may possibly be ft he.:ec..ve, but the acceleration ot
destruction is too great for such slow means to be of much help.

Even in the most affluent countries, much "traditional" education appears to
be little more than the obsessive niproduction ot old, and now inadequate coping
patterns (Bourdieu and Passeror, 1977). Moreover, because it is a tlectively
emasculated, most conventional education t:d11110t compete with the dramatically
compelling life-modek offered by comnwrcial televkion, radio, and video
entertainment, which has become the main educational influence on most vmmg
people (U.S. N.I.M.I I., 1972).

WIwn conventional education has been ettective Wen' and
fundamentalist religious schools, the I litler-Youth, the young Komsomok, and
the Mao-ist "cultural revolution" its aggressive outconws have been terrible
We have come to preter inetfotive education ft ir tear ot nwhictrinating prejudices
and hareds. Sexual and cultmal taboos also seriously limit the ettectiveness ot
conventional education in reali/ing attecti ye goals (( ;ood man, I 9h2).

In anv event, the span ot cooperation and coordination need(d for d viable
world (Beer, 1974) i rnpl ie that torm ot global distance education may be part of
the solution. But which torm?

Tlw recently creak,d Commonwealth ot I .vdrning may, kir exampki, titter d
lltiefld model ot an administratm intrastructu re. new developments in
cvbernetk systems modelling MdV otter more imaginative approaches tor
curriculum development

Distance educatiim, whicla seeks at least in principle to he re1M1nSiblt. tt) (all)
hfc on earth, must enable ail tlu, yai link, actors to tunction in concert. Just how
difficult thk can he i indicated hv Rumble (1981), who discusses some ot the
overwhelming problems of existing multi-national distance-educatkm systems.
In order to tunction intelligently in concert, actors must otten engage in conscious
dialogue about the probable outcomes ot tlwir actions. Untortunately, most of the
actors from the lited Nations down to tlw children in pre-school are much

F411
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of the time automatically playing out antagonistic "clockwork roles." More
trans-national actors, institutional and individual, need to be brought together in
mutually educative dialogue, if these automatisms are to be overcome and
"cultural symbiosis" achieved.

The main inhibitors of such "life-world constituting" discourse (liabermas,
1984) are fear and fixation on concrete immediate tasks. Many people have vested
interests in specific, localized projects designed to propagate their own interests.
They find it difficult to rise above the business of "pushing" their local "shows"
to see how their cumulative effect is self-defeating.

Computer-mediated conferencing is becoming a cheap enough to help people
break out of their myopic shells. Its three main emancipati . e advantages are that
it offers:
i. time and place flexibility that facilitates learning, despite otherwise

overwhelming everyday contextual pressures;
ii. the possibility of safely bracketing the dramatically close personal affiliation

(mentoring) that is most important in ensuring both tradition-rooted
continuity and effective emancipative education;

iii. the possibility of enabling people anywhere to play-out dramatically various
selves-in-system cybernetic simulations. Such participatory and anticipatory
exercises can empower people to collaborate in life-world construction.

Perhaps through computer-mediated conferencing we can work globally to give a
culturally symbiotic orientation to distance education. Educators have a new
opportunity to influence developments through the new telematic
media-supported forms of distance education (Boyd, I()85).

Contradictions between growth and progress

lt has now become a truism that further global population and industrial
growth will lead to poorer quality of life and reduced expectancies of human
survival. In fact, as this century draws to a close, it is witnessing a global "tragedy
of the commons," in which evervone does what seems most rational locally, and
produces effects that add up to a worsening world.

Distance-education institutions and services are growing rapidly. To what
extent can this be progress? T,) what extent does it teed the "techno-peoplagut."'?

Fven democratically legitimated growth does not necessarily ensure
progress, unless participants understand complex, cmipled ecosystems well
enough to make systemically rational choices, and unless they care to do so. There
is a tendency to disconnect our growing awareness of world imperatives from our
daily work decisions.

At meetings of distance educators, such he March, 1988
Likehead /Contact North conference and the May, 1988 CAM/Banff conference,
one clearly notices two main groupings: those who emphasize cost-ettective
large-scale distance-education provision, versus those who emphasize the
difficulty of meeting the special needs of otherwise neglected persons,
northerners, Metis, farm women, and so (m. l'aradoxically, the latter moiety may
be better oriented toward cultural :symbiosis than 1-he former, since they are
concerned with preserving and catering to human .ietv (Smith, 19g2).
I lowever, the special-needs moiety seems to be content to be in a loose coalition
with the mass-growth moiety, probably because the latter tends to be treated well

5
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by present-day governments. Governments seem to prefer to subsidize wealth-
d iverting businesses defence, for example by cutting real educational
expenditures and offering diversionary distance-education shows. Nevertheless,
such coalitions are not too harmful, provided the special-needs oriented moiety
has a well articulated vision that it persistently defends and promotes. The
empire-builder moiety needs the grass-roots relations that only the special-needs
moiety can build. The spedal-needs moiety provides the requisite instructional
variety to make packaged education effective.

Two areas where the contradictory nature of these moieties surfaces are the
curriculum, and study centres. Cost-effective distance education concentrates on
high-enrolment basic "foundation" courses for the general populace. Vital-needs
oriented curriculum concentrates on specialised low-enrolment courses for
isolated or immobile people. Cost-effective distance education minimizes the use
of administratively expensive local study centres and personal tutor
telecommunications, in order to save money even at the expense of effectiveness.

Cultural Symbiosis

The primacy of culture for people :s comparable to the primacy of water for
fish. Just as the fish see the water only when it is dirty, we see culture only when it
causes trouble, and then only in glimpses. That did not matter when culLure was
difficult to change, but now that we have such tools as television advertising and
radio drama, large and usually unintentional changes are muddying the waters of
language and life.

What is important, valuable and even beautiful in one culture may, when
dumped into another culture, prove disastrous. Only by appropriate closings as
well as openings can cultures survive symbiotically (Klapp, 1978).

The technical definition of culture I find most compelling is that of Robert
Boyd and Peter J. Richerson (1985): culture is information (.apable of affecting
individuals' phenotypes, which they acquire from other conspecifics by teaching
or imitation. TI.,2 main things to note here are:
1. that affecting phenotypes affect "who we are";
2. that by "information" is meant something that has the leveraging property of

energetically minor causes that have energetically major effects; and
3. that "information" becomes "culture" only insofar as it is transmitted.

This definition .s close to those of Clifford Geertz (1973) despite the seeming
over-emphasis (

If we wish to change the world for the better, it is not enough merely to
expose paradox and fraud. Rather, some utopian vi or collectively agreed
prescription for change, must guide us. Tlw metap' .)1 symbiosis is ery
attractive as an educational meta-goal in two main .pects:
1. symbiosis of cultures should conserve most of the unique characteristics of

each (except the totally antagonistic ones);
2. over time symbiosis should strengthen those characteristics of each culturc

which make symbiosis possible.

It is hard to find good examples. l'ossibly Switzerland is the best available.
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In broad terms the alternatives to symbiosis are: monoculture or extinction,
now that natural mutual isolation is no longer possible. Any protection to be
applied now must be by mutual symbiotic agreement. If this were attempted by
totalitarian means cultures protected in zoos would be so lacking in integrity as to
be intolerable (e.g., Indian reservations, apartheid homelands). It is true that
symbiosis implies a sort of meta-monoculture at the level where the norms for
co-existence and mutual nourishment are calculated. But this surely is the least
offensive option.

The communication and control of cultural forms of who we are is

partly a process based on an evolved imperative and partly a matter of personal
volition. Dawkins' (1983) work on the propagation of "meme-complexes" gives a
new basis for looking at the evolved imperative. Taking this approach and
complementing it with telematically distributed Prescriptive Cybernetic
modelling methods (Boyd, 1982) can lead to new ways of modifying cultural
propagation to enable real symbiosis.

This meta-strategy poses both ethical and aesthetic challenges that need some
form of democratic resolution. Legitimate and responsible cultural "engineering"
should b, made possible by incorporating Jurgen Habermas' (1981) desiderata for
non-dominative legitimating communication.

Ventures and Strategies

Three strategWs seem promising: a rhetorical strategy, a conversational
communicative strategy, and the open selves-in-systems prescriptive modelling
strategy.

This paper is part of the rhetorical strategy: by intimation, argument, and
portrayal, it is intended to encourage people to consider forming a commitment to
work toward realising cultural symbiosis on the global scale by using computer-
mediated communications and distance-education techniques.

An excellent example of the conversational communicative strategy is the
work of Linda Harasim and colleagues at 0.1.S.E. in offering a seminar course on
womens' issues to teacher; scattered over Northern Ontario using the
PARTICIPATE computer mediated communications system (Harasim, 1987).

The open-selves-in-system modelling strategy is exemplified in cybernetic
systems modelling courses at various universities (e.g. Umpleby, 1985). The
purpose of tlwse systems modelling courses is to lwlp people cooperatively to
make open-ended models ot tlw nested systems they are in, as an aid to mutual
development. My own experience in giving such a course for two decades is that
many graduate students can and do kirn how to make models of portions of their
worlds that generate systemically valuable undertakings (Boyd, 1982).

Perhaps the most widely influential example of such a course is the Systems
Foundation course of the British Open University. Me curriculum designers did
not call upon Lovelock and Stafford Beer to shape the course, but picked safer,
more moderate persons. This course of action raises the unsettling possibility that
distance education is likely to be less innovative than conventional university
education since the curriculum is on public view (Harris, 1987).
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Conclusion

Gary Boyd

In this short paper, I have tried to make plausible three conjectures:
1. that modification of our cultures so that they propagate symbiotically rather

than antagonistically is essential for global human viability;
2. that distance education using television and computer-mediated

telecommunications can become much more potent than conventional
education usually is (possibly even more potent in mis-education than are
the commercial ad vertainment media?);

3. that a coalition of educators who care about cultural symbiosis can be formed
and also probably can function most effectively through computer mediated
conferencing.

Wide acceptance of a more systemic, emancipatory, and visionary
conceptualization of distance education should help to resolve the apparent
contradiction between institutional growth and growth progressively aimed at
global human viability.
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A Philosophy of Distance Education:
Perceptivism

Philosophy
Is the Kaleidoscope of proofs
Tumbled
By shifts in assumptions

Zadic!
Distance education currently is strung out between two opposing positions

that have only superficial features in common. Understandably, correspondence
courses are carried out at a distance and meet the basic conditions of separation
from instructors and fellow students noted by such commentators as Moore,'
Holmberg, Wedemeyer,1 and K2egan.. Indeed, why learn by correspondence
unless you are isolated? And even though telephone calls and conferencing as
well as voice and video tapes are being used ever more frequently, the basis
medium remains unchanged.' From Newfoundland to British Columbia,
correspondence courses are carried out by the slow exchange of information in
taped, printed, typed, or written form. And, because most of the course materials
are locally produced for learners who will tackle them on their own, they are often
simple and sometimes simplistic.

At the opposite end stands all the expertise and technology for packaging
programmed lessons for use on home computers and the broadcasting of
televised instruction to vast audiences. Both the scope and the more publk
nature of the enterprise work towards the elimination of flagrant errors and the
avoidance of excessivc oversimplification. Yet, too often such lessms are no more
than televised lectures filmed by a stationary camera in a studio.

Important things are happening to bring both ends of the spectrum closer
together. On the one hand, corropondence teaching has recently been reviewed
in tlw light of the many new learning theories and curriculum models currently
available. On the other, tlw new technology, from teleconferencing to Telidon,
has a built-in imperative that moves it away from the kind of centralized wntrol
associated with teaching bY computer or by television broadcasting alone.
Between them, the new theories and the imperative to honour local input open
distance education up for the adoption of a new and unifying philosophy of
education called Perceptivism.

Despite a voneral:le hktory, correspondence educatim hits only recently
come of age its an intellectual subject of study. Perhaps John Baath's well
informed volume, Correvondence Education in the Light of a Number ot
Contemporary Teaching Models, has done more tor its conceptual development than
any otlwr work. In that hook, Professor Baath examines the teaching models and
strategies of such distinguislwd educators as B.F. Skinner, D.P. Ausubel, Jerome
Brunner, Carl Rogers, and R.M. Gagne. The models and strategies of these
authors and others are analyzed for tlwir perspectives ttn teaching and learning
and then the stragegies or models are applied to correspondence education.

Charles Brauner
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In dealing with B.F. Skinner's outlook, Baath provides a simple model of
teaching and learning. Baath's skeletal view of Skinner's theory stresses the
following points:
1. Learning is viewed as identical with acquiring behaviour..
2. The effective stimulus is the one that provokes the sought after behaviour.'''
3. The learning is consolidated by positive re-enforcement.
4. Re-enforcement should follow quickly upon the exhibition of the desired

behaviour.''
In his application of Skinner's theory to correspondence education Baath

draws several conclusions.
1. The need to exercise control over behaviour puts the main focus on preparing

the appropriate materials.'
2. Correspondence courses would be designed as a form of programmed

instruction:I
3. The feedback would be used to diagnose the student's prior knowledge in

order to get an idea of what will icroduce the appropriate behaviour.'
4. Telephone tutoring would individualize instruction."
5. Telephone tutoring could shorten the usual delay between a student's action

and the re-enforcing response inflicted by sending things through the
In contrast to Skinner's reliance on behavioural-modification techniques, Carl

Rogers' approach to "discovery learning" strives for as much self-directed
learning as possible. In his account of Rogers' view of experimental learning,
Baath sets out five characteristics designed to achieve intrinsic motivation.
1. The emotional and cognitiveispects of learning should combine to produce

deep personal involvement.
2. Even when directed from outside, the sense of discovery should come from

within, this being self-initiated.l'
3. The learning should make a difference in the learner's behaviour, attitudi.,,

and, even perhaps, personality.'
4. The worth of the learning experience is only to be evaluated by the learner.
5. The whole experience is to take its significance from the meaning it has for

the learner.-
Applied to correspondence education, the Rogers model is more radical than

Skinner's because ot its built-in opposition to centralizing control in fixed lessons.
I .ike John Dewey before him, Carl Rogers' reliance on experimentation and
discovery puts the learner at the centre ot the teaching situation. Confirmation ot
this view is provided by Boa th when he notes:

Among all the models dealt with in this study, Rogers modt I leads to the weakest
emphasis on the Teaching Material in corresrmitynce ed tit
Corrospondingly, greater demands are placed On I.;t' iWO-WOV communication
The correspondence tutor's main task wouki then be to guide and give advice, not to
control and assess. In hying to pertoim this task, he must pay a mrticti rly great
attention to the establishment ot good emotional relations with Ow students,

Th,k, ot course, is precisely what face- to- face classroom instruction can
accomplish, and it is what distance education finds most difficult to do. Yet, with
the use ot tapes, on-line computer contact, two-was' voice interchange by
telephone and radio, teleconterencingind even two-wav television contact, this
kind ot humanistic learning environment is becoming ever more available. As
Booth has shown, the new technology have no want ot psychological theories
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of teaching and learning to draw from as it goes into operation. The problem lies
in choosing among competing psychological theories when all of them are built
on speculation backed by very little reliable evidence. Indeed, such choices are
not really rational decisions based on scientific evidence. They are essentially
philosophic decisions based on certain congenial assumptions about human
nature and the nature of human learning. Because these assumptions are rarely
examined ar, seldom rationally defended, programs of education based on
psychological theories or curriculum models of learning come and go in rapid
order.

Practical programs built around a philosophy of education that states its
assumptions and defends them on rational grounds provides a more public forum
for open debate and concerted action once some general agreement has been
reached. In search of that debate and working consensus, Perceptivism seeks to
guide distance education by making its philosophic assumptions and lines of
rational argument clear and available. Once the case for the philosophy has been
made, it is surprising how strongly it supports several of the contending
psychological theories and the practices derived from them. In particular, it gives
sound philosophic backing to the hidden theme of John Baath's book. From
Skinner's behaviour modification to Rogers' humanistic discovery method, each
succeeding model of teaching lays greater stress on the human agent in distance
education:4 In IWceptivism, the hitor is the key to making things work, yet the
goal is to retain tlw integrity of t material taught. In that reTect, Perceptivism
opens up the middle ground bi.iween Skinner and Rogers.

PerceptivismThe Philosophy

All philosophies are based on certain assurnptions and l'erceptivism is no
exception. Tlw challenge is to tind a set of basic assumptions that are true,
flawless, and not merely tautological. Though such a goal may be beyond reach,
1;:, closer the assumptions conw to fulfilling that ideal the greater their chance of
gainMg rational acceptance. For Perceptivism, the fundanwntal assumption is
thot whatever exists possesses eiwrgy. The energy may be in tlw form of heat,
light, tions, movement, X-rays, utterances, emotions, kelings, or actions.
Who tevc:. !orm it takes, that energy gives ott impukes; those impulses contain the
basic dotal.. ich tlw plwnonwnon can be known. Of course, making the case
tor this assui.. on has been tlw basis for many books and iournal articles. Even

tlw cuna r ion between such a philosophic position and distance education
long and twiskd route. to) cut down on tittle an; I space while

Ct)ntinlling to demonstrate the link it is necessary to resort to a technique that
might best be (. ailed "Graphic Fpktemology". That is, by depicting the
assumption and ttw chain ot development it spawns, thi graph or diagram
generated illustrates the claims involved. Since such a graph bypasses the
detailed argument,. neei.kd to sustain the claims it does not serve as a proof.
Rather it serves as a kind ot road niap that designates the main points ot interest
along the Iyav. As a complete philosophy ot edlicdtum, Perceptiyism t,mplovs
several such map to make the connection between tlwory and practice. On the
philosophical side ot i't.-r:ept.ivism the graphic approach begins with basic
assumption about the energy generakd 1,Y .nomena and goeN On t .how how
the data tound in tlw energy kads to human perceptuM. PreSented i. sequential
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form with only the thinnest form of justification, the graph sets out the fourteen
stages of perception in the following way:

The Fourteen Stages of Perception
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According to the diagram, the signals and sensations that come directly from
experieoce are the only immediate perceptions. Even the lion cub responding to
the mother's snarl has learned to associate that sound with danger through many
trials. All the impressions at any higher level of perception are dependent on
language. Hence, language plays a central role in shaping the great bulk of
human perception.

At first glance, this heavy reliance on language suggests the kind of emphasis
an educator such as Neil Postman places on linguistic fluency and basic literacy.'
Indeed, his concern is well placed. Without a suitable vocabulary and a good
command of verbal skills a student is in a poor position to reason well and detect
the flaws in specious arguments. These are abilities that Perceptivism advocates
as well, but Postman makes his case for such capabilities at the common-sense
level. His lack of philosophic grounding gets him into trouble when critics
suggest that verbal literacy is being replaced by visual literacy. At the common-
sense level it is hard to support one over the other without appearing to be
dogmatic. At the philosophic level, however, the support for language as the
basic instrument of perception is clear cut. Indeed, according to the fourteen
stages of perception, recognizing something as basic as a table, a chair, a horse, or
a person is already a language-dependent activity. Yet "visual literacy", from
appreciating Robert Bench ley's on-screen account of the sex life of the newt to the
horror of Apocalypse' Now, depends on that prior level of ordinary perception.
Hence, visual literacy is not possible without a thorough enough command of
language to provide the basis for ordinary or standard perception. With a
philosophic position to fall back on, visual and verbal literacy can be shown to be
allies, not enemies. Indeed, the more advanced and abstract the visual imagery
the more it depends upon advanced language if it is to have any meaning at all.
In distance education, those programs that rely heavily on visual imagery
conveyed by television make more extensive use of orginary language than is
usually realized. In fact, ordinary language and its organization around
meaningful concepts is the key to the educational application of Perceptivism

Perception and Language

A language is a kind of net thrown into the sea of human experience. What
the net catches becomes the ingredients that are collectively available for personal
thought and public communication. What it misses remains unidentified and
unavailable. Of ccv irse what is caught and what is missed will vary somewhat
with the interests and the degree of language development in different cultures at
different times. For example, basic English is built around a vocabulary of MO
words, and foreigners can master it quickly. Edgar Dale estimates that tlw typical
high school senior knows from 14,000 to 15,000 words:6 Whereas Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary lists about one hundred and twenty thousand words, The
Oxford English Dictionary gives definitions for approximately four hundwd and
fifty thousand entries. Of cmrse, some of the words are synonyms, otlwrs are
archaic, and many are simple connectives or grammatical %.ariations on a single
root concept. Even if the number of different concepts is reduced to two hundred
thousand, however, or ten timl's the average college graduatCs functional
vocabulary, it is clear that tlw language itself is a rich repository Of concepts.
Even when it is stripped of all technical concepts and reduced to the vocabulary
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range of the average user, the basic language for dealing with more or less
common events is a powerful instrument. At bottom, the concepts of ordinary
language are the instruments by which aspects of experience both real and
imagined are singled out and imbued with significance. In a mature language
setting concepts generate perception.

Before he has learned a language, an infant can attend to a piece of wood with
a metal tip in any number of ways without having any one of them mean any
more than another. A baby will Nce the texture of the wood grain and the taste of
the metal. The colour, the grain of the wood, the roundness of the stock, the
graspability and a thousand other things could be of equal importance and
appeal. And nothing he learns later with regard to language will make it
impossible for him to attach the same importance to those features. Yet Once he
learns that the implement he is handling is a spear and knows what the word
means, certain things will be changed. The word will direct him to give special
notice to the length and the balance of the shaft rather than the colour and the
texture since the former are more important for throwing. If the implement is a
dart or an arrow the concept will call attention to yet different features. As a
consequence the basic meaning of a concept can be defined as follows: A concept is
a public formula for focusing attention on a lthnted number of characteristics of tlw entity
under consideration.

Of course the concept is tlwreby conceived to include both the word that
identifies it and the account of what it means that would normally be its
definition.

By focusing attention on key characteristics, a concept also does another job.
Depending upon the nature of those characteristics, tlw concept puts the thing
under consideration into a number of categories that limit what cim reasonably be
attributed to that entity. If a spear must be an implement suitable for throwing
then tlwre must be limits on its weight and its length. If it is two hundred feet
long and weighs a ton there is good reason to suppose it may be a piece of
sculpture done in the form of a spear. In a general way, then, the categories franw
the kinds of considerations appropriate to) the thing designated. It it is a spear it is
inappropriate to inquire about its lwart or its intelligence. Mainly, it is the
categories with their necessary attributes is wdl as what they exclude that people
learn irom experience, not the actual meaning ot the concept itself. As a result,
language mastery is an intricate combination of vocabulary attainnwnt and
category acquisition with the latter depending upon the lessons learned through
experience. One without the other is incredibly limited. Yet most of the courses
broadcast on educational television networks fail to go beyond teaching the
concept basic to the lesson. Any number of matlwmatics, physics, engnwering,
aerodynamics, and ekTtronics courses present concepts that are not related to
anything outside the technicalities ot the subjt..ct being taught: Simply put, tkw
teach only to thu already initiated. Fven literature wurses are presented this way.

Properly combined in a suitably illustrawd and explained lesson, the concept
and an awareness of the category to) which ;t or its referent belongs enable the
learners to generaliie and to apply the point to other experiences tor whkh they
know similar category dimensions. They need not ha %V haVt! engaged in the
particular activitio themselves. 'Flius, with their necessary attributes and limits
ot inclusion, the categories establish the basic frame of reference for w hat is often
calkd common-sense. Within tbiit framework, the concept provides a formula for
identifying the thing under consideration oil terms ot an abstraction one step
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removed from experience. That single step of removal from experience is what
makes even the most ordinary perception something mediated by a concept
rather than directly experienced. While we experience pain directly, we perceive
a spear or a table by means of tht formula that tells us two things: (1) what to look
for, and (2) what significance to atach to it. It is no different for higher
abstractions. We experience t:ie touch of a companion directly. But we perceive
love or affection or friendship in :he hiss, the hug, or the handshake by means of

the concept "love", "affection", or "trienaAip". By providing a vivid sense of

the experience basic to understanding the implications of crucial categories of

events, movies, television, and video tapes have an outstanding advantage over
print.

Imagery, however, is a one-way teaching tool, by and large. What one learns
from it cannot be shared with others without being converted into language so it

can be spoken or written about. Indeed, unless It is converted into language it
may not even be available to think about effectively. The conversion and
consolidation of concepts and percep(iuns learned through imagery back into
linguistic form is a facet of instruction generally ignored by those using the new
technology to further distance education. Indeed, none of the authors examined

in John Baath's book on psychological model meotions it.
The key to the conversion of imagery back into 11Ic form for use in

thinking and communication is ordinary language. This is especially important
for teaching adults. Once experience is widely explored and language is well
developed, most adults have enough familiarity with the formulae and the
categories involved to learn a bmad array of things about a whole range of entities
and events that they have not experienced themselves. To learn effectively they
need two things that are often not provided: 1) To be shown where new concepts
stand in relation U familiar concepts, and categories of experience; and 2) To be

encouraged to form trustworthy ordinary language accounts of the key concepts

and the categoriis of experience to which they belong. (Learners might even have
to be rehearsed in this process in order to get them started.) In an important
respect, then, teaching for useful perception is a two-way affair. Initially, the new
technology can employ imagery and ordinary language according to the
following model of perception:
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Diagram 2. Model for Ordinary Perception.

Ordinary Language

Concepts

B

Formulae
G

C

Ordinary Perception

Ordinary
Experience

Common Sense

F

Catagories

A. Ordinary language provides the concepts, which are public formulae for
arranging impressions. (Yet as initial vocabulary they may be poorly
understood.)

B. The concepts, once they are understood, act as formulae to direct attention to
select aspects of experience.

C. Perception is simply taking from experience those particular impressions set
down by the concept.

D. Ordinary perception by and large structures ordinary experience.
E. Experience, because it is both richer in potential impressions than language

and set in an on-going context of occurrences, informs the person of the limits
of the categories of things and events.

F The categories impose severe limits on common-sense.
G. The categories help to further define and refine the concepts.

Common-sense adds yet additional refinements to the concepts.
In this manner, the discerning user of ordinary language grows more astute

and more subtle in ordinary perception. A program of distance education aimed
at reaching people with limited vocabularies and restricted experiences would do
well to start by simply improving its audience's use of ordinary language. Even
though it fosters perception by focusing attention on a select aspect of actual
experience, using imagery to bv-pass language and get a point across can prove to
be a costly mistake. Unless the point to be made and grasped is made in terms of
hmguage as well as imagery, there will be little to work with when it comes time
to reverse the process, to equip the learner with verbal command. That
equipment is needed to make lessons that were learned available for thinking
about and relating ti nhers. Once this is done, each lesson or idea actually told to
others enhances the user's coimnand of language. The growth that comes with
tutoring others improves the learner's ability to learn at further levds of
perception. Indeed, tutoring others is an excellent way to learn, whether tlw
recipient is close a. hand or at some distance. When ordinary language and
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ordinary perception are well established, distance education is free to build on
that vital background in many directions. Visual imagery can then have
maximum impact.

Ordinary language performs yet another function that unaided visual
imagery does not. By directing attention to the select aspects of experience that go
into perception the concepts of ordinary language frame the boundaries of
common-sense. By contrast, visual imagery alone does not disclose the nature
and limitations of the entities presented. By calling attention to the features of a
table, however, and placing it in a category with other inanimate objects, ordinary
language concepts set out clear boundaries. That is, it is reasonable to ask how
solid the table is but unreasonable to ask about its heart beat. In ordinary
language the concept assigns an entity to a category of experience, which in turn
shapes critical reasoning. Non-ordinary language does the same thing, but
because the concepts employed change the nature of some of the crucial
categories of experience, they produce a kind of critical reasoning that differs
from common-sense. Perceptivism argues that there are as many different kinds
of critical reasoning as there are unique modes of perception. Until distance
education comes to grips with those differences it will be less effective than it
might be. To show how this can be done, it is necessary to explain the modes of
perception and how they work.

The Nine Modes of Perception

Of course, standard perception derived from ordinary language and shaped
by central concepts needs no special justification. It functions like the air we
breathe. Without it, no perception above the level of the direct impact of
sensations would take place. Ye' ` all post-standard perceptions have a place in
an educational setting. Those that produce a tnnce through torture or starvation
have no place because they are immoral. In addition, altered states arrived at by
hypnosis or drug use fail to qualify because they by-pass the intellect. They do
not further the learner's understanding. Furthermore, fields like astrology and
alchemy have no place because they do not meet the minimum conditions for
being either forms of reliable knowledge or cutlooks crucial to the perpetuation of
cultural continuity. What is left, then, adds up to nine modes of educative
perception.

Diagram 3.

1 2 3 4
Standard Theoretic Operational Relational
Perception Perception Perception Perception

5 E) 7 8 9
Mythic l'rimary Primal Thematic Theistic
Perception Perception Perception Perception Perception
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Each mode offers a different way of looking at things and reasoning about
them. Together, the basic content that gives them substance and the nine
justifiable ways of perceiving provide the basis for a full fledged education.
Indeed, Perceptivism extends the meaning of education beyond knowledge
mastery to encompass the ability to perceive things in each of the relevant ways.
In order to accomplish this, distance education must insure that the relevant
perceptions occur to the learner. In each of the modes beyond standard
perception, this involves doing more than making a good presentation. Of them
all, perhaps theoretic perception provides the most straightforward illustration of
what is involved.

Thew c Perception

In science, theory is noted for its abill v to explain events and to predict them.
In biology, Darwin's theory of evolution ruhes on such technical concepts as
survival of the fittest to explain how some characteristics and some entire species
are perpetuated while others vanish. In chemistry, the theory of atomic number
led Mendeleoff to construct the periodic table and to predict the nature of several
missing elements, which were discovered soon after. Throughoat tlw biological
and physical sciences, the special theories sometimes confirm standard perception
and at other times open up ways of perceiving things that are quite at odds with
the common-sense of the day. For example, the microscope brings tlw world of
bacteria, germs, and even viruses within view. As a result, theories quite foreign
to those generated by common-sense are developed. For instance, as little as two
hundred years ago patients died because doctors refused to wash their hands
before performing surgery on the common-sense ground that even if such
miniscule things as virtually invisible gernls existed, nothing that small could do
a person any harm. Indeed, it is the theories of science that are centrally placed in
generating the new kinds of perceptions that make the world of non-surface
experience accessible. Put in its simplest, terms, the scheme is as follows:

Diagram 4. Model for Theoretic Perception.
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Just how different the world of non-surface experience is from that of
gtandard perception was made clear by Sir Thomas Eddington a century ago.
After explaining the atomic theory of the structure of matter he described a solid
oak table as an airy surface composed of tiny particules in such rapid motion that
they kept equally airy objects like fingers or pencils from passing through by a
process of mutual bombardment. And that was before Einstein's theory of
relativity played havoc with the conventional notions of time and space. Indeed,
all through human history the standard perception of the day, such as the view of
a flat earth, has been challenged and then replaced by a theoretic perception. That
aspect of changing perceptions was put forth very clearly by the philosopher
Alisdair Maclntyre in his recent book on ethics:

The twentieth century observer looks into the night sky and ',cos stars and planets;
sonw earlier tibservers saw instead chinks in a spher through which the light
beyond could be observed. What each observer takes himNlt or herself to perceive is
identified and has to b identified by theory-laden concepts. Perceivers without
concepts, as Kant aim', .t said, are blind:

What MacIntyre describes is the replacement of a mythical prception by a
scientific one. Yet even today standard perception is at odds with the tlworetic
perceptions offerd by science, and that difference creates a serious stumbling
block in the learning of scientific lessons. !Wimps a personal experience will
make the point clear.

When I taught the theory of the easterly rotation of the earth on its axis to
junior high students the most able ones got it quickly. But even modek and
blackboard illustratkms did not get it across to the average and poor students.
I tool: them all out on a hill at dusk and explained that they were not supposed to
see the sun go down. Instead, they were supposed to fel the earth carrying them

away from a stationary sun which gradually vankhed as . tl.w curvature of the
earth brought the horizon up to cover it from view. Again, the top 20'4 got it and
the rest did not. For a week I took them down to the train yard and had thern sit
in a passenger car while the ngineer started up either their train or tlw one next to
it. "WCre moving, we're meving," tlwv would shout.

On hmking out of the window on tiw otlwr side they cinletinws dkcovered
that they wre wrong because it %vas tlw train alongside them that %vas moving.
Then we stood (in a bridge and stared down at the rushing water until they
learned to play a mental trick on their senses. Fventuallv, the students got the

that the watr was standing still and the bridge %vas carrying them up
stream. Finally, we went up on the hill at dawn to get th tht.oretic perception.
"I see it! I see it!" one student attr another wouki shout. -The earth is rotating
astward and carrying me with it. Ther gos the horiion dropping away to

reveal the sun."
It took ihree trips, but in the end everyoiw had the actual theoretk

percepti( Six months later when f!wy were tsted ()n the theory ot th easterly
rotation ot the earth about SW; ot th class got it right. That experience made it
clear that teaching for concept mastery was not enough. Only whn the extra
Mort was nlade to insure that th students achieved Ow actual theoretic
perception involved was the larning videspread. And that is %Oat dist,mce
education must do it it Wan tti t() teach the greatest number ot learners with
maximum effectivenss. Specifically, science programs must include an element
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designed to insure that each learner actually acliieves the perception entailed by
the governing theory. Somehow each learner must have a to wr who makes sure
that actual theoretic perception 0C:stirs. When this is done tlit."say is paved tor
technical or operational perception.

Operational Perception

If necessity is the mother ot invention, science is the most likely bather. Given
the close link between science and technology some theoretical understanding is
often basic to knowing how comphcated devices work. Even so, a youngster who
takes apart a mechanical alarm clock and then reassembles it only to tind out that
it will not work can ol ten tinker with i until it runs as it should. Such an
experience produces a clear grasp of the mechanism of the clock. Indeed, the
mechanisms by which things work are the concept equivalents in operational
perception.

Put simply, operational perception is envisioning how the mechanism ol a
piece of equipment functions. Often, that perception is best achieved by building
the item and making it work.

For example, the generation of youngsters who built flying model airplanes
trorn balsa wood and tissue paper developed an operational perception ot what
make!.; an airplane fly that their children do not possess. In a technological age, it
borders on madness to raise each generation ot youngsters with less operational
perception of how an automobile engine or an electric motor tunctions than their
parents possessed. Because ot its utility, operational perception deserves an
important place in any general education program.

At the level of showing how things work through models and diagrams,
televised instruction can do a tine job. Yet distance education must also provide
hands-on learning opportunities it students are to achieve toll fledged operational
perception. That is, each learnu must have an opportunity to build the
mechanisms in the company of in analyst who will show and explain where and
why things went wrong or right. _.ven models to build and a corrective analyst,
each learner could develop an operational perception ot all the major mechanisms

t work in the world today. Sri Ii a student would not be mystified by turbo
superchargers or fifth-generation computers. Indeed, such a learner would be in
an excellent position to appreciate and understand the working relationship
between theoretic and operational perception. Such an approach is a modern
version of the l'estalorzian edictbegin with the concrete and proo!ed to the
abstract. Even the teaching of abstract relationships can benetit trom (oncrete
perception ti.

Relational Perceptions

One ot the things that mathematics, kigic, and grammar have in common is
that they are all Yeti general ways ot showing highly specialiied relationships. In
simple ar ithmetic tae relationships established by addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division can be given concrete expression through Cuisenaire
rods. ThQ square rods ot different lengths and coltiurs can be arranged to show
how tive ot the two-unit-length rods torm the equivalent ot (ow ten-unit-length
rod, and so on. The r0ds provide a n opportunity tor the learner actually to see the
relationship involved.
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Often, however, the student needs help in order to achieve tlw actual
relational perception. In geometry, much the same kind of opportunity for seeing
the relationship is provided. The drawing that shows the line bisecting the peak
angle of an isosceles triangle also dividing the base line in half is a concrete
demonstration. Properly coached, the learner will likely achieve the desired
relational perception. Indeed, in mathematics, logic, and grammar, the principle
theorems, proofs, and formulae set forth in those subjects designate a
relationship. For example, in logic this syllogistic formula specifies a particular
relationship in abstract terms: If A is predicated of all B, and B of all C, A must be
predicated of all C.

Simplified and rearranged it implies that "11 all Toyota's ',B) are red (A), and
all imported cars (C) are Toyotas (B), then all imported cars (C) must be red (A)."
Even that will be too abstract for sonw learners, however. For them a concrete
demonstration accompanied by a detailed explanation will be needed if relational
perception is to occur.

In grammar the same problem crops up. The algebraic proposition that two
negatives multiplied together make a positive re-appears in a language setting.
That is, to say "I ain't got no money" can be translated into a claim to have money
after all. Yet learners need much coaching on usage and contextual meaning
before they grasp when such an expression is other than a forceful expression of
penury.

In mathematics, logic, and grammar, the relationships specified are stated as
concepts that take the form of theorems, proofs, or formulae. In order to make
those abstractions functional in the lives of the learneN, distance education will
have to strive for relational perception. A guide is needed who can help the
learner find, identify and obsi'rve those relationships in operation. Rehitional
perception requires a considerable amount of practice on actual instances,
whether they occur in experience, in argument, or in normal speech. Once
achieved it gives the relationships perceived new meaning.

Mythic Perception

Annually, parents get an endearing reminder of how completely their young
children believe in the extraordinary powers of nti Claus and tlw Easter Bunny,
A creature who circles the globe in twenty-four hours and delivers toys to all the
deserving children by coming down the chimney is no ordinary gift giver. As
they grow older, youngsters learn to regard certain folk heroes as mythic figures.
For thousar-is of years perfectly normal grown ups have continued to believe in
taith healers as well as in the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the' ranks of the
dead. Whether it is Santa Claus, 1,ouis Riel, or Jesus Christ, mythology, legend,
folk lore, and religion all have one thing in common. In part, they owe their
credibility, if not their very existence, to a considerable volume ot extravagant
language designed to justify th? claims made on tlwir behalf.

Mythology, legend, folk lore, and religion are all built upon tlw foundation of
ordinary language. As a result, tlwv incorporate the standard concepts and the
customary categories basic to common-sense into the wav they are talked about.
Sinta Claus is often portrayed as running a workshop wlwre all the toys are
made. liven a demi-god like Cly!,ses has all the shrewdness and passion of ei
nomial Greek sailor. Yet mythology, legend, folk lore, and religion rke above tlw
ordinary by means of two very important wnceptual devices: 1 ) Their main ideas
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are based on concepts that are larger than life. In terms of scope of abilities, ei en
the Devil is a heroic concept, since capability rather than virtue is the criterion. 2)
Their crucial claims draw their support from unusual categories that lie outside
the range of those that are confirmed in ordinary experience. They use
exceptional categories that then go on to reshape common-sense into uncommon-
sense so far as things like miracles or omnipotence is concerned. By taking a
figure in each area of concern, a simple chart should make it clear how those
special concepts and exceptional categories are related.

Chart 1: Special Linguistic Devices.

Heroic
Concept
(or Figure)

Formula

Mythology 1. Achilles Greatest
Greek warrior

Legend 2. The Exodus The escape
from captivity

Folklore 3. Bermuda Place of
Triangle mysterious

d isasters.

Religion 4. Noah Wui thN, and
capable of a
superhuman

Exceptional
Category

All but
invulnerable.

A miracle

Malignant
force at work.

Informed and
aided by God.

Uncommon-
SAanse Claim

army.

Slaughters most
of the Trojan
army.
The Red Sea parts
to let them
escape to safety.
Sinks ships,
causes planes to
crash in good
weather.
Builds thi., ark
and collects a
pair of men/
species of imimal
on earth.

Because they are embedded in ordinary language, the heroic concepts and
the exceptional categoric, are silv constructed by simple es. tension from what is
already known. Even the reindeer that pull Santa's sled thrtmgh the air are little
more than the ultimate team of stage-coach horses raised to tlw level of fantasy.
Further iibility k assured when annual events are staged to create the illusion
that the ionil categories and the heroic figures are confirnwd in experience.
Tlw carefully constructed passion plays at Oberammergau when, (*hrist's
crucifixion is re-enacted always manage to produce an outpouring of belief.
Indeed, where religious or mythic ritual aw extensive and belief in the
extraordinary categories is strong, uncommon sense can often replace common-
sense to the extent that people become convinced that miracles and conversations
with God are part of their ordinary experience, Wlwn that happens such people
are caught op in mythic perception.

Of course, the teaching of mythic perception need not go so far as to result in
a belief that such things are so. It is enough for it to generate a kind of theatrical
perception of what such a condition would be like. That is the kind of perception
that a gmid play creates when the audience monwntarily forgets that it is
watching a performance. This is something that televised dramatizations have
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the power to generate. Hence, when used effectively, such pmgrams of distance
education can do a great deal to generate mythic perception.

Even so, to be svre that the perception is actually achieved by the learner,
distance education would have to provide a monitor of some sort. Ideally, a
summoner who could summon up the perception the way a witch-doctor or an
old fashioned story teller might do would be ideal. Make no mistake, mythic
perception is a very important part of geffing an education, despite its omission
by important thinkers like Paul Hirst and Richard Peters. Though it is not, in
itself, a form of knowledge, it is some'ning just as important. Mythic perception
is a reservoir of ways of seeing things that literature and art make use of in
profound and constructive ways. Indeed, it is quite possible that when mythic
perception vanishes art and literature die with it.

Primary Perception:

Almost everyone knows that novels, plays, poems, short stories, and serious
essays provide compelling portrayals of familiar and unustvl situations
significantly shaped by the writer's imagination. By making a careful and
judicious selection of what to display, serious literature often gives a clearer and
sharper portrayal of events than is ever witnessed in ordinary affairs. Literary
discourse is therefore a major source of insight into people's feelings, motives,
and reasons for doing what they do. The trials of a family man discarded by a
callous employer who has no fur ther use for his outmoded and diminished talents
are on open display in Arthur Miller's play Death of a Salesnuin. The gifted writer
makes the viewer or the reader feel the impact of characters, events, emotions,
settings, and relationships with such force that the adept cimsunier is drawn into
the situation being portrayed.

,iterary discourse at its best recreates events in the imagination with such
vividness that the reader envisions what is happening with a strength almost
equal to an experience in real life. I.ike events in ordinary experience, literary
happenings have their merit for good or bdd or mixed attached to them as part of
the situation they inhabit. The malignancy of the l'uritanic zeal with which
Captain Ahab pursues the great white whale until it kills him is inseparable from
the story of Moby Dick. Each serious work of literature is a portrayal of characters
or events in such a way as to intimate their worth without ever stating it
explicitly. That fresh intimation of worth along with tlw imaginative portrayal
that genecates it works like an overblown concept to provide a new and revealing
perception of some aspect of a wav of life. Indeed, that overblown concept is so
important in literary perception that it deserves a special coinage and an
appropriate definition. Call it a megacept.

A nwgacept is a public depiction in which the account ot the thing being
portrayed makes it as vivid as something actually experienced and brings out its
features and characteristics in a nianner that intimates value or worth on a :,.cale
approximating that of the actual object, event, experience, or way ot

In literature the megacepts operate on a par with ordinary concepts, theories,
mechanisms, theorems, and heroic concepts in their respective modes of
perception. What makes literature important, however, is its role as the only
mode of discourse charged with using ordinary language to generate new and
fresh ways of seeing things with the vividness of actual experience. 5onwtimes
those fresh modes of perception take some time to be !inderstood. When Janws
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Joyce wrote of the thoughts, feelings, fantasies, and events experienced by Bloom
in a single day, people had trouble understanding his novel Ulysses. Once his
stream of consciousness was described and explained, later readers found it easier
to handle. In a very important way, Joyce invented stream-of-consciousness and
brought it to us as a new way of seeing things. That megacept generated a fresh
and original way of perceiving things and stands as an instance of a primary
perception.

Precisely because new ways of seeing things are hard to grasp, that serious
literature is difficult to comprehend. It takes practice and considerable effort to
learn to read a work of literature with genuine enjoyment. To facilitate that
learning, distance education must provide an interpreter %yho makes the
megacepts clear and a dramatic presentation that brings the work to life. On this
score present programming often does its job well. Yet it is only through kmgthy
discussion that it is possible to tell whether primary perception has actually been
achieved. For this a companion is needed. Only a companion who shares the
same perception will know when the learner has achieved it. In that respect
literature is like the non-verbal arts.

Primal Perception

Since the visual arts and music do not use linguistic concepts they must rely
on form to guide perception. The artist Vincent Van Gogh used bold swirls of
deep blue, black, and purple touched with a rose tint to injeci movement into his
paintings of the night sky. Initially, this unorthodox form brought howls of
ridicule and protest. People simply did not see the night sky that way. After a
century of photographs of exploding stars and spiral nebulae, however. people
see the night sky a little differently. It is reasonable to give Van Gogh some credit
for showing them how to see the night sky as alive with movement. lie used
significant form to generate a new and different pre-verbal perception of the night
sky. Nor was he aloiw in doing that. As a Point' list, Serat used unconnected
daubs of vivid and contrasting colours to provide a canvas %vhere the eye blended
the separate spots into a complete picture. lie did for colour what black and
white print milkers had been doing with tiny points of black ink for over a
century. lie showed an entirely different method for constructing a colour scene
out of spots. In its day it was an original pre-verbal demonstration. It was a
primary perception. Today, of course, the separate coloured dots are familiar as
the source of the images that move across the picture tube ot a television set.

Not to be outdone, Picasso portra,vd the frontal view and the profile of a
woman's face superimposed on one another on the sanw canvas. I le used that
form to illustrate the primal perception of looking at the same face in two ways at
ono.' even though such a view is not possible in the normal course of events.

en mirrors or canwras taking double e%posures such views have become
commonplace. As tlw notion of "a Picasso face" makes its way into tlw language,
that primal perception starts to become establislwd in critical discourse as
something that can be discussed quite mid ily. Indeed, "a Van Gogh night sky" or
"an Emily Carr swirling forest" are almost common entnigh e\pressions in some
circles to make tlwm concots ,:apable of guiding standard perception. These are
not isolated cases. All important art LISC!, abstract form to shape primal
perception. Even the apparent realisin of Andrew Wveth and Robert Bateman has
tin important element ot abstraction in it.
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The non-verbal arts offer a fresh way of seeing both the familiar and the
unusual. Because it is new, that way of seeing things must be struggled with
before it becomes an actual perception for the viewer. It is in that struggle that
distance education must provide a coach who can make the encounter become an
active perception for the student. As a pre-verbal encounter growing into an
actual perception, something like a Van Gogh night sky or a Picasso face has the
primal quality of an experience becoming a part of the language. Indeed, it is
through primal perception that many new and illuminating concepts are born.
That very process of generating new ways of seeing things that eventually expand
standard perception earns the arts, their place right alongside science as part of a
full fledged education. Even mythic perception rides in on the coat-tails of the
arts, since primal perception would be impoverished without that rich resource.
In addition, areas of inquiry like the humanities draw heavily from mythology as
well.

Thematic Perception:

In history, philosophy, literary criticism, and classical studies, leading
themes fulfill much the same function that theories perform in science. That is,
Aristotle's theme that each kind of thing develops in the direction of realizing its
essence offered an explanation of why Man, the rational animal, ought to seek to
improve his rational powers. Since it did not predict, however, the theme is not
an actual theory. Even so, it offers a unique way of seeing things and serves as an
instance of thematic perception. Plato's theme about objects in tlw world beim.;
like shadows on the wall of the cave and reality being the forms outside that cast
those shadows offered a different way of seeing things. Despite the freshness of
vision, the Ilatonic thematic perceptions also stressed the inlportance of reason.

Thematic perception is different from standard and theoretic perception in a
very important way. Standard and theoretic perceptions are actually observed.
Thematic perceptions must be imagined, yet they are no less compelling. It goes
beyond merely knowing the theme and its implications, however. Thematic
perception is rather like being caught up in a play so that you see what is going on
in a scene with all the immediacy of an actual event except you are not driven to
take part as you might be in real life. It is a kind of theater of the intellect that
produces a vision that things might, indeed, be as they are portrayed. To achieve
such thematic perception, distance education must provide an illuminator wlm
can make the theme come to life for the learner. To wme degree the sanw service
must be provided if the social sciences are to be taught in the most effective
manner.

Thesistic Perception

Fields like psychology, sociology, anthropology, political science, and
economics are balanced between the humanities and tlw empirical sciences.
When tlwir theses are meant to be predictive they border on being tlworetical.
The predictive value of l'avlov's efforts to make Alsatian dogs salivate by ringing
a bell is very high. There, psychology becomes an extension ot biol()gy Yet
where tlw social sciences become more ambitious, prediction breaks down, as
Alasdaire MacIntyre concludes:
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For the central function of the social scientist as expert advisor or manager is to
predict the outcome of alternative policies and if his predictions do not derive from a
knowledge of law-like generalizations, the sta tus of the social scier tist as predictor
becomes endangered as so it turns out, it ought to be; for the record of social
scientist as predictor is very bad indeed, insofar as the record can be pieced
together."'

Often the statement of a law-like generalization is less an instrument of
prediction than the assertion of a dramatic thesis. For example, Karl Marx's thesis
is that profits accrue from the unfairly rewarded efforts of labour. As a
consequence, social history is described as perpetual class warfare, which must
inevitably end with the triumph of the wor!'ers. In a counter example, Max
Weber puts forth the thesis that the Protestant work ethic harnessed the energies
of labourers and entrepreneurs alike. In his view, Protestantism is the driving
force behind the industrial revolution that brought material plenty to the West.
Each thesis provides a different view of what is going on in western civilization.
Carried to tlw limits of conviction, each thesis has spawned an ideology at odds
with the other. As ideologies they are taken as literal accounts of what is
happening; Communists and Capitalists therefore perceive workers as different
kinds of beings. Viewed more critically and less passionately, however, each
thesis provides a special way of perceiving events. Hence, thesistic perception
offers a vision of how things might be. Like thematic perception, thesistic
perception is also a form of intellectual theater. But in the case of thesktic
perception, the vision offered is subject to sonw of the conditions of evidence
required by science. To realize that vision as an actual thesistic perceptim,
distance education must provide the learner with an agent who can show him
evidence of the thesis in practice. That agent can coach the learner in thesistic
perception by acting as a fellow witness.

Summary and Conclusions

When they are not trivialized by being presented tor their hvtual coneent
alone, main, subjects offered through distance education are taught for concept
inastery. Psychologists and educators alike in John Baath's book on teaching
models testify to the inadequacy of striving tor concept mastery alone. Skinner's
emphasis on positive reinforcement stresses tracing flie desired results through to
the behaviour that make effective learning possible.' Though quite different in
his overall approach, Gagne stresses the need for students to consolidate their
learning with performances that range from group discussion to tutoring others.
The discovery learning described by Rogers, of course, seeks to get the kind of
total student involvement that Dewey sought through ,,ocial problem sol'ing.

In almost every model, a tutor is needed to make sure Got the learner
achieves the nec.ssarv degree ot involvement to master the lessons. l'erceptivism
reinforces that practice. In additim, however, it roots the need tor a human agent
in tlw act of perception itself. It opens up pedagogy in two ways. Hrst, it stresses
that the wav to make teaching less abstract while preserving the integrity of the
concepts involved is to make sure that the learner has the actual perceptions that
the concepts foster. Such an approach seems bound to reach more learners than
are currently bulletining trom iiktance-education instruction. Tlw second
identifies the concept of education with acquiring the most important defensible
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ways of perceiving things currently available. Such a view sets out the scope that
a full-fledged approach to distance education must encompass if it is to teach the
nine modes of perceptions. Indeed, those modes provide the overall structure for
an ambitious curriculum in the manner shown in diagram 5.

Of course, the illustrations of actual perceptions used as instances in the
diagram ar drawn from western sources for the most part. The categories are
general enough, however, to accommodate the materials, concepts. and
perceptions appropriate to any culture whatever. For example, the Muslim
religion, Arabic folk lore, and Persian mythology are rich in heroic concepts that
yield their own br3nd of mythic perception. Japanese art and Chinese literature
provide their own varieties of primal and primary perception. So it goes through
the humanities, social sciences, and the technologies of different peoples.
Perceptivism has a great capacity to adapt to local conditions. Yet, as a general
philosophy of distance education, it offers a common rationale and a single
overall structure for the curriculum. In addition, it appears at a time when the
new technology makes it possible for distance education to seek the desired
perceptions as long as it remembers that the human agent is a necessmy part of
the program. Perceptivism makes the human agent a necessary part of the
teaching equation. Finally, equipped with Perceptivism, distance education can
bring a humanized and unified approach to global education. Its strength is its
ability to foster unity through diversity while keeping the learner at the heart of
the teaching activity.
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Diagram 5. The Nine Modes of Perception.
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technologie educative dans
l'enseignement a distance, son re:de et sa
place: une etude exploratoire

Louise Sauve, Pierre Gagne, et Therese Lamy

Introduction

Dans les etablissenients universitaires d'enseignement a distance, la

participation des technologues de reducation aux equipes de conception de cours

souleve hien des questionnements sur leur rOle dans l'enseignement a distance
(Crick, 1980; Riley, 1984, 1979; Mason 1976). Ces questionnements portent la

plupart du temps sur l'intervention des technologues de reducation aupres des
specialistes du contenu et des responsables des equipes. Ils sont probablement
lies a des facteurs organisationnels: definitions de fonctions, de liens d'autorite,
de processus administratifs, etc. Cependant, au dela de ces explications, cette
problematique merite &etre envisagée, scion les auteurs du present article, dans
une perspective plus globale, celle des liens existant entre l'enseignement a
distance et la technologic educative. Cest pourquoi nous tenterons de repondre

une double question: Peut-on faire de renseignement a distance sans faire de
technologic educative?, et Peut-on faire de l'enseignement a distance sans
technologue de l' education?

La demarche suivie procede en deux temps. Dans un premier temps, nous
chercherons a etablir s'il v a une compatibilite entre les concepts et methodes de
renseignement a distance et ceux de la technologic educative a partir de
definitions extraites de la litterature. Nous examinerons aussi la description que
plusieurs au teurs ont fait dii nil, du technologue de reducation dans
renseignement a distance. Dans un second temps, nous decrirons quelques
indices que nous a vons Otablis pour evaluer le rOle et la place de la technologic

educative dans les etablissenwnts universitaires qui pratiquent l'enseignement
distance au Canada. Ces indices ont permis de formuler un questionnaire que
nou awns mis i l'essai aupres d'un petit nombre de repondants issus de neuf
etablissements d'enseignement a distance.

1. Qu'est-ce que l'enseignement a distance?

.'enseignement a distance a fait l'objet de plusieurs definitions (Baath, 1981;

Iolmberg, 1981; !lend et Kaye, 1985; Keegan, 1986; Peters, 1973: voir I iolmberg,

1981 ). I lolmberg et Keegan ont fait une svnthese de ces definitions du concept
d'enseignement a distance et en out extrait les sept attributs-criteres que

I.a non-contiguite de la communication entre l'enseignant et l'etudiant qui
sont separes dans l'espace efiouldans lc temps.
I :importance institutionnelle dans la planitication et la preparaticm du
materiel educatif et dans l'offre des services de support aux etudiants.
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La predominance, comme base de l'enseignement, du materiel pedagogique
prepare A l'avance.
La presence d'une infrastructure technologique et organisationnelle
supportant la communication bidirectionnelle entre l'étudiant et
l'établissement d'enseignement a distance.
L'environnement d'étude individualise dans lequel l'etudiant realise ses
apprentissages.
L'utilisation des medias technologiques qui servent a réunir l'enseignant et
l'étudiant et A vehiculer le contenu des cours.
La predominance d'une forme industrialisée de travail dans le developpement
et la diffusion des cours, surtout dans les grands établissements
d'enseignement a distance qui font appel a la communication de masse.

2. Qu'est-ce que la technologie educative?

La technologie educative a elk aussi de nombreux theoriciens. II faut se
rappeler que leurs definitions ont été élaborées dans un contexte de
reconnaissance professionnelle et académique, qui a oblige les technologues A la
fois A clarifier les limites d'un domaine en emergence et A etablir un secteur
d'intervention professionnelle particulier (A.E.C.T., 1977; Lachance, Lapointe et
Marton, 1978; Romiszowski, 1981; Becher, 1981; Mitchell, 1981; Scholer, 1983;
Stolovitch et Larocque, 1983). Revoyons brievement quelques-unes de ,:es
definitiont..

La technologic. educative est cm processus complexe, integre, mettant en cause des
personnes, des procedes, des idees, des moyens et une organisation en vue
d'analyser des problemes et d'imaginer. d'implanter, d'evaluer et de gerer les
solutions a des problemes qui impliquent tous les aspects de l'apprentissage humain.

La technologic, educative est done un domaine d'etude et d'application interesse a
tous les aspects de l'organisation de syskmes et de sous-systemes educatifs a travers
lesquels des ressources humaines, ma terielles, electromecaniques, monetaires - sont
a llouees pour a t teindre des resultats educatifs precis et susceptibles d'etre
reproduits. (Mitchell)

I. technologie educative est une approche systernatique integrant les diverses
fonctions du processus educatif. Elk. vise d'une part a analyser les problemes relies a
l'enseignement et(ou) l'apprentissage et, d'au tre part, a elaborcr, implanter et
evaluer des solutions a Ceti probkmes par le developpement et l'exploitation des
ressources educatives. (Lachance, Lapointe et Marton)

(.es definitions sont sous-tendues par tin certain nombre de principes et de
considerations philosophiques sur l'educa holt, la science et la technologic.
D'abord, la technologie educative se veut, par definition, une activite scientifique
base sur les connaissances accumukes par d'autres sciences.

All technologists shmild have an interest in developing the most appropriate solo hon
to the given practical purpose or problem. (Thus techimlogy must search all possible
avenue% and will borrow principles from a variety of bodie:. of science, depending on
thy nature of the practical situation.) 1.1 In the specific case of education, therefore,
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educational technologists should develop and apply methods which are appropriate
to the educational purpose or problem under study. (Romiszowski, 1981)

Ensuite, la technologie educative est e.sentiellement préoccupée des problemes
relies t l'apprentissage, qu'elle declare comme sa finalité, et a choisi pour les
resoudre une approche qui est a la fois systernatique et systernique.

De plus, les liens entre la systemique, comme science et source de la them ie
Om:Tale des systemes, et la technologic educative semblent tres bien établis; la
majorite des technologues de l'education nourrissent, au moins
intellectuellement, sinon dans !curs pratiques, l'idée que l'éducation est un
systeme teleologique et que, par consequent, l'atteinte de ses buts constitue la

finalite au service de laquelle ils mettent toutes leurs connaissances et leurs
pratiques. La systemique fournit le cadre conceptuel le plus englobant de la

technologie educative.
Enfin, les ressources educatives et, en particulier, les médias appliqués a

l'education sont des objets d'etude fondamentaux de la technologie educative.
Nous rejoignons ainsi l'analyse de Stolovitch et Larocque (1983) en

rCaffirmant les cinq attributs-criteres du concept de technologie educative:h.
systematisation des procedes, Ia mediatique, la systernique, la scientificité et
l'apprentissage humain comme objectif. A present, en tenant compte de ces
caracteristiques, nous allons esquisser les liens a établir avec l'enseignement
distance.

3. Y a-t-il compatibilité théorique entre les deux
definitions?

Plusieurs auteurs mettent en relief les relations etroites entre cette forme
d'enseignement et la technologie educative. Perraton (1981) a construit sa theorie

enseignement a distance stir qua torze propositions qui soulignent entre
autres la multimediatisation de l'enseignement et a la nécessité d'utiliser
l'approche svsternique pour faire face a la complexité de l'enseignement a
distance.

1 lolmberg (1982), dans son ouyrage Recent research in distance education ,
identi tie deux contributions majeures de la technologie educative a
l'enseignement a distance, soit l'utilisation de la technique des objectifs
d'apprentissage pour structurer les contenus en fonction des besoins des
etudiants et le recours a l'approche systemique, comme methodologie de
construction de systemes complexes d'enseignement.

Selon Forsythe (1983), le lien de filiation entre l'enseignement a distance et la
techno!ogie educative decoule des facteurs suivants: l'utihsation du design
pedagogique et des medias, l'accent mis sur la responsabilite de l'apprenant dans
l'apprentissage et, consequemnwnt, le recours a des situations de communication
non contigu entre enseignant et Otudiant.

Pour Bertrand et Valois (1982), la technologic educative appartient au
paradigme de la societe industrielle. On peut prevoir sa predilection pour les
processus quasi-industrialises de developpement de coo rs de l'enseignement
distance.
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Enfin, Butts (1986) propose plusieurs arguments expliquant pourquoi
l'enseignement a distance est un champ d'application naturel de la technologie
educative. Scion l'auteur, ii existe six categories de problemes propres
l'enseignement a distance a la solution desquels peut contribuer directement la
technologie educative: la coherence et la qualite dans la production des cL.urs; le
contrôle des cobts et les contraintes dans l'utilisation des medias autres que
l'écrit; les problemes de la/diffusion par les grands rescaux TV et radio, difficile
contrôler et tres contraignante pour l'apprenant; les restrictions quand a la
logique du design peclagogique; les difficultes a appliquer le t ne de gestion et de
contrôle approprie a un systeme industriel de production et LL diffusion; la
difficulte a prédire le comportement des etudiants a distance.

A cette liste d'élements de parente, nous ajouterions la preoccupation
commune de l'enseignement a distance et de la technologie educative pour les
situations d'enseignement individualise. Des machines a enseigner de Skinner a
l'enseignement intelligemment assiste par ordinateur, la technologie educative a
continuellement ete preoccupee d'elaborer des systems d'enseignement
hautement planifies et contrôles en tonction de situations individuelles. Or
l'enseignement a distance fait appel essentiellement i ces situations pour
lesquelles l'expertise.de la technologie educative est précieuse.

Reprenant ces differents liens, nous pouvons etablir que la technologic
educative rejoint l'enseignement a distance a cause de son expertise sur les
Clements suivants.

La systematisation des procedes de structuration, de media tisation et Lie
diffusion quasi-industriels de l'enseignement a distance.
La mediaticlue, une des conditions essentielles de la formation a distance, pour
etablir le lien entre l'etudiant et la source de savoir.
La systemique, approche privilegiee pour developper cette torme
d'enseignement fres complexe.
L'objectif de favoriF.er l'apprentissage, objet teleologique commun a la
technologie educative et a l'enseignement a distance.

Etant donne cette compatibilite theorique entre l'enseignement a distanceet la
technologic, educative, ne devrions-nous pas nous a t tend re a ce Tie les
technologues de [education occupent Line place importante et reconnue dans les
Ctablissements d'enseignement a distance?

Pourtam, hi place que devrait occuper la technologic educative dans
l'enseignement en general est sujet1e controverse. I.e debat proid racine, scion
certains, dans tine confusion sur le sens du mot technologie, connotant a la fois la
technologie cornrne prod u it et comme processus (Romiszowski, 1981). La
technologic serait vue comme une discipline liee a des categories de produits
educatifs et non pas comme un champs preoccupe du processus d'enseignement
dans son ensemble. D'autres ont examine la question avec une lunette
sociologique, y vovant la manifestation d'une lutte pour "le contrnk, des activites
et des participants de la classe" entre Lin groupe en emergence, les technologues,
et un groupe dominant, les enseignants (N unan, 1983). Certains, comme Riley
(1986) rapportent un malaise generalise dans certains eta bl issements a s'identifier

l'etiquette "technologue de l'ed ucation" (Riley, 1986).
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Malgré tout, la technologie educative est présente systematiquement dans les
etablissements d'enseignement a distance offrant des programmes d'etudes
supérieures, Au Canada, Seaborne et Zuckernick (1986) rapportent que la plupart
des etablissements universitaires, oeuvrPlit ou non a distance, ont mis sur pied
sous une forme ()Li l'autre des équipes de professionnels de la pdagogic pour
supporter le corps professoral dans relaboration de materiel de cours. Kevin
Smith (1980), dans une revue des procedures d'elaboration de cours dans les
etablissements d'enseignement a distance a travers le monde, identifie cinq

eL.modeles, dont quatre font appel a la collaboration de specialistes de contcnu e t 1

specialistes de l'enseignement a distance. Méme si ces modeles ne font pas appcl
nommement a des spécialistes de la technologic educative, tous impliquent qu'un
support doit etre apporte au specialiste de contenu et qu'un processus
systématique de developpement de cours doit etre respecte afin d'assurer la
qualite necessaire aux materiels d'enseignement.

Seaborne et Zuckernick (1986) identifient une correlation positive ilevec
entre la force de rengagement des etablissements universitaires canadiens
vis-a-vis de la formation a distance et la place qu'ils accordent a la technologic
educative dans le developpement du materiel de cours. Cela pourrait etre tin
indice de la compatibilite theorique etablie precédemment.

Evidemment, quand on place la question sur ce plan, on quittc les spheres
theoriques pour une problmatique définie par des factcurs organisationnels
dominants, comme nous l'avons souligne en introduction. On ne parle plus de
technologie educative, un champ de connaissance, mais de technol.igues de
reducation, un regroupement de fonctions. Aussi ust-il dans l'ordre des choses
de Minn de la maniere la plus exhaustive possible les fonctions qui sont propres
au technologue de reducation.

4. Quels sont les fonctions des technologues de
l'éclucation?

Ely (1972), cite dims Scholer 0983), wgroupe les taches des teclmologucs de
reducation en trois categories: 0 ) le design des programnws, (2) le design de

.materiel didactiquc et la production m e Lesediatisee , (3) la gestion des medias t

systenws de diffusion: "LI the professional on the scene must be a generalist who
can relate to such broad areas as educational planning, curriculum development,
and teacher education" (Ely, 1976).

Hug (1978: voir Scholer, 1983) nwntionnc quatrc domaines professionnels
dans lcsquels les technologucs de reducation peuvent jouer tin rOle: (1) 1a gestion
des medias, (2) developpement de materiel didactique (3) retude des medias
educatits et (4) l'application systematiquc au design, a ranalvse et a r evaluation
de programmes educatifs.

Enfin, Mitchell (1981) decrit cinq reiles du technologue de r education.
1,e cmisultant pidagogique discute avec les "clients" sur lnilvst des busoins
sin his objectits, la prescription des activites pedagogiques, le choix du
materiel didactiquc, et revaluation des ressourccs educatives et des resultats.
1.e producteur matt'riel iliiinctique se consacre au design, a la production et a
r evaluation du materiel didactique et des situations de con nication
pedagogique locale ou a distance.
Le iit'reloppeur de systemes editofifs planiiic. iait le design, construit et evalue
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des systemes d'enseignement, d'information ou de communication.
Lc gestimmaire ressources humathes voit A la planification, a la programmation,
a la budgetisation, a la prise de decision organisationnelle, a la recherche
operationnelle, A l'analyse des systemes dans un établissement
d'enseignement.
Le planificateur Mucatif organise, modélise et gere des systemes éducatifs sur un
plan national ou supra-institutionnel en vue de répondre aux besoins
educatifs.

5. Quelles sont les foncti3ns des technologues de
l'éclucation dans les établissements de fonnadon a
distance?

Voyons maintenant comment ces rOles possibles du tcchnologue de
reducation se realisent dans les milieux de formation A distance decrits dans la
litterature.

Harris (1976) de l'Open University decril trois aspects majeurs du role du
technologue de l'education dans !a formation a distance: (1) participation a la
conception des cours, (2) a l'évaluation des etudiants et (3) a revaluation des
cours. Lawless et Kirkwood (1976) expliquent ainsi les competences requises
d'un technologue de l'education a l'Open University: etre capable de travailler en
écluipe, connaitre les objectifs, les strategies d'apprentissage, ie role et la selection
des médias, etre capable de developper du materiel d'enscignement, de participer

l'evaluation et a la notation des étudiants, de faire de revaluation de cours et de
la recherche.

Pour Sauve (1983, ) dans l'enseignemtmt a distance, le technologue de
l'education participe a la structuration, a la mediatisation et a revaluation des
cours, en mettant a contribution ses competences dans le domaine des medias, de
l'apprentissage et de l'approche systemique. Seaborne et Zuckernick (1986)
rapportent que les technologues de l'education remplissent les tachcs suivantes
dans les equipes de cours: ils clarifient les objectifs, definissent le materiel de
cours, participent a sa production et a son evaluation. Gagne el Lescop (1986)
env merent les taches suivantes: conseil pedagogiquc, Lonception de produits et
de systemes et interface entre la conception et la production de cours.

En tenant compte des cinq rôles decrits par Mitchell et ccux repertories par
difterent,i autcurs qui se sont preoccupes de technologie educative dans
l'enseignement a distance, on peut constatcr que les taches rapportees recoupcnt
seulement les trois premiers rOles; consultant pedagogique, developpeur Lie
materiel didactique, developpeur de systemes. Quant au rOle de planificateur, ii
&passe le niveau d'un simple etablissement et on ne peut s'attendre a en trouver
trace dans les articles rcensés, qui s'attachent precisement decrire des realites
institutionnelles. Cependant, on peut s'interroger sur le silence des auteurs sur
les taches se rappc rtant au quatrieme rOle de Mitchell, snit celui de gestionnaire
de ressources. II est evidemment possible que des personnes avant tine formation
en technologie educative occupent de telles fonctions. Cependant, il semble

les ne soient pas identifiees comme technologues de reducation. Li
revendication de N4itchell serdit-elle trop large? En effet, hien d'autres disciplines
peuvent se rechmwr de former les gestionnalres Oducatifs, Ou hi pretention de la
technologie serait-elle a loriine d'un malaise, qui terait qu'on hesite a s'identifier
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comme technologue de rOducation?

6. A la recherche d'indices de la place de la technologie
educative dans les établissements d'?.nseignement
distance

Nous avions decide, a l'origine de cette etude, de faire une enquete aupres
des technologues de reducation oeuvrant dans les etablissements unieersitaires
se consacrant en tout ou en partie a la formation a di:itanc. Pour ce faire, nous
avons mis au point un questionnaire, que nous avons ensuite mis a l'essai, autant
pour en verifier les qualites scientifiques que pour voir comment des repondants
du milieu reagiraient A la problematique soulevee. La redaction de cc
questionnaire fut roccasion d'identifier des indices revelateurs de la place et du

statut de la technologie educative dans les etablissements d'enseignement
distance. Nous allons les presenter en progressant des indices de surface a ceux
qui touchent des niveaux plus ptofonds des realites des etablissements.

Un premier ensemble d'indices a trait A rutilisation, dans la terminologie
d'un etablissement, de titres propres a la technologie educative dans la
designation des foiictions et des organisnws. II nous semblait gm' le fait d'utiliser
des termes comme technologue de reducation, specialiste des medias &Inca tifs,

consciller en technologie educative, instructional designer, etc., pour designer des
postes, ou d'appeler un organisme institutionnel Bureau de technologie educative
ou Institute for Educational Technology, constituaient un ind ice de l'importance
du sta tut de la technologic dans un etai lissement.

Un deuxieme ensemble d'indices porte stir la perception d'une personne
comme technologue de re ducation par ses collaborateurs. A cet effet, notre
questionnaire comportait Jeux questions. La premiere demande si Ic repondant
se percoit comme appartenant a la technologic educative et tine soconde demande
au repondant si ses collaborateurs le percoivent commc un technologuc de
r education. Des questions complementaires viennent verifier comment cette
perception d'appartenance est ancree dans la formation acadeiniquo et
rexperience du repondant.

Un troisieme ensemble d'ind ices portent sur les tachcs specificities confiees

aux personnes identifieo: corame technologues do reducation dans les fonctions
relevant des trois premiers rOles de Mitchell, les seuls decrits dans la litterature

consultee.
Le questionnaire, redige en deux versions, francaise et anglaise, se terminait

par deux questions ouvertes. La premiere demandait ropinion du repondant stir
la possibilite de faire de l'enseignement a distance sans faire appel aux concepts et

aux methodes de la technologie educative. La seconde question dcmandait au
repondant de s'exprimer sur recart entre: la place' occupee par la tce,..-ologie
educative dans son etablissement et celle qui devrait lui revenir.

I .a version preliminaire du questionnaire a ete soumise i trois professionnels
de renseignement A distance. I,a mise a l'essai a ete faite aupres dc neut
etablissements universitaires de formation a distance au Cmada: hu it de langue
anglaise et un de langue franaise. Quarante-six questionnaires ont ete expedies et
dix-huit ont 00 retournes. Parmi les repondants, on trim ye douie professionnels
et six administratcurs. Thus attirment a voir une formation ou tine experience en

technologie educative.
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11.est important de noter que le terme "technologue de red ucation" est
traduit dans le questionnaire anglais par les expressions suivantes: "instructional
designer" ou "specialist of instructional design" et "educational technologist."
Le choix de ces termes est base a la fois sur les recherches de Geis et Klaasen
(1972) qui les identifient comme les expressions les plus utihsees par les
professionnels en technologie educative et .sur rexamen prealable du
questionnaire par les trois experts consultes. Les resultats de la mise a l'essai
nous ont apportes les informations suivantes.
1. Dans les neuf établissemcnts dont nous avons reçu des questionnaires, aucun

des repondants ne porte officiellement un titre associe a la technologie de
reducation, ni ne fait partie d'une entite administrative identifiée A la
technologic educative. Cependant, la majorité des repondants s'identifient
(12/18) ou sont identifies (13/18) comme appartenant A la technologie
educative. De plus, selon revaluation des repondants, les neuf
etablissements touches emploient entre deux et dome specialistes de la
technologie educative.

De ce premier point, on peut conclure d'une part que les technologues de
reducation sont hien presents dans ces etablissements, mais qu'ils sont
difficiles a identifier, puisqu'ils ne portent pas de titre professionnel
associables a leur formation et ne travaillent pas dans des organismes
clairement identifies a la technologie educative. Cela a des consequences
methodologiques importantes pour une enquete qui essaierait de rejoindre
les technologues dims tous les etablissenwnts canadiens d'education
distance.

2. Parmi les taches declarees, les taches de gestion de ressources occupent une
place plus importante que celle qu'on rapporte dans la litterature. Cela laisse
croire qu'une enquete sur la place de la technologie educative devrait
integrer des questions s'ad ressant 1 cette dimension qui correspond au
quatrieme rOie decrit par Mitchell.

3. 1.a problematique soulevee par le questionnaire a suscite dcs reactions
interessantes. Six repondants ont affirme qu'il est possible de fairy de
i'enseignement a distance sans faire de technologic educative. Sept ont
soutenu le contraire. Rappelons que tousles repondants ont affirme a voir
une formafion ou one experience en technologic educative. I'lusieurs ont
affirme que les concepts et metlwdes de la technologic avaient cours dans la
conception de materiel d'enseignement, sans que leur provenance soit
cependant identifiee ou reconnue. D'ailleurs, neuf des repondants, soit la
moitie, ont declare que la technologic educative n'occupaient pas la place qui
lui re venait dans leur etablissement. Void quelques-unes des declarations
que les repondants ont fait sur cette question.

"I.es tychnologues de reducation sont utilises comme des techniciens
specialises."

"Les teclmologues de r 1eL.ucation ne sont pas assei nombreux."

"La tonction conscil des technologues est limitee i rdaboration des cours."
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"Elimination of instructional designers from course. teams."

"No faculty (formal) training in instructional design methods."

"I would like to employ some people with backgrounds in educatiorhll
technology resources permitting."
Si une enquête confirmait cet &art ntrc l'utilisation de la technologie

educative et la reconnaisance qu'elle obtient, il faudrait croire que le statut de la
technologie n'est pas a la hauteur du succes de ses methodes.

Conclusion

Une analyse de la litterature permet de deduire une compatibilite assez
grande entre la maniere dont on definit l'enseignement a distance et les concepts
et methodologies propres a la technologie educative. De plus, il semble que les
etablissements qui pratiquent la formation a distance emploient des technologues
de l'éducation, sans toutefois qu'on leur accorde une reconnaissance
professionnelle evidente. Cette situation semble, scion nous, susciter le malaise
constant qu'on retrouve autour de la place de la technologie et des technologues
dans l'enseignement a distance.

Si la technologic educative a du succes sans que les technologues arrivent a
se faire reconnoitre, il faut probablement analyser soigneusement la maniere dont
ces derniers interviennent dans le processus de l'enseigmment a distance.
Quellcs sont les Caches qu'ils accomplissent? Quelles sont leurs relations
fonctionnelles avec les autres intervenants du processus? Commemt sont-ils
percus? Quelle est l'image que ces autres intervenants ont de la technologic
educative? D'oei tiennent-ils cette irnage?

La plupart de ces questions exigeront sans doute qu'on utilise des
methodologies d'enquete issues de l'anthropologk.. En effet, ce qu' II faut
maintenant, c'est observer le clan des technologues dans la tribu de
l'enseignement a distance.
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Distance Learning Using Communications
Technologies in Canada

Barbara Helm

1. Background

Perhaps because Canadian geography has helped shape its cultural values
and behaviours, out-of-school, or distance, learn;ng is a Canadian tradition older
than the nation itlf. Pioneer children and adolescents living in remote areas
studied in their homes before the country was established, and thirteen years after
Confederation, the first Canadian and North American university, Queen's
University in Kingston, Ontario, made it possible for university students to study
off-campus through its newly established extension department.' Since that time,
Canadian provincial governments and academic institutions have continued to
support a variety of distance-learning initiatives so that students who otherwise
might not have the opportunity to continue their studies would be able to do so.

Although print materials have provided support to Canadian students
learning at a distance for the past century or so, communications technology
support is relatively recent. Canada's geographic territory is larger than, yet its
population is only IN that of, the U.S.A. Canada nonetheless has been a pioneer
in using both satellite and terrestrial long-distance communication systems to link
students with tlwir instructors.

The federal and provincial levek of government have continuously striven
individually and cooperatively to enable the underseryed in remote and rural
areas to receive communications servi,...s which the majority of Canadians, that is,
those living within 200 miles of the U.S. border, have taken for granted. An
example of this cooperative extension, or outreach, activity took place during the
late I970s and early I980s. At that time, the federal government, through the
Department of Communications, provided earth stations and satellite time while
various partners, including a number of provincial gm'ernments, provided other
required facilities, personnel, and subject matter content to conduct
tele-education experinlental projects.

These projects included: extending tlw distribution range of educational
television broadcast signals; linking teachers in remote communities with their
counterparts in larger southern centres; and providing one-way video and
telephone wmmunication between Inuit communities in the high Arctic in their
own language and enabling academic institutions in different locations to share
classes, seminars and conferences,- Simultaneously, during the early 1980s, the
tederal Departnwnt of Communications also carried out videotext (Tendon) tield
trials, sonw involving instruction and instructional support.'

Tlw roles of tlw state, ot the universitiesmd ot society itself require caretul
analysis if we are to guess at the future in Canada of distance learning through
new technologies.
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2. 1985-86 Survey

In the mid-eighties, the Department of Communications commissioned a
national survey of public and private sector organizations to ascertain what
follow-up activities resulted from the experimental projects, the extent to which
V.ilecommunications services were currently being used in distance learning, and
what the future might hold. A short summary of the findings of that study
follows.'

2.1 Survey Methodology

Mail-back questionnaires were sent to those involved in distance learning
across the country, including heads of university and college
extension/continuing education departments, cable television and
telecommunications industry executives, training directors for volunteer and
private sector organizations, and senior officials in provincial departments of
education. Follow-up telephone calls, to encourage quick responses and to gather
further details, and respondent vettings of the written descriptions of their
organizations, resulted in a final report. This volume appeared as a sourcebook,
or compendium, of who was doing what and where in
telecommunications-delivered distance learning in Canada.

Within the study, "distance learning" was defined as involving both delivery
of instructional content to learners who were removed in time and/or space from
the source of the instructional message (often a television lecturer) and some sort
of feed-back activity undertaken by the learner whether it be telephone calls to
a tutor or completion of terms papers or some combination of activities..
"Telecommunications delivery" meant simply that communications technologies
such as television receivers or computers or telephone, and so On, were used to
communicate with the learner.

2.2 Survey Findings

The study identified 66 Canadian organizations ranging from school boards
to education ministries to private sector organizations that used such
communications technologies as computers, television, radio, and telephone to
provide instruction to distance learners.

2.2.1 Who is studying at a distance?

The stereotype of a Canadian distance learner is a working female in lwr
mid-twenties or older, living in a rural or remote area, who cannot attend
on-campus classes and mav be taking courses at home or in the workplace. While
most rural students see distance-learning programs as a wav of overconling
geographical &stances between themselves and the course-giving institution,
many urban students seem attracted because it provides them with mans, courses
(a University of Victoria student could lake, and receive credit, for a U.B.C.
course, which might not be avi.ilable from his/her home school) and control
scheduling (a cable TV subscriber could play back in the evening a course s/

l)
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had videotaped during the daytime off of a provincial ETV or community ITV
cable channel).

Ranging from a handful to a few hundred per course, the numbers of
Canadians studying outside of classrooms are relatively small, especially when
compared with those of developing countries such as China (where on-campus
seats are available for less than 1% of high school graduates and the Central Radio
and Television University expects to have 2 million graduates by 1990).fi
Canadians enroll in distance-learning courses for the same reasons as their
colleagues in other countries: off-campus study is usually the only option
available for reasons such as geographic separation or limited classroom seats or
health problems or child rearing responsibilities, etc.

Unlike the United States, employees in Canada receive little job-related
training at a distance; more frequently they travel to training sites. However,
discrete professional networks do joi cjrces to p:ovide upgrading for their
members, who may be health care professionals, teachers, lawyers or engineers.'
The net result is that more Canadian institutions report offering distance-learning
courses at the professional and continuing education level than at any other (Ref.
Figure 1).

Figure 1. Academic Level of Distance Learning Courses

Program Level # of Institutions

Elementary/Secondary

Vocat/Tech

Undergrad

Graduate

Prof/Cont

NI 4

8

13

28

39
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2.2.2 Who is Delivering the Courses?

While the mandate and mission of the organizations aMng technologies in
distance delivery is as varied as the student populations themselves, there is a
common commitment to serve students who might have no other access to
academic instruction, skills up-grading, or professional development
opportunities.

2.2.2.1 Institutional Profile

Generally, those organizations using communications technology services to
deliver courses to students are less than 20 years old, are either community
colleges or extension departments of universities, or provincial communications
service providers that participated in DOC-initiated pilot pro;ects involving
videotext (Telidon) technology or 1-krmes and Anik B sateflites during the late
1970s and early 1980s. Many report being introduced to the technologies through
collabor:tions with local cable companies or regional broadcasters (such as the
Atlantic Satellite Network).8

Most of the educational institutions are "dual-mode" institutionsthat is,
they provide both on-campus classroom instruction and off-cmnpus distance
instruction. The obvious exceptions are British Columbia's Open Learning
institute, Alberta's Athabasca University, and Quebec's Tele-Universite, which
are "single-mode" post-secondary institutions operating without student
campuses. Of these institutions, Téle-Universite reports the heaviest use of
communication technologies. Of its 60-odd credit courses in each session, about
one-quarer are TV-based, one-fifth use computer-based software, and all use
audioconferencing. Other institutions depend primarily on traditional
print-based correspondence materials, employing con munications technologies
to provide support, such as toll-free telephoiw tutoring, or enrichment via
educational television programs (Ref. Figtire 2).

Figure 2. Canadian institutions Offering Distance Courses

Type of Organization # of Institutions

University/Colleges

Corn. Colleges/Tech. Inst.

Ed Depts/School Boards MI 5

Consortia 6

Non-profit Orgs. EN 5

Private Sector 1.1 4

Broadcasters 7

10

29
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2.2.2.2. Professional Distance Educator Profile

Distance-learning staff generally learn as they go, and formal staff training in
distance-karning techniques and instructional technology is usually minim,A at
both the sending and the receiving ends. When orientation is provided, it is
generally in the form of workshops and/or print materials.

Support staff duties may vary from assisting faculty in course development,
to providing a "quality control" function, to liaising with instructional television
and satellite delivery services. "Faculty" may specialize in coursedevelopment
and /or delivery, whereas administrators tend to concentrate on the corporateend

and on the resources required to deliver instruction.
Although the1986 survey did not gather detailed information on the work

experience, academic background, or personal orientation of those Canadian
professionals involved in distance-education, results of a November 1987 survey
of Canadian Association for Distance Education (CADE) members indicates that

most (70(7( ) have an academic background in Education (469; ) or the Arts/Social
Sciences (24'4). While two out of three have been involved in disUmce-education
for more than five years (usually on a part-time basis), about half have I() years or

more e.xpejence in a related field. The majority of CADE suryo respondents are
35-55 years old (87'7( ), male (62(7, ), administrators (80(7( ), and earning over
$50,0110.' (This writer's qualitative assessment of distance educators is that the
field either attracts (or develops) energetic innovators, agents of social change,

and those with a professional commitment to serving the underserved).

2.2.3 How are the Courses Delivered?

2.2.3.1 Facilities and Procedures

Increasingly, local kanwr centres are being set up with Iihrarv services, tutor
support, and satdlite dishes for receiving instructional programming. In smaller
remote communities, these learner centres are often commimity outreach sites
served by the nearest community ctilkge. More students use learner-centre

cilitits than study exclusively at home, perhaps because course access may
require costly equipnwnta satellite dish or a personal computer or
audioconference facilities.

For distance univen-itY and college courses, the actual administration ot
student enrolment, acadtlnic records, and course scheduling is similar to that ot

on-campus courses. In most dual-made institutions, responsihihtv for managing
distance learning activities is often assigned to a central office, often within a
continuing education or a community 1.1\ tension department, and enrolment and
course duration are scheduled at the institution's convenk,nce, when faculty and
staff are available. I iowever, many snrcgo-rmide institutions and organiiations
offering professional development ixmrses provide continuous retUstrati(In to

acconunodate students. Students usually !hlVe tutors/advisors for ,Icademik

counsellnlg and thvil with !-ienarate ad ministratiim offices for tuition, mailed

materials, and so on.
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2.2.3.2 Communications Technologies

Most institutions share technical facilities with other organizations,
particularly in the case of audioconferencing and satellite services. Many
institutions use combinations of technologies, such as TV broadcasts followed by
telephone tutorials or audio-conference sessions. As indicated in Figure 3,
audioconferencing is used by well over half of the 66 respondent institutions.
Although less prevalent and so not included in this figure, other technologies
such as videoconferencing, slow-scan television and electronic blackboards are
also being used (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Communications Tet %les used in Distance Delivery

Technology # of Institutions

Satellite

Cable

TV Broadcast

Radio

Telephone

Audio-conference

Computer

31

29

31

5

2.2.4 What Disciplines are Offered?

23

23

49

Courses in three disciplines, the health sciences, education and the
arts/social sciences, are most frequently otfered at the continuing education,
professional development and undergraduate levels. The current trend is
towards providing sequential and complementary courses, in order that the
remote student can complete most, if not all, diploma degree requirements
without having to travel to a campus (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Courses/Disciplines Offered to Distance Learners

Programme Area # of Institutions

Health Sci 28

Education 27

Engin/Tech

Arts/Soc-Sci 27

Natural Sci

Business

13

2.3 Survey Conclusions

14

21

The survey analysis identified mostly positive developments, as well as a few
areas where there was room for improvement:
1. The scarcity of in-depth evaluations of the learning- and cost-effectiveness of

distance-learning techniques;
2. Some shortages of original Canadian content (for example, Canadians are

new taking satellite-based courses frorn U.S. professional organizations such
as the IEEE and could potentially acquire university degrees from foreign
academic institutions without ever leaving home); and

3. Relatively few joint venture- between Canadian post -secondary institutions
and the private sector for on-site employee professional upgrading (in
comparisy)n with the amount of satellite-based delivery of academic courses
to industri.)l premises by t. 2 California State (at Chico) or the National
Technological Universities south of the bordee
During the past decade, providers of carriage services and course content

have both learned a great deal about the advantages and constraints of delivering
distance learning through various communications technologies. Successful
ventures have often been based on mutual awareness of each other's needs and
capabilities. In addition, senior management support and strong project
leadership are prerequisites for establishing the required human and technical
infrastructure, which ia itself takes considerable time. Furthermore, with high
costs and relatively few students, sharinF, technical facilities with other
organi/a t ions is essential for long-term viability. It is expected that there will
probably be a continuing increase in the use of low-cost technologies.
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3.1986-88 Update

In the 1986 survey, most reTondent organizations stated their intention to
increase their use of technologies and to extend their invoivenielit in distance-
karning activities. Generally speaking, they K;ve proceeded as planned. ln
addition, a number of newand sometimes history-makingdevelopments have
taken place.

For example, as a follow-np to the 1987 Francophcrie and (ommonwealth
summits hosted by Canada, on-going Francophone and Cornmonwe.!hh
distance-learning centres/networks aro being established with heaouartt..rs in
Canada and support from provincial and federal governmeWs.l. New
provincial/regional outreach initiatives are underway, such Ps those in
Mnvfoundland-Labrae. or, Ontario and Saskatchewan. Private sector players with
multi-national corporate links (such as AT&T, IBM) are investing in re-warch and
development activities (e.g., the Canadian Distance Ixarning Development
Centre in Alberta) and in pilot nro;ects involving computer-based applications,
electronic mail, slow-scan video, and voice and :vaphics transmission. hi
addition, entreprenourial Canadians directing inter-continental dtqance.lcarning
ventures such as North America-Europe :,ateliite-delivered 'ideoconterences or
North America-Asia voice/graphic transmission over telephone lines re gaining
international re,ognition abroad while somdim, . remaining unknown at home.

At the 29th annual provincial ppnniers' conferen,:e in August 1988, the fii-st
ministers, acknowkdging that "ad %.ances in telecommunication; and computer
terhnology are opening up new opportunities to improve acceibility to
education and training for ....anodians in all %yolks of iiL ..," made a coninntnwnt
to support "negotiations of interprovincial/territorial agreements ;or distance-
ziducation.'

*

This field of distance learning, although not new theory, is innovauve in
many of its contemporary application!, The academic ind technical experiewe ot
Canadians in delivering n,stn.u.tion to fishermen in isolated Labrador fishing
villages to farmwives on the prairies and to nwdical (arc. practitioner, in
hospitals will continue to be in demand in both information-economy-based cmd
developing countris.

lowever, along with th hightn:O. visibihtv and !,tatus of dist,mcc karning
comes increased competition between institutions tor student enrolment fees and
for public financial support. Today, domestic ticaderchc institution,. Are
ad c.ertising their oft-campus (1111Ne tlf tCrilyk, with increasing vigour. Rivalry
between institutions al-,o stirtaces occasionally over profitable international
development nrolects.

The challenge wit; 'oci to maintain t ot equilibrium between
competition (which can ve,tilt attracc Wrings to students) ,md
cooperation (which can both reduce costs through economies oi scale and
stimulate specialization bv various participanis) in order to meet the neds. not so
much of those providing milruction or lc,conh m u ic, t services, but rather of
students. There are already i.,nwuranine, sinns in this direction, including the
increased portabihty ot credit, ac.ailabilio. of eross-instautional course
directories.
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In addition, communications-technology-delivered distance instruction may
yet render invisible the old campus, provincial and international boundaries. As
courses become more accessible and credit transfers make them more portable,
student loyalties and preferences may be stronger for individual courses than for
the institutions which provide them, at home and abroad. Perhaps the critical
question for the future is, as international competition and user demands
increase: Will Canada become primarily an importer of content and delivery
technologies or will it refine existing and develop new strategies to continuing its
global leadership role in the delivery of distance-learning servicese'

NOTE: The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and are not
necessarily endorsed by the Department of Communications.
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Diversity or Chaos in Canadian Distance
Education? A View From Overseas

Anth(my Bates

Canada can be rightly proud of its innovations and its enterprise in distance
education. Canada is a major innovator in the use of communications technology
for teaching.

Yet from the perspective of the client, the adult who wishes to obtain
qualifications or new skills, I would suggest that the picture is far less reassuring.
Is Canadian distance education, despite its many achievements, adequately
meeting the educational and training needs of the Canadian people? I fear it is
not, not because distance education cannot deliver the goods, and certainly not
because Canada lacks good institutions and people in the distance-education
field, but because the structural basis for distance education in Canada needs to
be improved.

In the last 15 years, there has been large-scale and effective introduction of
open learning and distance-teaching methods throughout the world, initially at
the higher education level, but now rapidly spreading to vocational and
professional training. There are several reasons for this nmre recent development.
First among them is the changing nature of work. With rapid developments in
technology, tlw idea of being trained as a youth for tlw same job for lifeas, for
example, through the apprenticeship system--is becoming less and less tenable.
Most people are likely to change careers at least two or three tinws, and a job
increasingly requires continuing education of its holder. This is especially true for
already highly qualified professionals, in the fields of engineering, management,
tlw medical professions, ekctronics, and communications. Second, job mobility is
increving, especially across provincial frontiers. A self-employed professional or
an employee of a large company in Canada often moves around North Anwrica or
even Europe and Japan. The traditional provision of continuing education is not
easy when one is first in Tokyo, a year later 'n I louston, and the next back in
Toronto. Lastly, business aims to find more cost-effective ways to train
employees. Open learning centre's, wlwre employees can "drop-in" for training
during breaks, or after work, or during slack periods at work, or distance
learning, wlwre employees can learn either at honw, or at tlwir desk or
work-place, can both provide greater flexibility and lower costs, if properly
organized.

With sonw notable exceptions (such as the Open I.earning Authority of
British Co lunthia ), Canadian distance education and wnventional anadian
higlwr education have not responded adequately to tlw major shift in educational
demand from "once-and-for-all" education in youth to "education permanante."

For the last 50 Mrs, there have been three main nwthods of adult educatam
and training: state-organized campus-based teaching; on-the-job
"apprenticeship" (essentially learning as you go); and company-organized,
in-house training (seminars/courso). These three nwt hods are all primarily
based on personal contact between the teacher and the taught and are hence time
and place dependent. They are all also costly. As well as the cost of the teaching,
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there is the loss of productivity while the learner is away from the job, and in the
case of in-company training, there are also often high travel and accommodation
costs.

IBM estimates that US$40 billion a year is now spent annually by industry in
North America on continuing education more than the total spent on the whole
of the private and public university systems (Longworth, 1987). It is not
surprising then that both in the USA and in Europe, distance-education
organizations are increasingly moving into the area of continuing education and
training, particularly in management and the professional up-dating of
technologists. For instance, at the British Open University, there are now more
continuing education than undergraduate students (70,000 continuing education;
65,000 undergraduate). The Open University has just started on Open Business
School. There is both a need and substantial funding for distance-learning
materials in the field of professional continuing eduction, which Canadian
distance-teaching institutions have barely tapped. It is both in the interest of the
educational institutions themselves, and in the commercial and industrial interest
of Canada as a nation, that comprehensive, flexible, and high-standard continuing
education is available at a distance, above all provided in a coherent manner so
that there is some continuity in an individual's professional development.

Achievements

Canada has an impressive history in distance education, even by world
standards. Rothe (1986) reports that Queen's University began credit
correspondence services in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences in 1889; K'S, a
privately funded correspondence school, was founded in 1890 (Hope, 1986); and
McKinnon (1986) reports that the first publicly-funded distance-education service
for school children started in 1919 in British Columbia in response to a
lighthouse-keeper's request for elenwntary-school courses. Canada was also one
of the earliest pioneers in using media tor distance education, with the
establishment of the Antigonish Movement in 1935, which led to the setting up of
farm radio forums, to help farmers during the Depression (Conger, 1974).

In recent times, there has been a wide variety of different forms of distance
education in Canada. Tlw most common form is still that offered by university
extension services, such as the corre'spondence courses made available by tlw
University of Waterloo, or tlw off-campus peripatetic lectures given by travelling
faculty. There are also specially created open universities dedicated solely to
distance learning, such as Athabasca University. Lastly, there is the growing
number of consortia, which combine the course provision from a number of
provincial educational institutions, and which may also include provincial
educational communications servh:es. Tlw Open Learning Agency in British
Columbia, which inchides thc Open Learning institute (01.1), tlw three provincial
universities, and Knowledge Network, k tlw prinw example. Probably no other
country in the world has such a wide range of institutional arrangements for
distance teaching.

Canada k also a leading innovator in the use of teclmology tor education.
TVOntario is one ot tlw major producers and distributors of educational television
materiak in North America. Ilw establishment of Knowledge Network in British
Columbia, using satellite and cable, has brought distance-education programnws
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into the remotest parts of the province. There are also interesting projects using
satellite-distributed teaching, notably in Saskatchewan and the Maritimes.

Weaknesses in Canadian distance education

Despite these developments, the provision of distance education in Canada is
patchy, arbitrary, and incoherent.

Accessibility

In most parts of Canada, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for
students to obtain a coherent degree solely by distance education in the subjects
of their choice. For instance, despite the establishment of the Open Learning
Agency, which pools the distance-education courses of the Open Learning
Institute and of the three provinLial universities, it is virtually impmsible to
obtain a coherent science degree solely at a distance in British Columbia. There
are simply not enough credit courses available. Consequently, the numbers of
students who have graduated solely "at a distance" in British Columbia can be
counted on one hand, compared with, for instance, the 85,000 graduates of the
British Open University.

However, at least the Open Learning Agency is working towards a genuinely
open and coherent policy of course provision in distance education, even if
progress is painfully slow. There are still many parts of Canada where students
have no hope of achieving the qualifications they require solely by distance study.
Where they can start towards qualification through distance-education courses,
they cannot transfer easily their credits from one part of the country to another, if
they move for job or family reasons.

Part of the reason for this is the relatively small size of Canadian distance-
teaching institutions. No single institution has a total enrolment of more than
20,000 distance-teaching students. Most Canadian distance-teaching programs
are much smaller, and of even more significance is the small number of students
in any particular course. Courses rarely exceed 100 students at any one time. This
situation is exacerbated by the short length of Canadian distance-education
courses, often 13-week semesters. This has two consequences. Students have to
complete a very large number of different courses to obtain a degree, providing
many more hurdles to non-completion; and students are spread thinly over many
different courses, resulting in diseconomies of scale, points I will return to later.

Quality of field support

Perhaps even more serious is the quality of distance-education provision.
Many are no more than glossy correspondence courses, with little field support in
tlw form of tuition and counselling. For instance, the Open Learning Institute
tutors are primarily markeN, having to handle around 100 students at one time
(coinpared with 25 at the British Open University). Tlwre is hardly any
face-to-face provision, and although there are student advisors, and students can
telephone tutors, in practice the amount of counselling and advice that students
get is minimal.
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The Open Learning Institute is by no means exceptional in Canadian distance
education in the paucity of field support it gives to distance learners. There are of
course good reasons why face-to-face specialist teaching support is impossible to
provide, particularly in remote areas. Nevertheless, some institutions, notably
North Island College in British Columbia, have found ways to reduce the isolation
of the distance learner, by providing a generalist .itor and contact point in each
remote community. Furthermore, specialist subject correspondence tutors do not
have to be responsible for such large numbers of students. With smaller numbers,
greater emphasis can be given to tutoring and counselling, rather th.m just
marking. The reason of course why OLI and other institutions give such heavy
work-loads to tutors is cost, and I will return to the financing of distance
education in Canada later.

This may seem to be an argument for the more traditional form of extension
service provided by places such as the University of Regina, where faculty drive
out (or even fly) to local townships and deliver lectures. However, quite apart
from the questionable cost-effectiveness of such exercises, the level of contact is
not generally individualised (as in good distance tutoring). Furthermore, as
useful as it is for those who can attend the local sessions, the main drawback of
such provision is that it only helps those who can attend the local sessions on a
regular basis.

Many people do not realize that the vast majority of distance-education
students live in large cities where there is already often good campus-based
educational provision. The reason they choose to study at a distance is becai:se, as
working adults, it is infinitely more convenient and cost-effective for them to
study at home or at work. Their job or family life styles do not enable them to
attend regularly at local centres. This does not mean though that they do not need
local support, whether that support comes via the telephone or by correspondence
or by the occasional face-to-face week-end day school is irrelevant. Rather, it is
important that the service is individualized, that the tutor is respondiag to
individual students' needs. This support is sadly lacking in much of Canadhm
distance education.

Quality of materials

A major reason for recognition of distance education as a viable form of
higlwr education in Britain is the quality of the learning materials produced by
the British Open University.

Although a number of Canadian institutions offering distance-education
Coll ries depend heavily on extensive reading lists, set books, and poor quality
lecture notes, which makes studying at a distance a difficult and frustrating
experience for students, those institutions such as Athabasca University and OLI
which produce their own materials or buy them from other distance-teaching
institutions, such as Deakin University in Australia, usually do a good job, in
terms of the clarity, structure, and readability of the printed material. Indeed, one
of the impressive features of 01.1 has been its ability to produce a large number of
good quality courses at rehitively low cost, compared with, for instance, the
British Open University. -1'lw problem lies not so much in the design of tlw printed
tnaterials, but in the failure to supplenwnt adequately the printed materiids with
other media.
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Although both the University of Waterloo and OLI have made extensive use
of audio-cassettes, and although tutoring or audio-conferencing is more
extensively used, Canadian distance-education institutions have generally failed
to integrate electronic media such as television and computers with textual
materials, which is surprising for a country so rich in communications
technology.

This claim may seem dubious, given the extensive production of TVOntario,
Radio Quebec, and ACCESS Alberta, the inclusion of Knowledge Network in the
Open Learning Agency of British Columbia, the extensive use of television for
distance education in Canada outlined by Brown and Fortosky (1986), and the
wide range of innovative uses of educational media (Waniewicz, 1984; Stahmer
and Helm, 1987). However, when one looks carefully at the extent actual use of
television in distance-education course provision, one finds either relatively low
cost lectures or panel sessions, non-credit broadcast-led television series aimed at
the general public, or a plethora of pilots or one-off initiatives rather than actual
services. Tlwre are relatively few instances of television being deliberately used
to complement other media on a consistent basis in distance-education credit
courses.

TVOntario has produced a number of integrated teaching courses, combining
television with both text and computer-based learning, but these have been
isolated non-credit courses, not part of any coherent undergraduate course
provision. Several universities with extension services have successfully used
cable and/or satellite television for relaying lectures or panel sessions, with
remote viewers or students calling in "live" with questions answered on air by
the lecturer or panel. Tlw University of Saskatchewan has used satellites to link
US experts on agricultural trends with farmers in areas all round the province. A
similar approach has been used for veterinary surgeons (Fortosky, 1984). Again,
though, these were not part of an integrated undergraduate course provision, and
these examples are primarily self-standing television programmes.

A major use of tekwision as part of multi-media credit courses has been by
North kland College in 131' ., using both Knowledge Network and video-cassette
distribution to local centres. In 1987, North Island College had 35 credit courses
using video-cassettes as d major medium of instruction (Hart, 1988). Although not
the only institution in B.C. to llSe Knowledge Network in this way, North Island
College has made extensive USe of what it calls "interactive television", which is
to use Knowledge Network's cable dud satellite distribution system to carry live
lectures or panel Sessions, with students calling in with qtwstions that are
answered on dir. What is important is that these lectures are Nrt ot a larger
multi-media course, which includes specially produced printed material and lead
to undergraduate credits (Ca tchpole and Mac( ;regor, 1984) Simon Fraser
University has used d British television series, "The Workt at War", on
Knowkdge Network, as part of an unikrgraduate history course. There are no
doubt several other examples tha t could he used.

Nevertheless, given the extent and range ot distance education in Canada,
there drc relatively tew examples ot televkitm being used as part of credit courses,
and alnu)st no exampks ot programnws being srvciallv produced in ('anada
deliberately to integrate with print ma teria k so that the unklue presentational
characterktics ot television d re exploited (see Bates, 1984, for a description). For
instance, Knowledge Network has no hinds tor original production, being
dependent on educational institutions for the production of material. The
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resources of educational institutions are usually limited, resulting in cheap
programmes, usually lectures or panel discussions, which fail to exploit
television's unique presentational characteristics.

The Canadian failure to use the major production agencies of Radio Québec,
TVOntario and ACCESS Alberta to produce television material deliberately
integrated with credit-based distance-teaching materials is surprising. Athabasca
University, for instance, has failed to work consistently with ACCESS, or Téle-
université with Radio Québec, to produce high-quality television material to
accompany their courses. Canada in consequence has produced almost no
original, high-quality television material for distance education, despite its
resourceful and creative educational television production agencies.

High-quality television production is expensive; the educational television
stations have a different remit to distance-education institutions; audiences for
distance-education programmes are not large enuugh for television distribution;
academics have failed to realize the importance of television for distance
education; all of which help to explain the Canadian situation.

Two points are worth making. There is now considerable evidence that good
quality programmes exploiting the unique presentational characteristics of
television enhance the quality of learning at a distance, by helping students'
comprehension of abstract ideas, and developing higher-order skills of analysis,
interpretation, and evaluation (Bates, 1988). Secondly the main reason that high
quality television is not used to any extent in Canadian distance education is
structural, in that the production of indigenous educational television is
organizationally separate from the production of other distance-education
material.

A similar picture emerges with regard to the use of computer-based
instruction. Very few Canadian distance-teaching institutions have used either
pre-programmed computer-based learning packages, or computer conferencing,
and where they have been used, they have been used in isolation, or as rather
fringe activities (e.g. computer conferencing as an option, used by one or two
students and a tutor). For instance, although Kaufman (1986) correctly identified
the strong potential of computers for Canadian distance education, lw was unable
to indicate any extensive use of computers as part of teaching at a distance
although there is an important example of using computers for student
monitoring at Athabasca University (Holt, 1984).

The maiority of Canadian distance-education courses then tends to rely
heavily on single media. Courses tend to be primarily print-based, or
television-lecture based, or rely on audio teleconferencing.

Completion rates

The failure to make greater use of television and computing as inh,grated
components of a multi-media package coupled with the paucity of field !;upport
in the form of tutoring and counselling no doubt contribute to the low course
enrolments and low completion rates for many Canadian distance-education
courses.

There is in fact a dearth of published research on completion rates. Howev...r,
Hart (1988) states that: "Completion rates for popular fiNt year univeNitv
courses, such as English or Psychology, are usually around 30(4 , and such courses
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rarely attract more than 100 students in a given period, with 20 or less being a
more normal number."

This is a rare example of published completion rates for distance-education
courses in Canada, but examination statistics from OLI and Athabasca University
support this statement (e.g. Finkel, 1984, suggests an average course completion
rate of 25% at Athabasca). Furthermore, the conversion rate, i.e. the number of
students going on from a first to a second distance-education course, tends to be
as low as 10%. These results are particularly disappointing, considering that these
are mainly 13 week semester courses, compared with the 32-week full-credit
courses at the British Open University.

Hart though points out that Michael Catchpole's "Introduction to
Psychology" course at North Island College, which integrates interactive
television with specially prepared printed material, "achieves both large numbers
of registrations (490 students in September, 1987) and a very high completion rate
(approximately 90%)." Each of the British Open University foundation courses,
which also uses an integrated multi-media approach and extends over 32 weeks,
attracts several thousand students a year, with completion rates between 70% and
90%. Furthermore, over 40% of students who enrol for Open University
foundation courses go on to graduate (Wood ley, A., 1988) a completion rate
higher than most Canadian single-semester distance-education courses!

These figures suggest that there is no room for complacency in Canadian
distance education, but it would be a mistake to attribute low completion rates to
the inherent nature of distance education or to lack of competence in people
responsible for distance education in Canada. The problems arise primariiy
because of political and educational structure.

Structural problems

It is one thing for an outsider to analyse problems; it is quite another to
suggest solutions! I recognize that a Canadian solution needs to be found to
Canadian problems. It would be quite inappropriate to create in Canada a large,
autonomous kderal distance-teaching institution along the lines of the British
Open University. On the other hand, can a country with a rdativdy small
population spread across huge areas really afford to allow 10,000 blossoms to
bloom?

Tlw cost structure of distance education differs sharply trom that of
conventiOnal education. 11w initial cost of producing a distance-education course
is much higher than that of producing a conventional classroom course. Once the
course is created, the costs of presenting it are much kiss, and in particular, the
marginal cost of taking each extra student is usually low. A single British Open
University toundation course can cost between C$1-2 million to produce, but is
likely in its 8-year lik to reach nearly 50,000 students, and will constitute between
one-sixth and one-eighth of a full degree.

Even allowing for the much lower cost of most Canadian distance-education
courses (arid we have seen the consequence in loss ot quality), there are still tar
too kw students in any single course to make tlwm cost-effective, especially given
the low compktion rates.

What can be doiw within a liberal, provincially based educational system to
achieve economies of scale? Tlw first task is to avoid unnecessary duplication ot
effort. Is it really necessary tor every institution to otter its own "Introduction to
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Psychology" distance-education course, for instance? It would be better to have
just two or three high-quality distance-education courses in this area available
throughout Canada than to have a large number of poor ones.

Secondly, there is no coherence in course provision in Canadian distance
education. What a student can study at a distance depends on what existing
institutions are willing to make available as distance-education courses and what
other institutions are ready to recognize for credit. Availability and recognition
currently depend so much on the whims of individual depzIrtments in different
institutions. It is essential that in each province there be a plan for the
development of a coherent programme of distance-education courses and that
prioriti?s be set, so that individual students can put together set sible course
packages. Hence, there must be some linking of funding to long .term planning of
courses. This is surely a provincial government responsibility, not so much to do
the planning itself, but to ensure that the provincial educational institutions
themselves are working to an agreed and coherent plan, and to withdraw funding
if not.

Thirdly, it needs to be recognized that, in distance education, course design,
presentation, and administrative and operational responsibilities are more easily
divisible between different institutions than in conventional education. The
special skills, expertise, and production requirements of distance eduction need to
be recognized. A much higher proportion of distance-education costs go into
administrative and operational areas, and less into academic areas, than in
conventional education. It does not make sense to have several different
institutions all bearing high administrative and operational costs for different
education programmes within the same province. Some centralization in these
areas is essential.

There is also considerable scope for avoiding duplication in course design
and development. Fortunately, distance-education courses lend themselves to
team approaches; this makes it possible, indeed desirable, that academics from
different institutions work together to produce joint courses in the same subject
areas, available across a range of institutions. This would at a stroke solve
problems of course recognition between different institutions. Tlw actual
presentation of a course, though, could be the responsibility of individual
institutions, which may be more able than a centralized institution to organize
flexible fWld support.

A number of structural problems can be solved at a provincial kivel.
Nevertheless, tlwre remains tlw concern that, even at a proviiwial level, resources
are likely to be insufficient to reap tlw benefit of econon of scale in certain
areas ot distance education. This is particularly true with regard to tlw use of
high quality television and computer-based learning, wlwre production costs are

tremelv high, and can be justified only it large numbers of people make use ot
the material.

In these areas, there are major structural difficulties to be overcome.
Governments commonly encourage distribution systems but do not provide the
cost of producing materials for them. Knowledge Network provides a highly
sophisticated and comprehensive coverage of British Columbia through satellite
and cabl, but neither Knowledge Netw!wk nor the distame-educafion
instifiltions have funds fiir producing indigenous programming. In tiw British
Open University, distribution accounts for only 1ft ot the cost of television; the
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rest goes into production. It is no good having sophisticated communications
sytems if there is no approprite material to run on them.

Yet there are excellent centres of production or educational materials, both
for television and computer-assisted learning, such as TVOntario and ACCESS
Alberta. Unfortunately, though, they are not structured or funded in such a way
that they are encouraged to produce materials for distance-education institutions.
Some imaginative and bold political decisions need to be made.

High quality television, i.e. television that goes out into the country to collect
original material, uses drama or professional presenters, high quality computer
animation, etc., is expensive to produce and can be justified Only if large numbers
of people view it. Unfortunately, the educational needs of enrolled distance-
education students are quite different from those of the general public who mav
be interested in watching educational progranlnws. This means that programmes
produced for a mass audience by companies like TVOntario are often difficult to
integrate with distance-teaching material, and are often not didactic enough for
distance learners

One solution to this problem is dual-purpose progranlming. The high cost of
quality television production comes in acquiring the original material. Post-
production costs (editing, distribution, etc.) are relatively minor. Thus,
programmes could be made in a format that would be of inte:est to a wide general
audience (and which could be marketed elsewhere, particularly in the USA).
However, the same material wukl be refigured or re-edited by a distance-
education institution to suit thu needs of distance learners for a particular course,
thus getting at least two uses out of th sanw material. This material may well be
distributed in video-cassette format, to exploit the larning characteristics 01 this
medium in the way proposed by Bates (1988).

In order to do this, though, several things need to happen. Programms need
to be commissimwd by distance-learning institutions to meet their needs; tlw
educational broadcasting production centres twed to devise a format suitable tor a
wide gelwral audience; rights have to be cleared tor seccmdarv ow lw J ist nce-
teaching institutions (several institutions may want to use the same material in
different wavs); and, above all, funding has to be found for this kind of
programming.

fere surely k a role for federal authorities. No ..ingledistance-educatim
institution or ven provincial government can a ttord to subsidiie program
material that may be used right across Canada for both general programming and
tor specific distance-education cmirses. II is required is a federal tund, tor
which consortia ot distance-education institutions and cxlucational broadcasting
production centres can hid. Once produced, tlw material might then be lodg,ed
a national archive, with rights cleared for subsequnt use by other educational
institutions. A similar model might also be created tor computer -based learning
materials. Other models might be considered. What is clear is kit if the quality ot
Cimadian distance education is to be improved some means nds to be bound to
enabl the higl, cost media ot television and computers to be combined with h'gh
qitility print production.
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Removing the barriers

Can established conventional universities and colleges be entrusted with
responsibility for distance education, or are not new agencies needed, devoted
solely to the very different tasks required in distance education? Even more
pertinent, can even a relatively wealthy country like Canada afford to allow
several different systems of organization to run side-by-side? There are many
who believe that the dual-mode institution, i.e. one that teaches both on campus
and at a distance, is the best solution (see Jevons, 1986, for a spirited defence of
this). But clearly there are problems with recognition of courses, commitment to
funding distance education properly, and the relative priority given to distance
education in conventional institutions. The most serious weakness, though, is the
difficulty existing institutions have in attracting enough students in their
catchment area to justify the high cost of producing high quality distance-
education courses, and the subsequent difficulty in providing a wide-ranging and
coherent prospectus of distance-teaching courses.

The second major weakness is the role of both provincial and federal
governments in distance education. Traditionally, universities, in particular,
have been allowed to set their own priorities; but given the unique cost structures
of distance education, the need for greater emphasis on continuing and vocational
education in the field Jistance learning, and the entrenched defensiveness of
traditional institutions, should provincial governments take a more
interventionist role regarding the provision, priorities, and financing of distance
education (as has happened particularly in British Columbia)?

Similarly, given the costs (and benefits) of high quality television and
computer-based learning, the need for maximum use to be made of such material,
and the uneven distribution of production centres across Canada, should the
federal government become involved in the funding of media production for
distance education?

Lastly, and most importantly, who is protecting the interest of the clients of
distance education? Who is making sure that what is offered meets both national
a nd local needs, and above all the needs of individual distance learners? Who is
their spokesman? For instance, how many distance-education institutions have
student representatives on their boards? How many have an association of
distance-learning students? These students above all n2ed to be listened to; they
are mature adults, well able to recognize what they need. and when they are not
getting it. flow often are distance-education courses made available on the
grounds of administrAve convenience or because of the willingness of an
individual academic to sacrifice his or her time for little professional reward
where what may be required is another course in another area, but where the
institution cannot find someone to do it?

Canada has been particularly innovative in its provision of distance
education, but perhaps the time has now come for more consolidation, and more
selectivity in funding and pmvision, in order to ensure a more coherent and
comprehensive provision of distance education in Canada.
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Canada's Open Universities: Issues and
Prospectives

Ross Paul

Introduction

In tecent years, distance education has become increasingly respectable at the
post-secondary level in Canada, primarily through the leadership of three
institutions dedicated to th 2. principles oh)pen learningAlberta's Athabasca
University (AU), the Opt:n Learning Agency (OLA) of British Columbia and
Quebec's la Téléunivercite. The rapid growth of AU, the cooperative
development of the British Columbia Open University (13COU) with the Open
College and Knowledge Network components of the Open Learning Authority
(OLA); and the unique contributions of la Teluniversite have been well
chronicled (see, for example, Mugridge and Kaufman). Their educational theories
and their commitments to the part-time adult clientele and to distance-learning
systems are increasingly being emulated on traditional university campuses.

Tlw purpose of this analysis is to study institutions dedicated to open and
distance education and to ask questions about their future. Conventional
universities increasingly are using distance-education techniques to respond to
and compete for new client groups. As John Daniel has pointed out in his preface
to the Mugridge and Kaufmann book, Distance Hucafion in Canada, (Daniel, p. iv),
the impetus for Canadian university distance education came more from "a
desire to create 'innovative learning systems"' than from the economic necessity
that has driven similar developments in third world countries. Whatever the
motivations, Canada has become a world leader in distance education at the
university level, most notably but by no means exclusively becaus of the
leadership ot the three university institutions dedicated to this torm ot education.

The present and future of Canada's ()pen universities may be examined
through five major thenws:
1. Traditional and Non-Traditional ValtaN
2. Tlw Adult Student Independent or Dependent Learner?
3. Cooperation versus Competition;
4. The Evolution of Educational Technology;
f. Dktance Education and international Development

While the analysis reveals significant similarities and some differences
among the three institutions, a brief review ot their earlier histerit, is usetul in
distinguishing them from Canada's more conventional, camtnis-based
universities.
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Canada's Open Universities Their Distinguishing
Characteristics

Whatever the pressures for convergence between conventional and open
universities (see, for example, Kelly and Smith), a brief review of the relatively
short histories of the three institutions reveals several common features that make
them unique among Canadian universities.

The mandates of the three institutions are strikingly similar, primarily aimed
at extending access to university education to part-time adult students using
distance-education techniques to overcome time constraints, lack of money, and
insufficient prior academic credentials. As "open" universities, they have no
formal admissions requirements and serve remarkably similar clienteles in their
respective regions. Compared to campus-based universities, their students are
older (two-thirds between the ages of 25 and 40), more apt to be female (about
607 ), and overwhelmingly (over 90(7) part-time. Open admissions has not,
however, meant that their students are significantly less educa'......1 than those in
conventional universities.

Nor are their students as rurally based as is commonly expected. In fact, the
rural/urban distribution of their students tends to match the ratio in the
population as a whole. The author has contended that there may be an important
difference between the rural and urban clientele of such institutions. Although
students in more isolated regions tend not to have any alternative but to pursue
their university educatkm through distance education, their urban counterparts
deliberately choose one of these institutions for the independence and
convenience they offer compared to more conventional alternatives. It follows
that such urban students prefer the homestudy option and its inherent flexibilities
of time and place, while rural students frequently would prefei more social
interaction and face-to-face instruction than the three are able to provide (see
Paul, 1986a, p. 19).

There is very little difference in the three universities' course delivery
systems. In each case, the primary mode is to supply students with printed
course packages, textbooks, and study materials and to support them with
individually assigned part-time tclephone tutors. This basic system may be
augmented by other learning aids such as in-person seminaN and
teleconferencing (especially at AU), television (more notably at the OM and la
Teleuniversite), audio and video tapes, and computer-assisted learning.

All three institutions are relativdv young (Athabasca was created in 1970 and
granted permanent status in 1978; la TOIt'mniversite in P)70 and 1972 respectively;
and the OLI was established and chartered in 1978), hut their histories have been
rite with controversy, and each has grown in a climate of considerable insecurity.

AU had already been through two incarnations before embarking on its
present mandate in 1978. Until then, there had been considerable debate about its
future. Just when it appeared all had been settled, the Government of Alberta
announced in 1980 its controversial decision to relocate the permanent facilities of
tlw university from Fdmimton to Athabasca, a tiny town 100 miles farther north.
After much turmoil and high staff turnover, this was achieved in 1984. Some of
the atter-effects still challenge the university today.

1 4 J
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The future of la Teleuniversite has been even more threatened over the past
15 years, most notably in 1983 when the Quebec Government withdrew
recognition of its several programs directed at teacher upgrading, effectively
cutting out 25(7( of the institution's enrolments (Guillemet et al., p. 146). This
seriously threatened its very existence, at least as a quasi-independent institution,
and it was only as a result of the impact of the 1981 Jean Commission on adult
education that new impetus was given to 'ts future. Despite its subsequent
growth, la Teleuniversite has yet to receive the formal autonomy and letters
patent that it has been seeking for nearly 15 years, although it is anticipated that
this will be achieved in the very near future (and, in fact, it has operated as an
autonomous institution during most of its tenure).

The OLA has not escaped these uncertainties either. Although the terms of
its mission were much clearer and more specific than those of the other two from
the outset, its somewhat unique status until very recently ("institute" as opposed
to "college" or "university") meant that it was not always as readily accepted by
the more traditional 13.C. institutions. More significantly, rumours abounded for
years about an imminent takeover of the OH by B.C.'s Knowledge Network or
vice versa. Even when this speculation was apparently resolved by the decision
to create the Open Learning Authority, amalgamating the two boards and
administrations, the enabling legislation lagged more than a year behind the

All three universities have achieved relative acceptance in their respective
milieu, aided considerably by strong demand for their services and consequent
dramatic growth rates. While transfer arrangements to specific programs are an
occasional concern, the courses and programs of all three are generally recognized
and accepted for transfer to all other Canadian universities. Transferability is not
"an issue." Until recently, there were great similarities in their physical facilities
as welllow rental office buildings located in industrialized areas of Vancouver,
Edmonton, and Quebec City. Ilowever, AU's relocation brought an impressive
new building in Athabasca; la Teleuniversite has just opened new premises in
Quebec City; and plans are underway for new facilities for the new Open
Learning Agency as well.

Some institutional peculiarities

a. OLA: Unlike the other two institutions, the OI.A is not e\clusively devoted to
university education. University students constitute about 30'.; of its student
bodyIlthough it is anticipated that this will be a significant growth area in
the new BCOU. More significantly, there are no full-time academic faculty at
the OLA, an important difference when it comes to such issues as research
and governance at the respective institutions, and a key factor in its relative
cost efficiency. The 0I.A is the only institution which "paces" all of its
courses (as opposed to permitting students to work at their own pace within
certain limits).

b. AU: More than the other two, AU has all the trappings of a traditional
university, notably, full-time academics, an Academic Council, faculties and
deans, an emphasis on disciplinary research, and established university
degree programmes. It also has had a broader catchment area than the others,
serving students from every province and territory in Canada almost from its
inception.
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c. La Teleuniversite: Less independent (as a constituent body of the Universite
du Quebec), la Teleuniyersik has been more restricted in terms of its
program offerings and range of clientele than the other two, although it has
aspirations to extend its offerings to Francophones in other provinces of
Canada. However, following a recent review by the Conseil des Universites,
it has received the authority to offer Baccalaureate degrees (after students
have successfully completed three certificate programs) and is in the process
of developing a B. Comm. degree in Hull (jointly with Laurentian University)
and a Baccalaureate in Social Sciences.

I. Comparative Analysis by Theme

Traditional and Non-Traditional Values: Although deliberately established to be
something different, each of the institutions has felt and responded to pressures to
conform to more traditional notions of what a university should be, usually under
the general rubric of "academic credibility". None ot the three has failed to
respond to such pressures, although they have done so in somewhat different
ways. These pressures are notably manifest in the following areas:
a. the nature of the academic staff;
b. transfer credit arrangements;

teaching with the printed package;
d. cooperative arrangements with other universities; and
c. quantity and quality of research.

Although the context here is Canadian, it is the author's experience that these
issues are equally manifest at other established distance-education universities
such as the open universities in Britain and in I lolland and the several
universities in Australia of which distance education is a major component.
a. Th(' Nal Inv of The Academic Staff. At none of the institutions was the

recruitment ot traditional university professors a priority at their outset. Only
at AU were such individuals hired, and even then tlw emphasis was on
educational philosophy mire than disciplinary expertise. Academic
credibility was to be derived from the recruitment of external subject-matter
experts as principal course writers who would work closely with inhouse
instructional designers, editors, and visual designers to produce high quality
courses. Given that the course materials would be produced for all to see,
academic credibility would be derived from their "obvious" quality and
hence a very high priority was placed on the quality of course development.
Very quickly, however, these notions were challenged.

At AU, several unfortunate experiences with external acaL'emics led to ,1
deliberate decision not to develop courses in 41 disciplinary area unless there
was at least one resident academic in the field in question to plan and oversee
the overa!I development of courses in that discipline. The trend has been
clear: wlwreas only 29"; of the professional and man,,gerial staff of AU were
academics in 1978-79, the comparable figure in 1987-88 was approximately
41'; . At la .1.(Aqiniversite, (1 deliberate decision was taken in 1981 to develop
(1 professorial staff with sole responsibility for the teaching functioni
departure Inim the previous "industrial" concept of training (( uillemet ct al.,
p.147). By the 1985-86 academic year, 27 or nearly 30`; of the professional
staff were academics. most of whom had or were pursuing doctoral
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qualifications (la TeWuniversite, 1986a, pp 7, 9).
While the OLA has thus far resisted hiring full-time inhouse academic

staff, it has addressed the issue of academic staff in other ways, notably
through cooperative arrangements with British Columbia's three other
universities. This is manifested formally in the Open University l'lanning
Council, a statutory body intended to coordinate university-level open
learning throughout British Columbia, which includes two representatives
from each university and two from the college sector, and less formally
through the BCOU's practice of appointing faculty members from other
universities to its own Academic Council. These arrangements
notwithstanding, the university is hoping to appoint some full-time senior
academic tutors in the near future.

b. Transfer Arrangements: The issue of academic credibility plagues all distance-
education institutions during the early days of their exisWnce. Ian Mugridge,
in his chapter on the OLI (Mugridge, 1986), emphasizes the importance given
at the Institute from the outset to ensuring easy student transfer into and out
of other provincial post-secondary institutions. As lw has expressed it in
describing the early days of the 011 "It quickly became obvious ... that ...
programmes of instruction must not merely meet the standards 21 by
existing programmes in conventional institutions, but also must clearly be
demonstrated to do so" (ibid., p. 123).

Both la Teleuniversite and AU have faced the issue of academic
credibility as well. One of the most obvious differences between these three
institutions and more conventional universities is the visibility of their
teaching process and content. As the basic component of all academic
courses, tlw course package is available for anyone to pick up and scrutinize.
lron.:ally, the consequent emphasis on the quality of the courses (to ensure
their academic credibility) has .,ometimes created problems for their students
(see section "c" below). Nevertheless, all three institutions have made strong
and significant contributions to the acceptability and credibility ot distance
education and open learning systems to the point that distance education is
ircreasiny, ly recognized and accepted on almost all university campuses
across Canada (For a discussion of the most active, see Sweet, 1986).

c. The Prinhq Package:The Reification of Knowledge? All three institutions rely on
the printed ('ours package cis the primary medium of instruction. This may
be a "ground-up" course designed from scratch at the host institution or a
"wrap-around" course, in which the student is guided through course teAt
and perhaps some sdected readings by an accompanying study guide and
student manual. This reliance on a printed package can pose some major
educatkmal dilemmas in a way I hat belio, the innovative and non-traditional
approach intended to characterize such institutions. Students relying
unduly on the prepackaged materials may not develop their library and
research skills suffickmtly. The course package may assume a permanence
and authority that can undermine tlw student's ability to adopt a critkal
perspective, a concern that is exacerbated by the tendency of ,,onie wurse
authoN to overload tlw course with content, at least in part because ot their
awareness that it may be scrutinized by colleagues from other universities.
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In the traditional classroom, both consciously and unconsciously, the
lecturer frequently modifies the presentation to suit the needs of the learner
on the basis of direct interaction with and feedback from students who are
haviag difficulty keeping up with the material or who wish to pursue
tangential issues in seminars and discussions. Once printed and bound, a
course package cannot be so readily modified. Despite the best efforts of
instructional dsigners and editors to prevent such content loading, it was
soon recognized that "correspondence" education alone was inadequate if
students were to succeed. Hence, at all three institutions, the telephone tutor
is critical to student success through his or her ability to provide a more
interactive learning environment than can be achieved by the course
materials alone.

This basic delivery system of course package and telephone tutor is often
enhanced in a variety of ways as described in section IV below. However,
some difficulties remain. The tendency for distance-education universities to
be particularly sensitive to concerns about their academic credibility
typically places a higher premium on centralized examinations than is
usually the case on a conventional campus. I lence, even where tutors are
engaged to lead teleconferenced or in-person seminars on the materials, they
are seldom given much leeway to teach related materials or to adjust the
course content significantly to match the needs and capabilities of the
particular group of learners. More recent responses include the use of
seminars, teleconferencing, and computer networking to encourage
student/student and student/ tutor dialogue. Desk-top publishing, another
response, allows the institution to send mit more frequent and less
"permanent" cot: ;e materials. For a more detailed discussion of these
issues, see Paul (1 87) and Wool fe and Murgatroyd.

d. Cooperative Arrangements with Other Universities: One of tlw major
characteristics of institutions dedicated primarily to tlw delivery of t.ducation
via distanc tchniques is that they are seldom tlw "whole" answer to the
needs of a given student. I lomestudy is a long and arduous route to a degree,
one that hardly caters to those for whom formal learning k a new and
difficu R challenge. Increasingly, however, such institutions are developing
effective liaisons and cooperative programs wit!, mainstream universities
both to serve their students' needs and to enhance their academic credibility.

The BCOU's lianning Council enhances its university status by
providing a broad range of programming, with flexible opportunities for
students to teanster among the various B.C. universities.

The developnwnt of the Nursing Program at Athabasca University is a
good example of lmw cooperative arrangements can serve students better
and t.nhance the academic reputation of the distance-teaching institution. A
few years ago, th Univrsity of Alberta found itself unable to cope with the
exploding demand for Nurses with degrees and many post-basic Registered
Nurses could not afrord to take advantage of the kw full-time places that
were available on the Univrsity of Alberta campus. This dilemma gave rise
to the cooperative development of several AU courses using the expertise ot
tlw University of Alberta faculty. TIwse courses, which matclwd tlw
curriculum of their on-campus countrparts, could be delivered to Nursing
students in their own communities and workplaces and yet be recogni/ed by
the University of Alberta within its residency requirenwnts. As a rsult,
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many nurses have graduated from the University of Alberta with a minimum
amount of on-campus time thanks to their AU courses, and the academic
reputation of AU has been enhanced in the process. The programme has
since been extended to the Universities of Calgary and Lethbridge and is
expected to result in a B.Sc. in Nursing program at AU by 1992.

While a semi-autonomous unit, la Téléuniversité is nevertheless a
statutory part of the Université du Québec and, as such, has credibility as a
university. Within the Université du Québec, however, la Teléuniversite's
drive for academic status is a constant uphill battle, one familiar to the
distance-education divisions on such traditional campuses as Ryerson,
Queen's, Waterloo, Calgary, Simon Fraser and the University of Victoria.

From its inception in 1972,1a Téléuniversité's history has been one
characterized by inter-institutional cooperation and collaboration. Most of
these have been directed at the establishment of a distance-education
network among Quebec universities, starting with the multi-constituency
network of the Université du Québec itself. Rather than establishing its own
local and regional centres, as AU and OLA have done, la TOCuniversit6
forged agreements with other constituent bodies of the University du Quebec
and with other universities to provide local support to its students. Between
1981 and 1985 alone, some 40 such arrangements were signed between la
TdCuniversit6 and various constituent groups within the Universit6 du
Québec network (la TOléuniversi, 1986b, p. 9). These agreements usually
made provision for the distance delivery within the local region of courses
already offered "on campus" in that region. CANAL (Corporation pour
Eavancement de nouvelles applications des langues) is a
TOCuniversite-initiated consortium of universities and colleges delivering
(primarily) credit courses through various cable television services to most
major centres in Quebec. La TC1Ouniversite also has collaborative
arrangements with Johnson State College in Vermont, Athabasca University,
l'université de Moncton, Laurentian University, and other institutions
outside Quebec (la TélCuniversite, 1986b, p. 16).

e. Research: Perhaps more than any othei, the issue of research exemplifies the
traditional/non-traditional conflict on the campuses of these institutions.
Indeed, the problem is a universal one if one explores the issue at such
institutions as Britain's Open University, Germany's Fernuniversitat or The
Dutch Open University. Typically, the early days of such institutions feature
an emphasis on course development at the expense of disciplinary research.
Recruitment of academic staff focuses on an educational philosophy
appropriate to open education and on teaching interest and expertise rather
than on publication records. Once a reasonable base of courses has been
realized, however, attention turns to faculty research productivity as
acceptance by mainstream universities becomes more important, and as
faculty aspire to develop their academic credentials.

Unfortunately, staff recruited for course delivery and their teaching
orientations may not be comfortable in the world of research. Even staff with
good research records recruited from other institutions may have difficulty
coping with the different rhythms of life in an open university. For example,
a faculty member coming to AU may face the following differences from his
or her previous institution: no students on campus, no teaching or research
assistants in most cases, a course-team approach to curriculum design, no
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obvious beginning or end to the academic year because students are startiag
and finishing courses each month, and an academic climate that may not be
as supportive of disciplinary research as is the case on most campuses. (For a
more thorough analysis of the dilemmas posed for faculty contemplating
disciplinary research at an institution like Athabasca, see Paul, 1986a.)

Despite these difficulties, disciplinary research now has high importance
at Athabasca University and is a vital factor in faculty recruitment, with the
result that there has been a dramatic increase in the number of faculty
publications and in research grants received from external granting agencies
during the past two years.

According to its own publication (la Teleuniversite, 1986c, pp. 9-11), la
Teleuniversite has seen three distinct periods of research activity since its
inception. From 1974-77, almost all research was tied to a collaborative
evaluation of its own effectiveness (with l'INRS Education) with particular
emphasis on the characteristics of its student population. This was "applied"
research, the results of which contributed to substquent developments and
revisions in the teaching activities of the university. Twenty such studies
were published during this period. Phase II, 1977-82, saw such applied
research in distance education integrated into the regular workloads of la
Teleuniversite professionals and tied directly to their respective
responsibilities. The third and current phase, since 1982, has seen a
diversification of research themes, directly resulting from the decision to hire
academic staff in 1981 and a strong commitment to research as part of the
institution's mandate. As at Athabasca, a professor's rank depends
significantly on his or her academic credentials, teaching experience, and
scholarly productivity. While official policy since 1984 has given priority to
research activities in the fields of distance teaching, adult education, and
those directly related to the university's programs (la Teleuniversite, 1986c,
p. 7), professors are often reluctant to do research on "the teaching of" a
subject rather than on their discipline. A scrutiny of recently published
papers at la Teleuniversite (la Teleuniversite, 1986c, annexe 3) suggests a
balance between disciplinary and institutional research not unlike that found
at AU (Athabasca University, 1986). In fact, AU has recently formalized its
commitment to institutional research with the creation of its Centre for
Distance Education, a unit dedicated to institutional studies, instructional
systems design, and innovative research and development projects.
Discip,inarv research has not been an issue at the 01,A because of its absence
of in-house faculty, but this may also have compromised the academic
reputation of its univeNity programming and it may yet evolve as an issue
on the campus ot the new 13COU.

II. The Adult Student: Independent or Dependent Learner?

a. Nam Po They Serve? Another cominon characterktic of these institutions is
the evolution in the profiles of and uses made of their academic offerings by
their students. Each started with a deliberate mandate to reach students for
whom access to a university education was otherwise not readily available.
There was mi ending ot the supply ot candidates tor such programmes and
each has experienced rapid growth since 1978-79. Athabasca's ten-fold
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increase in student enrolmems was the most dramatic. More recently,
however, with increased competition from other universities, and as budget
cuts in all three jurisdictions force clearer choices, increasing attention is
being paid to who the students are.

Two questions are at the forefront in each institution: (i) the attraction of
new clientele to university education, and (ii) retention of that clientele. Like
the Open University in Britain, which, despite its stated intentions to
democratize university education, succeeded in attracting less than 5% of its
first intake of students (in 1971) from working class backgrounds (McIntosh
et al.), Canada's open universities have not been noticeably successful in
broadening the social base of participation. Not only do a significant
proportion of their students have a previous university education, but their
most successful students are disproportionately drawn from families in high
income brackets with high levels of previous education.

In the early days of the institutions, most students took one or two
courses from the institution, at least in part because the selection of available
courses was limqed. As universities built up their course selections,
however, more students looked to them for academic credentials and
programs. This development very closely parallels shifts along the
traditional/non-traditional continuum. If one sees the university as an adult-
or co:ainuing-educatum institution, a high turnover of students is to be
anticipated, whereas a more traditional notion of program is consistent with
students staying kmger and taking more courses. The availabihty of courses
has not been the only factor in the trend to more program students, however,
as it is also a product of increasing governmental demands for productivity
and of the increasing number of academics recruited from traditional
universities.

For both academics and government, a key measure of a university's
success is the number of its graduates. The trend may not be as strong as
often perceived by university staff, however. At AU, for example, while
more than four-fifths ot those enrolling in 1980-81 were first-time students,
the 1986-87 figure was still about two-thirds, a slow improvement at best.
Given that the majority of students still take only one or two) courses, some
observers have suggested that university staff spend a disproportionate
amount ot time discussing program students. They also cite AU's elaborate
convocation ceremony as anotlwr example of tlw ernphasis on graduation,
even though many of the university's most successful students may not be
interested in formal credenthils or may acquire their degree elsewhere.
Further analysis suggests it is not so much student intentions as their
difficulty in coping with distance education that produces these figures.

b. .Ctudcnt Cupport timices: Associated with the non-traditional adult-eOucation
tocus ot the new institutions was a commitment to the part-tirne aduit
student as a self-actualized learner. This orientation to "androgogy" was
associated with a "hands off" policy. It was assumed that the student knew
best what lw or slw needed. As time passed, however, these views were
sorimish: challenged. Dropout rates were alarmingly high, and up to 7F'ir of
entrants tailed to wmplete their first course. Open admissions and distance
delivery attracted the second-chance learner, but it quickly became apparent
that those who had been unsucwssful in more structured and formal
chissroom environments were even more "lost" in independent self-paced
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homestudy modes, with their heavy reliance on the printed word, self-
motivation, and time management skills. In response, the institutions added
major support services, both academic (telephone tutoring, seminars,
teleconferencing, study groups) and personal (counselling and advising
services in-person and at-a-distance, workshops). They also attempted to
bring all their services closer to the students through the development of
regional-office networks.

These initiatives have been successful, but they have also contributed
significantly to the cost of distance delivery. As more difficult financial times
have hit the institutions, a new issue has arisen: can the institution live up to
the expectations for individualized and personal support service that it has
fostered in responding to the obvious inadequacies of the earlier systems
(Daniel and Marquis, 1979)? Responses have been different in the three
institutions. The OLA has significantly cut back its advising and regional-
office services in the face of strong fiscal pressures (McInnis-Rankin and
Brindley, p. 74), although it is again contemplating an expansion of regional
services. At Athabasca, the trena in the more affluent early years of the '80s
towards more extensive student-support services, notably through the rapid
growth of its three major regional offices, is now very much threatened by the
tougher fiscal climate; more efficient, less staff-intensive ways to deliver the
same services are being sought.

La Téléuniversité is apparently at an earlier phase on the continuum: one
of the major objectives of its 1985-88 three-year plan is to improve the
effectiveness of its communications with its students and increase student
input into the development and delivery of courses and programs
(Téléuniversité 1986e, pp. 51-55). Until recently, la TOeuniversite did not
have the level of student-support services offered by the other two
universities. As Sweet (p. 179) has suggested, these various responses reflect
somewhat different philosophies about the independent. e of the part-time
adult learner and the support systems necessary for their success, with
Athabasca clearly the most "interventionist" of the three. One common
response to the high costs of student orientation, advising and counselling is
to apply new communications technologies to these services, an issue
explored in some depth by McInnis-Rankin and Brindley (pp. 76-79).

c. Measures of "Success": Returning to the earlier discussion of how students
"use" these specialized institutions, one major concern is criteria for
measuring student success. The obvious criterion for rnainstn am
institutions, the numbers of their graduates, is not as appropriate a measure
here. Of course, it depends how much importance is attached to program
students (as opposed to those seekirg learning for its own sake or seeking to
upgrade their knowledge and skills in a specified area). Even within this
category measurement is difficult. For example, AU has produced only a few
hundred graduates in the past 10 years. But many hundreds more have
graduated from other universities who could not have done so without " ''s
help. Almost 800 students who registered in AU courses between 1982 and
1987 graduated from one of the other three Alberta universities in 1986 and
1987 it'owell, 1987, p. 3). However, even if it is conceded that one does not
have formally to complete a course to derive what one sought from it, the low
rates of completion in distance-education institutions cause concern. Each
institution has taken steps to improve these, improving course design and
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enhancing the home study mode with seminars, teleconferencing, telephone
tutoring, field trips, CAL, study-skills workshops, and study groups. At the
same lime, they have resisted the most obvious "solution'' by refusing to
compromise their open admissions policies. As I have remarked elsewlwre,
completion rates could be made much higher but only at the expense of the
very group the university is designed to serve (Paul, 1986b, p. 139).

There is considerable evidence that the individual's first experience with
distance education is the crucial determinant of his or her subsequent success
and that completion rates are enhanced further by institutionally imposed
pacing (see Coldeway, 1982, pp. 29-37). Of the three institutions, only the
OLA has formal "pacing" mechanisms. Comparative studies of completion
rates are extremf2ly difficult and beyond the scope of this analysis, but
documented evidence at all three institution!: shows slow but ckar trends
towards higher completion rates at each. Indeed, exact and measureable
improvements in both student completion and wtention rates are
fundamental to AU's 1988-91 Strategic Academic Ilan (Coldeway, 1986).

III. Cooperation vs. Competition

The need for more inter-institutional cooperation, espechilly in the
development of course packages, leads to continuous discussion among
distance-education institutions. Various provincial and even interprovincial
accords extoll the virtues of collaborative course development and delivery,
taking the view that it is iwedlessly costly to allow each institution to "invent its
own wheel," especially when course packages from different course teams and
processes are so remarkably similar.

In practice, however, successful collaborative projects are rare. Tlw
well-documented difficulties encountered by course teams (see, for example,
Frick, pp. 127-41) are exacerbated when more than one institution is involved.
Notable exceptions exist, and evidence suggests that inter-institutional
cooperation will be more fruitful in the future wlwn institutions are driven to it by
economic necessity.

Among the most obvious cooperative "successes" are North Island College's
use of courses from other institutions, notably via its dual registration
arrangenwnts with Athabasca; tlw use of each other's courses by AU, 0I.A, and la
Teleuniversite; 01.A's recent establishment of a marketing agency to sell its
courses in Canada and abroad; AU's collabocatim with the other three Alberta
universities to extend opportunities to nurses across the province; AU's native
and prison programs run in close liaison with the respective agencie; Alberta's
five post-secondary educational consortia; 0I.A's and participotion in the
International Universities Comortium; the previously mentioned CANAL
network initiated by la Teleuniyersite and its ttlevision services to other
universities both within Qtwbec and beyond and to the Department ot National
Defence; and the British Columbia Open University Consortium, which is
tangible evidence that universities can work together.

Both the 01,A and AU are also actively pursuing college "calstone"
agreements in close liaison with selecte,.1 colleges %yherebv stud.,nts will Ix, able to
purstw their university degree full-rime on tlw college campuses while receiving
face-to-face teaching and tutorial support based on tlw university's packaged
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learning materials. The first such formal program involving AU began at Fort
McMurray's Keyano College in the fall of 1988. Collaboration is also strongly
evident at the international level, as discussed in section V below.

IV. The Evolution of Educational Technology

While all three universities are extremely innovatie in their educational
delivery systems, their basic educational technologies are quite sirnple the
printed course package augmented by telephone tutoring and a variety of
enhancements such as television, audio and video tapes, teleconfere;cing and
computer-assisted learning. In fact, for some critics, the "failure" of the
respective institutions to revolutionize the delivery of education via hard
technology has been a major disappointment. The relative lack of contribution in
this area, however, is neither surprising nor particularly disappointing. The
capacity of the simple technologies employed to reach isolated learners should
not be underestimated. There are not yet sufficient data to indicate that students
would be better served by more sophisticated technologies. More elaborate
networks for computer assisted learning or interactive video discs are expensive
to acqu;re and to operate, especially if they are to be made equally accessible to
stuL;ents outside the urban centres1 vital component of each institution's
mandate. Furthermore, as relatively small institutions, hey have lacked the
resources to conduct major experinwnts in this area or to assume the risk of being
on the leading edge of technology.

The above comments notwithstanding, efforts abound at all three institutions
to improve their educational delivery. La Teleuniversite has the longest tradition
of this with its emphasis on television, the use of PLATO and videotext on various
Quebec networks. More recently, it has developed new cotirses in learning with
microcomputer kits and a certificate for teachers using a Mevision series, written
package, and computer software. As stated by Guillemet et al., (p. 153): If the
prospect of the electronic university seems as yet remote', it nevertheless lies at the
lwart of Li Teleuniversite's raison d'etre. Olts "marriage" to the Knowledge
Network will doubtless foster an environment more conducive to
experimentation with the applications of c'ducational technology to distance
delivery, given the Litter's expertise and experience in the application ot such
technologies as Optel and VSAT to educational delivery.

A significan: step forward in this area is evident in Alberta with the 1987
creation of the Canadian Distance Learling Development Centre (CDI.DC), a
private corporation created by a consortium cmsisting of Athabasca University,
AT&T Canada, Alberta Government Telephones, ACCESS Alberta (an
educational broadcasting agency) and two departnwnts of the Provincial
(;( vernment Advanced Education and IRT (Technology, Research and
Telecommunications). CDI.DC has a starting base of $7.2 million to conduct
research and to develop and market products and services in the application ot
educational technology to the probk'ins of distance education, both nationally and
internationally. While the promise of such activities still tar outstrips the results,
communications and course production systems at all Liiree institutims aro more
integrated and computer dependent than is usually the case' (in more traditional
campuses dnd their leadership role both nationally and internationally is
becoming increasingly apparent.
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V. Distance Education and International Development

While it is a relatively new force, international de, ?lopment has become a
driving force at all three universities. "i'his is directly traceable to the explosion of
interest in distance education in the rd World. It may be the only viable
solution to demands for mass university education in Third World countries.
Established wes.ern institutions (such as Britain's Open University and the
International Council for Distance Education) have played a significant part in
this development. Such institutions as Sukhothai Thamatirat Open University in
Thailand, the new lndhira C,handi Open University in India, and China's Radio
and Television University already serve hundreds of thousands of students and
may soon be enroling in the millions. The Open Learning Agency has been
involved in projects in Malaysia and Indonesia, Athabasca in Thailand and India,
and la Teleuniversite in China, Costa Rica, Columbia, Senegal, Argentina, and
('eitc d'Ivoire and each institution is in the process of pursuing further
opportunities in other developing nations.

Federal and provincie.l government support for distance-education
institutions in these endeavours is increasing, not only became of thy interest
shown by Pacific Rim countries in particular, but also because of their unique
capacities to link with other universities, businesses, and government agencies to
respond rapidly to requirements for better education and communications
technologies. The commercial possibilities of joint ventures with international
partners are of considerable interest both to the institutions and to their respective
governments.

recent manifestations of the high international interest in distance
education are the creation of le Centre international t incophone pour la
formation a distance WIFEAD) and of the Commonw, ilth of Learning, a
distance-education consortium of Commonwealth countries headquartered in
Vancouver. The three Canadian institutions will play important leadership roles
in assisting these two international bodies in the development ot educatioal
opportunity throughout the world in addition to their current involvement
through such agencies as CIDA, ICDE, IDRC, the World Bank, UNESCO and the
European Economic Comnmnity tEE(').

VI. Future Prospectives

What is the future tor Canada's three universities dedicated to open
education at a distance? Their recent rapid growth and development would
suggest that it is an extremely promising one. Each one has responded in unique
ways to chalkmges posed by the mandate to extend access to (1 university
edUCation to adult Canadiall'; wil0 would otherwise be denied it. I.a
Teleuniversite started as a pilot project of the Universite du Quebec and has
evolved into a creative and sticcessful institution in its own right; the Open
.earning Agency is deny mstrating the advantages ot ouperation with other

universities and agencies to provide the host possible range of p, %ramsand

services to students; and Athabasca University is seeking to combine the best

features of openness and innovation with the disciplinary research ot a

conventional university.
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Whatever their apparent differences, the capacity of each institution to
respond directly and effectively to their particular clientele is increasingly being
recognized, and there appears to be no slackening in the demand for their
cervices. Their expertise in instructional systems design is ideally matched to the
knowledge society and to new communications technologies. That expertise is in
demand not only from governmental and educational agencies but also from
commercial establishments seeking new markets for their products. At the same
time, other universities are beginning to adapt to these trends as well, especially
as the supply of high school graduates declines in numbers while more and more
part-time adult learners return to formal education. It is somewhat ironic that, as
distance education becomes increasingly respectable and as more and more
Canadian universities offer courses off-campus, the need for institutions
dedicated exclusively to it may decline. There is also the concern that their
growing respectability may lead these institutions to act more and more like their
more conventional counterparts at the possible expense of their original raison
d'être.

It would be wrong to conclude that Athabasca University, the Open
Uriversity of British Columbia or la Téleuniversite will disappear or become
indistinguishable from other universities in the process. In the final analysis, their
identity has more to do with their ends than their means more to do with open
admissions and a philosophical commitment to the non-traditional learner than
with the distance-education :echniques employed to serve him or her. The days
of the defensiveness and insecurity of the three institutions are waning.
Increasingly, other universities, governments, and commercial agencies are
looking to them for le?dership and advice. In the final analysis, it is their
innov11 ive nature and their potential to forge new modes of educational delivery
that attracts this sort of interest, and it can only be concluded that whatever
developments take place should not be at the expense of their dedication to
providing open admissions and flexible, individualized learning systems.
Without this commitment, many Canadian adults would no longer have access to
a university education.

Notes

I. Throughout this chapter, The 01.A will be referred to by 'ts former name, The
Open Learning Institute (OLD, whenever the context is historical.
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involvement with Distance Education:
Issues for the University

Margaret Haughey

Pick up a brochure for UBC (University of British Columbia), Access or the
Distance Education Directory of Ontario Universities and one immediately notes
the numbers of courses in which students can study at home and gain university
credit. Similar offerings could be obtained through most Canadian universities.
The Canadian Association for Continuing University Education (1984) includes
courses from 26 universities in its latest directory. Yet many faculty members are
unaware of the extent of their own university's involvement in distance education
and the implications for the institution. Often it was the circumstances of distance
education's birthdependence on soft money (transitory or one-time grants), for
examplethat ensured its invisibility. ln part, popular ignorance came from the
view of distance education as a mere alterizative delivery strategy to "extension."

Cameron (1984) defined organizational adaptation as "modifications and
alterations in the organization or its components in order to adjust to changes in
the external environment" (p. 123) and suggested that, in view of the increasing
complexity and turbulence of organizational environments, organizational
adaptation must become a standard feature to ensure long-term survival. He
went on to say that a definition of adaptation as an interaction between an
environment and an institution, supports an ecological-deterministic view of
organizations as organisms. In a Darwinian sense, they must adapt or die. An
alternative view would point to managerial choice as the crucial factor. The
manager chooses from the environment those features that provide an impetus
for adaptation (change), then pursues a course of action through the management
of focus, and the vision of meanings, of symbols, of physical space and time
(Bennis and Nanus, 1985), all of this to bring the choice into being as a part of the
work of the organization.

Universities are generally considered conservative institutions. Bailey (1977)
counselled that the "eternal facades" must be preserved while, almost
imperceptibly, the interior is transformed. Distance education, therefore, would
be el covert operation were preservation of "facades" the major priority. But the
facade may not be easy to fix. Pedersen and Eleming (1981) note that the
university is a complex organization where "academic activities in general are
embedded in a climate of ambiguity and uncertainty" (p. 4). Many metaphors
help to elucidate meanings for the university as organization. Cohen and March
(1974) see an "organized anarchy" where "similar issues are raised year after
year, as new cohorts ot staff and students enter, but different (temporary)
solutions are found" (p. 89). They highlight the lack of agreement about solutions
and the uncertainty of continuing commitment to a course ot action. Clarke (1983)
saw universities "as preeminent examples of loosely coupled systems," a
reference to Weick's (1976) notion, whidi allows "portions of the organization to
persist and evolve independently of other parts." The danger is that although an
innovation or change can more eaily become part of the work of the organization,
"the retention of archaic traditions" may also endure. The loose coupling
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metaphor does suggest the autonomy of individual units that can choose goals
which may conflict with those of other units, but the conflict that may arise may
be ignored. Mangham (1982) used the metaphor of organizations as theatre to
point out that in universities "no situational script is safe .. all may have a hand
in rewriting the scripts" (p. 60).

The acceptance of distance education as part of the mandate of universities
would then appear to be problematic. Certainly, such images suggest that while
some loosely coupled units may already be involved, there is always a possibilty
that distance education will not he generally accepted or sustained. The
compartmentalization of academic staff into faculties and departments, each most
concerned with the values, procedures, and issues associated with itsown
discipline, mitigates against the adoption of a single initiative. What then has
encouraged the development of distance education at Canadian universities? The
demography of the Canadian population, which has affected the student body of
the university and increased public and governmental pressures to relate
universities mole directly to social concerns, has been a factor, as have been the
established traditions and on-going commitments of the individual institutions.

The changing environment

During the last twenty-five years, universities in Canada have come through
a boom-and-bust cycle. The expansion of university populations in the sixties
was followed by the decline of the seventies. V .oderkamp (1984, p. 52)
commented that "the general pattern shows a slow rate of growth in participation
rates during the early fifties followed by rapid growth from 1955-71, and a period
of little growth with fluctuations during the seventies."

Campbell (1975, p. 53), in discussing the "so-called 'steady state' of the
seventies", declared that the sixt:es saw "rapid expansion accompanied by
general public approval." The agenda for universities in the seventies was to use
this expected easing of numbers to put ,amphasis on "innovation and the
attainment of quality" (Munroe, 1973, p. 48). It quickly became evident that,
while the participation rates for 18-24 year olds had tailed off, the universities' 171.E
(full-time equivalent) enrolments continued to increase. Between 1970-71 and
1984-5 the figures increased by nearly 200,000 to over half a million sti ants
(Decore and Parr al, 1982, p. 33). The shift in the age structure of Canada's
population was responsiNe for this continuing increase. "While the number of
full-time students from the 18-24 year old age group steadily decreased, the older
'baby boom' generation entered the age range normally associated with part-time
studies and demand grew for improved access to post-secondary facilities"
(Sweet, 1986, p. 169). At the same time, the universities' share of educational
funds started to decrease: "It is evident that cutbacks in university expenditures
had become a fact of life throughout Canada by the la te 1970s and continued in
tlw 1980s" (Decore and Pannu, 1986, p. 42). The compounding effect for
universities was one of less funds and more part-tinw students. Knapper (1c85)
has suggested that universities were relatively unprepared for tlwse changesind
their attempts to address the needs of "mature learners, who are older, may lack
academic preparation, but who also bring to their studies a broad range of life and
work experiences" has led in turn to "a host of challenging problems and
opportunities" (p. 1).
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These enrolment changes came at a time of critical public questioning of the
university's role and relevance. Much public and faculty writing in this last
decade has focused on the increasingly pluralistic nature of universities, on a lack
of consensus on their goals, and on a need for greater responsiveness to sodetal
concerns. These fiscal and societal issues are still of concern. Wagner (1987, p. 4),
in outlining the challenges faced by university administrators, mentions the
erosion of operating budgets; greater competition among post-secondary
institutions for budgetary resources; spe.- 'fie targeting of funds, the general intent
of which has been to facilitate greater efficiency and institutional accountabilib.
for performance; and general public disenchantment with the university's role in
Canadian society.

The most consistent expectation in recent years has been that the universities
would put more emphasis on the relationship between learning and work. It is
the major thesis of the 1983 Employment and Immigration Canada document
Learning a Living where it is clearly expected that educational institutions will be
more responsive to societal concerns. This document also sets out what the
committee sees as the major factors inhibiting change. The first three are the
"rigid internal focus of the University; a lack of sufficient attention to Continuing
Education as a means of meeting changing needs and as a relatively untapped
funding source, (and) a need to recognize and incorporate new technology" (1983,
p. 33). The committee seeks a strengthening of the relationship between society
and university. It suggests an insfitution that would be morc in identifying
societal concerns and that would use its resources to respond more quickly to
these concerns. It seeks an expansion of professional and continuing education
options structured to take into account learners' needs and ready to use
technology to provide the programs. The document then supports the principle
of lifelong learning and the broadening of access to education.

The rationale for lifelong learning has been a long-term concern of Canadian
educators. One of the first popular proponents of lifelong education was Faure
(1972), who saw it as a principle that could reform education at all levels. Ile
emphasized the democratization of education, tlw reduction of educational
inequalities, and the provision of opportunities i a-actualization in adult
learners. In Europe, "life long education" has been synonymous with recurrent
education and the integration of work and study in options such as distance
education. Both these foci demand a reexamination of the :losed nature of the
educational system. In accepting the principles of lifelong learning, higher
education would have a basis from which to reassess its role.

Universities must, then, consider the impact of lifelong learning on
traditional university programs; they must consider the adoption of continuing
professional education as a serious commitment; and they must consider the
effect of new technologies on the educative process. If universities claim to be
institutions where knowledge is shared and society enhanced, then they cannot
afford to ignore trends accepted elsewhere in Canadian society.
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Distance-Education Initiatives

From their earliest days, most Canadian universities were aware of the needs
of the working student and offered evening, weekend, and summer classes to
help students complete their programs while working. In many instances, what
began as a single night ch:;s evolved into off-campus programs where most of the
coursework for a degree could be obtained from a travelling professor at a site
remote from campus. Some of the earliest users of technology for delivery to
remote sites were Memorial (1969) and Waterloo (1968) Universities where
television, video or audio tapes had been used to deliver instruction. In general,
however, the use of technology was not a serious option, despite the success of the
British Open University in attracting mature students at a time when the
traditional university student population numbers had started to decline.

From 1977, the federal government made new satellite technology available
for educational programming. Three provincial governments set up institutions
based on the Open University model; Athabasca University, Alberta, Tele-
Universite, Quebec; and the Open Learning Institute, British Columbia. Although
their development has been watched with some interest by traditional
universities, they have yet to be felt as major competitors in the educational
stakes. Part of this nonchalance may be due to the fact that their students are
neither visible nor entirely from one province. Further, they come from an age
group more often associated with continuMg rather than traditional higher
education (Smith, Daniel, and Snowden, 1984; Mugridge and Kaufman, 1986).
Many institutions were involved in the 1975 Hernws satellite experiments and
some continued their involvement with the Anik-B and Anik-C satellite
experiments (Robertson, 1981). Perhaps those most interested in the outconws of
the projects were not individual institutions but Ather provincial governments,
which saw publi: education by satellite as a popular initiativ. It would
demonstrate provincial commitment to education of the working adult.

In some ways, TVOntario, Saskmedia, ard Knowledge Net-./ork, have doiw
more to change public attitudes to learning in this last decade than any other
public agencies. Twenty-six institutions are listed in the Canadian University
Distance Education Directory (1984), but tlw extent of their involvement is not
generally reflective of their on-campus program offerings. Nor do their program
formats reflect the variety of communication media available in Canada.

In almost every province at kast one institution offered distance education.
low did this happen? What factors were considered? Which opinion leaders

persuaded colleagues to enthark on brave new ventures with non-traditional
learning patterns and new technology? As Sheehan (1985, p. 77) suggests, we are
unlikely to know tlw answer to this last questkm; university histories tend to
describe far-sighted boards of governors who accept the recommendations of
their gifted administrators without acrimony or recrimination, and wlwre staff
serenely follow their leader's wisdom.
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Issues to be Considered

Genuine involvement in distance education means acceptance of the
principle that learners, regardless of their geographical location and personal or
employment situations, have a right to a university education. The physical
boundary of the campus, originally adapted to include off-campus teaching
classrooms, would now include the homes of its students. No longer is place one
of the criteria for the teaching-learning process. Those who consider
teacher/student presence essential may not like this.

The principle of entitlement to university education also changes the notion
of time. Originally classes were "daytime only". Then university time extended
into evenings and weekends. Time is no longer a significant variable, and this has
implications for semesters or terms. Is our September-to-April year still
appropriate? Because teaching is only one of the functions of a university, the
traditional summer research furlough is likely to continue. The continuing
impact of the part-time student and students' desire to complete programs as
economically as possibk have been factors in the growth of spring and summer
courses at universities. Data from the University of Victoria indicate that most
summer-school students traditionally registered in Education are now in the Arts
faculty 1Haughev, 1985). At least 40 percent were employed part-time students
who obtained enough *edits during spring and summer to be classifkd its full-
time students. Another major implication of the principle is that the emphasis is
now on the learner rather than on the program. Clark (1983) highlighted this issue
when lw pointed out that for faculty "the most demanding part of their
environment is otlwr academics in the same field" (p. 207) and that, in arguments
between discipline-driven taculty and consumer-oriented sectors, the latter
would be effectively blocked by an inward looking faculty. From a learner's
perspective, the options for university study expand. .-;ince, as indicated earlier,
distance-education students are not "visible", only tlw registering institution
knows where the student lives and which is the closest traditional institution.

The principle of entitlenwnt also accords adults the riOt of access to post-
seamdary education. For many academics, the question is less one of rights than
of quality. If more students are admitted, will not standards decrease? This
seems to reflect the economic principle that what is scarce is valuable. The basis
tor this 'iewpoint may be the traditional admission and ('xamination systems,
where entrance requirements and grading procedures are presently nymitored.
Any increase in traditional numbers might well make the system unwieldy. Sonw
factors said in Lcarniny il Living (1983) to contribute to universities' inability to
address changing labour market and social conditions were "aging plants and
facilities" and "high pupil/teacher ratios in demand anys and also an
overloading of space equipment and facilities'' (p. 33). Wlwre faculty consider
themselves already heavily burdened with te11 hing responsibilities, they will not
consider expansions of educational opportunities that involve further teaching.

The priiwiple also has implications for the present instructional system. As it
is prewntly constituted, the teaching act k cLmsidered to be of primary
importance in student learning. And when classes are largethe norm in most
undergraduate pmgrams--professors lia'e to depend on tlw lecture format to
carry out instil ictional intent. In distance education, one of tlw major issues to be
decided is the learning theory to be accepted by the administrative staff. That
theory will determine the form of distance Lducation to be adopted. A theory
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which stresses knowledge as (academic) content and considers teaching to be the
transmission of knowledge, may well adopt the "industrial" model (Peters, 1971),
where administrative energies are expended in designing and maintaining a
publishing and delivery system. Such models tend to consider content as value-
free and timeless, and these models stress a common format for all learning
materials. The theory may on the other hand reflect general principles of adult
learning (Brundige and MacKeracher, 1980) in which the learning process itself
has high priority. The process may be understood on an information-processing
model that stresses specific sequential knowledge mastery, or on a model that
emphasizes individual learning styles and demands a larger repertoire of learning
options.

The most common aduonistrative model is that of the course development
team. Learner-focused models frequently use a variety of delivery media. From
the administrator's perspective, the course team model changes the role of the
faculty member. As one in a team, especially where decision making is by
consensus, the faculty member's expertise in content and instruction is open to
criticism by other team members. Riley (1985) comnwnted that in British Open
University teams, where most members are from the same content department,
the level of anxiety was highest when colleagues were required to react to one
another's course materials.

In the industrial model, the faculty member most often provides the content
in a written form kind educational designers (called transformers in Australia)
rewrite the materials as necessary to ensure that basic principles of logic,
coherence, and hmguage levels are adhered to, and add objectives and learning
tasks where appropriate. Regardkss which model is chosen, both put new
demands on faculty. Preparation of course materials is r-esently not considered
separately from teaching in deciding on faculty worklc,....is, but how is faculty
workload to be :Iliocated if the person is developing course materials? Should
delivery of a distance-education course be considered equivalent to teaching an
on-campus course? It is generally recognized that research publications carry
most weight in faculty promotion decisions. Involvement in distance education
may mean that tor a time most of a faculty member's energies are given to the
production of course materials. Under what conditions wouki these be
considered a publication and how much weight should they be given? The
possible doption of distance education also tvses a series of administrative
issues. Should it be tlw work of a separate unit or should it be integrated into each
faculty? For example, in many Australian universities, faculty members Well
both on-campus classes and distance-education students. In other institutions,
faculty members join a separate unit of Fxternal Studies %vhen they teach in
distance-education programs. In either case, the question is which programs to
fund for development and how to maintain quality. Would the same units take
on the tasks of advertising for .tudents or marketing completed programs? What
should be the role of the Fxtension office in distance-education activities?

On tlw question of funding, besides any initial funding for new positions,
would the present audio-visual and printing capabilities of the institution be ble
to meet an increase in demand for services, or shou hi capital Rmding be sought
for new equipment? One frequent lw-product of a distance-education system has
been the accelerated adoption of computer technology for both adminktration
and printing. If new equipment is to ly purchased, where will iL be housed, who
%%rill maintain it, and how will access be regulated? Much of a development
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budget is absorbed by salaries for temporary personnel (e.g., sessional lecturers or
research assistants), but dollars ore also expended on hardware items such as
video and audio cassettes that are essential for the development of one set of the
materials. Depending on Lie institution, these budgets may also be required to
cover labor cots and direct costs associated with the production of the audio-
visual components. Recovery strategies for initial development costs should be
considered. Delivery costs, most often the costs of printing, and mailing and
instructor and tutor salaries are usually recovered from student fees.

How "permanent" are the developed materials? From an economic
perspective, delivery costs can be amortized over the "life" of the course and
savings realised. A related question is the fee paid by the distance student.
Should such students be required to pay more for the benefit of being able to
study at home? Should such fees be allocated to the distance-education course
unit or go directly into general revenues? Whether a centralized or decentralized
unit is developed, there will still be need for extensive cooperation with other
units On campus. Printing services and audio-visual services have already been
mentioned, but an increase in student numbers would also increase the workload
of admission and registration services.

The library is considered a major source of information for univeNity
students. While distance education puts extra pressure on holdings and
circulation, it also expands use. Many institutions overcome this problem by
buying the copyright reproduction rights for student use of required materials.
Either system has fiscal and personnel implications. Further, counselling services
would have to develop strategies for students who wanted career and personal
advice in the evenings. If tutors are used as instructional assistants or markers,
policies for maximum numbers per student and salary schedules must be
considered. At chief executive levels, strategies to reinforce acceptance of
distance education, from public acknowledgement at senate nwetings to
provisions for flexibility when present arrangements would constrain its
developnwnt, have actively to be pursued..

Two other areas besides public support will also necessitate action:
inter-institutional coordination and cooperation in program developnwnt and
delivery, and agreements with provincial ministries to ensure that course credit
transfer procedures among institutions are streamlined.

It seems likely that each province will have its own distinctive network of
distance-education opportunities. Economics alone would encourage institutions
to develop linkages rather than replicate program offerings. To date, cooperation
rather than competition has been tlw driving force. The extent of distance-
education activities offered by Canadian universities suggests that in most
provinces educational opportunities are being provided to those unable to attend
campus.

For many others, courses are offered at a distance from campus but still by an
itinerant instructor. In some cases, institutions demand that tlw total houN ot
instructor-student interaction equal that for a regular class on campus. Others
have bypassed this bottleneck by arguing for a strident workload equivalent to
that for a on-campus class student. Weick's notion of an "octopoidal" institution
and Locklwed's "pluralistic" university both suggest that many views of
education can be sustaiiwd in one' organization.
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Holrnberg (1986) refers to the variety of instructional strategies, from
independent study contracts to computer-assisted instruction, increasingly
available on campuses. In a discussion of the evolution of these strategies, Farrell
and Haughey (1986) outlined a trend away from regular teacher-led classroom
instruction, to the extension model of itinerant teachers in local facilities, to the
use of computer assisted instruction and independent study models within
traditional settings and the provision of these options for home study. Distance-
education instructional strategies have many on-campus possibilities. Over time,
the distinction between traditional and distance education may well blur. ln
reviewing the state of distance education in the world today Holmberg (1986,
p. 145) concluded: "It is difficult to imagine a future in which distance education
will be de trop." In a country of Canada's size, climate and demography, the use
of communications technologies and networks to provide furthereducation
would seem an obvious opportunity.
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Distance Education and Accessiblity to
Canada's Community Colleges

John Dennison

Introduction

This paper examines the role of community colleges in Canada in the
delivery of instructional programs using distance-education technologies. This
topic, however narrow, should be viewed within the context of the wider issue of
accessibility, a dominant theme among community colleges. An introduction to
the community-college concept a it has developed in Canada requires a word
about the historic and continuing commitment of colleges to provide expanded
access to further educational opportunity fol a wide range of learners who, for a
variety of reasons, have long been denied admission to more conventional
institutions. Obstacles faced by such learners are many; they may include one or
more barriers of academic, geographic, financial, socio-cultural, or
psychological nature.

While the role of the colleges in distance education is the primary focus of
this paper, it will also be stressed that di!;tance education is just (me component
within a broader notion of "open learning." This in turn leads to a more socially
comprehensive understanding of the issue of accessibility to furtlwr education.
Open learning will lwre be described as learner-centred, rather than
institution-centred; designed to remove restrictions to learning; and involving
the use of a wide range of teaching/learning strategies (I.ewis, 1%0. The paper
concludes with discussion of several issues important to the successful
incorporation of distance education and open learning strategies and
methodologies into the modus operandi of colleges.

Community Colleges in Canada

The development of colleges and provincial college systems in Canada miw
be studied largely within an unprecedented period of educational exptmsion
between 1%0 and 1'475. During this era all provinces and territories (with tlw
arguable exclusion of Nova Scot ) created a particular nudel of a post-secondary
non-university institution that was designed to meet the economic, socio-cultural,
or political priorities of the provincial governnwnts of the time (Campbell, I 471;
Dennison and Gallagher, NW. These institutions were given ditferent title!, in
different regions; "comnmnity colleges" (in Alberta, Siskatchew,m, Manitoba,
New Brunswick and Newfoundland); "college" or "institute" (in British
(olumbia and Prince Edward Island); College d'Enseignement Ceneral et
Prolessionel (in Quebec); and College of Applied Arts and Technology (in
Ontario).
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As these titles varied, so did the colleges' mandates, missions, curricular
models, governing structures, and relationships with their provincial ministries.
These differences reflected the educational traditions and socio-economic climate
of each particular region. Notwithstanding these variations, the literature of the
period provides an important insight into several qualities or characteristics of all
college models that together constitute the "common goals" of the community
college idea (Berghofer and Vladicka, 1980; Soles, 1970; Davis, 1%5; Royal
Commission, 1963; Faris, 1974; Thompson, 1975).

These common ideals included the cultivation of a broad educational
curriculum in which academic, technical-vocational, adult upgrading, and
community education would be integrated; a recognition of the critical role of the
community or region in influencing institutional priorities; and an overriding
commitment to the provision of expanded opportunity to a wide cross section of
society.

This last common theme was articulated in several ways, e.g., the concept of
an "open admissions" policy; mission statenwnts which incorporated the idea of
"democratization of educational opportunity"; or in the form of college policies
with respect to tuition fees, financial assistance, travel subsidies, satellite
campuses, part-time study arrangements, and extensive counselling and student
services; all designed to widen student accessibility to college programs.

The question may well be asked whether, or to what extent, this commitment
to accessibility by Canada's colleges has been tempered by financial and
demographic realities as the colleges have matured. A recent study (Dennison
and Levin, 1987) determined the current priority placed upon the long established
goals of Canada's colleges by two critical constituenciesChief Executive
Officers, and personnel in the appropriate Ministry responsible for the colleges.
The results from both groups, summarized in Table I, indicate that access remains
a relatively high priority in most provinces. While occupational preparation
continues to dominate the mandate of colleges in Ontario, Manitoba, and New
Brunswick, and while Quebec's commitment to general education remains
unaltered, in many provinces access appears as a first priority and remains
prominent in the list ot major goals tor others.

It is also worth noting thot, during the recent National Forum on
Post-Secondary Education in Saskatoon (1987), accessibility to further education
was designated as one of three major themes. There was general acceptance that
colleges had a primary responsibility in this regard. 'Fhe delegates nevertheless
thought that while the "ma instrearn" Canadian could gain admission to
educational institutions relatively easily, serious obstacles remained for groups
such as native people, older men and women, part-time learners, and those in
isolated rural communities. In !-Ijoite of some notable efforts in recent years,
universities and technical institutes are limited lw 11( ith location and tradition in
their capacity to accommodate such groups. In many regions of Canada the
community college provides the only real access for the educationally
disadvantaged.
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Table 1.

Community College Goals
1. To prepare citizens to cope

with problems of society
2. To encourage exploration and

development of individual
potential

3. To provide access to
education opportunities

4. To serve educational
interests and needs of
community or region

5. To provide broad, comprehen-
sive curriculm for education
and training

6. To provide instruction in
basic, general education

7. To impart knowledge and
skills in vocations and in
specialize fields

8. to train for employment
9. To help attain economic

priorities fo governnwnt
10. To help attain political

priorities to government
11. To help attain social

priorities fo government
12. To serve as a community

resource

Priority Ranking by Province

BC AB SK MB ON I'Q NB I'l NE
8 8 7 10 10 6 9 7 8

7 5 6 5 6 3 8 2 4

1 1 2 3 5 2 5 6 1

4 2 1 4 3 5 6 3 2

2 4 10 6 4 7 3 5 7

6 7 3 9 9 1 4 9 6

3 3 5 I I 4 2 4 5

5 6 4 2 2 8 1 1 3

10 10 9 7 7 111 7 10 10

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

11 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 11

8 8 8 9 8 8

Accessibility and Distance Education

Despite of the rhetoric and the idealism ex pyssed by Canada's community
colleges upon the importance of accessibility, rcality falls tar short of the ideal.

The primary problem is that colleges are, iw and large, conventional
educational institutions. With certain except lens, mainly in Saskat,Th,..wan,
colleges quickly sought capital facilities, hied teaching staffs with ;:onventional
instructional experience from universitie. school sy-tems, business, and
industry, and vocational institutes, and oiiered col..inies that involve teachers and
students in tace-to-tace situations, albeit often in ever ings and weekends. These
practices were adopted uncritically for two main reasons. Communities
demanded educational structures that coincided with their experience, and the
institutions themselves sought credibility d-id acceptance by universities and a
private sector that placed high value upor education as practised in a
conventional model that remi llI ..1CTO of their own exrrience. r4, ut was
the creation ot college's. While gene'rallv traditional, also -elatiyely
innovative policies and they practise open admission; the acceptame ot part-time
and mature S tud en ts as typical, rather than exceptions; the establishnwnt ot a
number of "store front" learning centres in addition to the main campus; the
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provision of self-paced computer assisted learning; the employment of part-time
instructors with special skills from the wider community; the instructional
arrangements that involve private sector facilities as cooperative enterprises; and
the year-round operations. All of these practices were designed to increase
accessibility.

However, it was not long before a number of critical assessments of the
essential conventionality of college programs emerged. Forsythe (1983) and
Crawford (1983) both referred, in different ways, to the need of colleges to extend
their efforts beyond the traditional instructional arrangements and allow learners
to become involved in college programs in ways that are more conducive to the
formers' lifestyles and opportunities.

Among the most constructive and analytical critics of the conventional
community college is Dennis Wing, the President of British Columbia's North
Island College. North Island College, serving a region where the population is
widely dispersed into a number of communities of various sizes, has developed a
relatively unique approach to the delivery of programs. Students are offered a
range of learning opportunities designed to allow for participation under
conditions best suited to the individual. Wing's criticisms extend to the heart of
the community college idea in that, in his view:

colkges have created a "box" in which they are confined and hence unable to make
their programs really accessible to a broad cross section of tlwir communities. The
"box" is formed by the physical boundaries of their buildings, fettered by the clauses
ol their faculty agreement, restricted by the months of the calendar and hours of the
day and often inhibited by the credits of the University (Wing, H83).

Wing insists that, had the community colleges remained true to their
mandate of genuine increased accessibility, the pressure for "distance education"
as a province-wide priority would not have arisen. What he sees is the need for
colleges to reaffirm their missions in a way that will return the focus to the
learners and the reality of their personal circumstances, often restricted by work
and family responsibilities. Further, there needs to be a recognition (hat the
college must make programs and courses available in ways in which the barriers
01 time and distance are removed and that effective I zation of a wide range of
new technologies will increase the learning opportunities of those unable, or
unwilling, to fit the instructional schedules of the traditional college.

Of even greater significance, however, is another theme adopted by Wing in
which he addressed the "myth" called distance education. In Wing's view, the
assumption that a dichotomy exists between face-to-face learning and distance
education is clearly false. Colleges that develop distance-education programs as
alternat,ves to regular classroom instruction are simply reflecting the myth. Wing
insists that learning opportunities must be seen as points on a continuum between
independent learner activity in the home, on one hand, and conventional
college-based instruction, on the other. This approach guides North Island
College: "In providing learning opportunities any set of the variables ot tinw,
place, ceurse, student, technology used, can describe a locus on this continuum"
and "The fact is that anv particular individual learner may be actively learning at
any locus on the continuum" (Wing, 1983).
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If the Wing prescription were put into operation, the community college
would provide a wide range of learning opportunities so that students might
choose the combination that best fits their own schedules. In addition to courses
"in print" through the mail, colleges would also provide a range of interactive
communication methodologies (computer conferencing and telewriting, audio
teleconferencing, video discs and tapes), together with regional tutorials, portable
college instructional units; they would also provide for optional gatherings of
learners in isolated regions.

The broad combination of human directed and technology based instruction
may be described as constituting a system of "open learning" in which the more
traditional concept of "distance education" is just one component. Open learning
would provide a new and wider dimension to accessibility and add significantly
to the role of the community college in this regard.

The final section of this paper presents a number of observations upon those
issues that individual community colleges must consider carefully if they are to
commit themselves to improved accessibility.

Problems and Issues

There is little doubt that the critical observations of Dennis Wing present a
challenge to the community college as it has developed in most regions of
Canada. If colleges are to undertake the challenge of broad accessibility,
however, they will have to come to grips with a number of important issues.
These are precisely the kinds of problems that North Island College has had to
solve in delivering its programs to its community.

One of the greatest problems for colleges has been their inability to respond
to all of the wide ranging expectations of so many groups in their communities.
Having promoted the idea that, unlike more traditional institutions, they would
be client centered, responsive educational organizations, colleges soon found
themselves unable to meet overall demands. In fact, ;n recent years financial
pressures have given rise to a theme, which is certainly not new, i.e., that the
measure of quality is not how many things an institution does, but how well it
does the things it claims to do. As a result, colleges have begun to mandate more
stringent priorities into their planning activities. This dilemma is exacerbated for
colleges in some provinces where credibility with universities is essential to
ensure the continuing viability of their academic -transfer programs. The
flexibility needed to expand program delivery in these colleges is sometimes
hamperoi by established protocol.

To place an emphasis on open learning to the extent that Wing proposes
would inevitably lead to a reduction of conventional instructional services, unless
increased funding was made available. The character of the student population
could conceivably develop in similar fashion to that at North Island College,
where the participation of full-time college-age students is somewhat smaller
than in most other colleges. The fact remains that many students in rural areas
seek the experience of "college life", with its attendant social and athletic
activities, made available through use of conventional college f,-ilities. Whether
)r not a college can realistically serve these students equally well, while
attempting to accommodate the very legitimate expectations of those who seek a
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college experience through distance-education methods, is a rnatter of resource
allocation.

A second major concern is the matter of the quality of the teaching-learning
process. Although there has been much debate (Jevons, 1984), there is a paucity of
systematic research into the evaluation of distance-education methodology as
compared to conventional instruction with respect to student learning in its
widest interpretation. This is not to argue that high quality education is not
possible under a variety of instructional formats, but careful evaluation is much
needed. Withdrawal rates, for example, have been a concern, particularly when
"correspondence methods" are practised in the absence of supportive int.:2ractive
methodologies such as teleconferencing.

There are a number of real but less critical problems that colleges must face if
they are to embark upon open learning, as defined in this essay. The need to
reorient largely traditional personnel towards the challenges posed bv d istance-
learning technology is a vital consideration. Another issue revolves around the
production of programs for distance delivery. Colleges with relatively small
enrollment in such F.rograms would face the "economics of scale" problem if they
were to attempt to produce their own courses. Clearly, purchasing of established
programs would be called for, but the content relevancy of the latter must be
carefully gauged.

In a recent paper Garrison (1987) draws attention to the complexity ot the
communication process, if distance education is to be effective. The competence
of the "facilitator" is an essential variable in the learning process, and such
competence entails an understanding of the role of technology and the process of
adult learning. If colleges are to become engaged in distance-learning whniques
they must do so with the full realization that the mere delivery of courses with
provision for student communication is not in itself enough to ensure effective
learning.

Final Comment

If community colleges are to honour their stated commitment to tlw
provision of access to all potential learners in their communities, continuation of
conventional time based face-to-face instructional practices fall far short of
meeting that commitment. Education must be made accessible more under the
learners' conditions than the institutions'.

Although not discussed in this paper, it is likdy that two factors will drive
colleges towards the delivery of more accessible programs. The first is the
development of advanced technology to facilitate the process; the second is the
changing character of karners and their needs: older, part-time, and with less
flexible options for study. Social barriers to furtlwr education are factors that can
no longer be tolerated.

Given the foregoing, the concerns summari/ed below are not intended to
undermine the legitimacy of the argument. These questions are raised for further
consideration by those seeking changes in the ways in which colkges set their
priorities.

For better or worse, most community colleges in Canada are captives of their
historical mandi:tes and the conditions of their establislunent. They have offered
innovative programs to clienteles different from those in other post-secondary
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institutions. They have established a combination of conventional and innovative
policies for instructional delivery and, in doing so, have created a certain
credibility with industry, other institutions, and society at large. Faced with the
challenge of open learning and its attendent technological adaptations, colleges
must carefully consider if, and to what extent, open learning can be effectively
integrated into their mandates without diminishing their commitment to
conventional programs and the expectations of their traditional clients.

The most promising scenario might well be greater and even more creative
exploration of the consortium approach, whereby institutions coordinate their
resources and program specialities to bring maximum educational opportunities
to students at minimal expense to each institution. But with some documented
exceptions (Konrad, 1982), effective cooperation and sharing of resources has been
difficult for institutions that have carved out individual regional mandates and,
in some provinces, been funded for attracting more students under their own
particular folds. If coordination is to work well, financial and other incentives
from funding agencies must be present. It is important to note, parenthetically,
that some funding fomulae used in Canada provide little encouragement to
innovative program delivery.

Canada's community colleges must not be excluded from the "distance
education" revolution. Indeed, they should be major players. There are
obstacles, both real and imagined, but solutions can be found through those
qualities that have long sustained the colleges; imagination and experimentation.
The challenges to full accessibility must be met.
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Being Responsive To The Adult Distance
Learner: A Secondary School Example

Norman McKinnon

Adult education is a "growth industry," and that growth presents a dilemma
for educators, especially distance educators. The problem k how to be sensibly
and thoroughly responsive to adult students. A useful starting point is to
construct a student profile, and then design learning materials to fit the needs,
interests, and abilities of the students. To illustrate the point, we here present
highlights of a study designed to build a profile, along with an analysis of its
value to distance educators.

The Adult Learner: A Growing Majority

The growing number of adults returning to full- and part-time study presents
an unique challenge to educators, because they are significantly different from
more youthful learners (Rauch, 1981). They participate in learning activities for
particular reasons (Cross, 1983), and they differ from youths in their interests,
learning styles, and learning needs (Dixon, 1985; Kidd, 1973).

The impact of adult participation has been felt at all levels of Canadian
education. In 1935, that participation was notably at the university level and
involved nine Canadian universities that offered continuing education services
(Kidd, 1956). Following World War II, part-time adult students began to enrol
more frequently in secondary level night school programs, and in publicly funded
distance-education courses. The flexibility in time and place of distance
education appealed to many adults. In Ontario, over 70r% of the 2,560 students
enrolled in correspondence courses in 1956 were adults (Department of
Educati, ,n, 1957). The 1960s and 1970s witnessed the expansion of the
community-college system in all ten provinces, an expansion that broadened the
base of participation in higher education and offered access to training not
previously available to adults.

The growth in numbers of adults pursuing education continues to expand.
Presently, over forty Canadian universities (Brooke and Morris, 1987), and more
than 120 public community colleges, participate in one or more aspects of
continuing education. At the secondary school level, adults flock in great
numbeN to not only distance-education courses (Table 1), but also full-time
school attendance.
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Table 1: Enrolments: Provincial Distance Education Services 1986-87

Total
Enrolments

Secondary
Enrolments

Elementary
Enrolments

Adult
Enrolments

B.C. 18,330 16,930 1,400 2,451
Alta. 38,350 38,000 350 21,093
Sask. 7,400 7,400 0 3,034
Man. 8,950 8,750 200 1,750
Ont. 90,000 89,752 248 73,000
P.Q. 33,000 33,000 0 32,670
N.B. 850 850 0 638
N.S. 2,400 2,360 40 600

Totals 199,280 197,042 2,238 135,236

Source: Jones, C;. (1987). Provincial Distance Education Survey, 198b-1987. Toronto:
independent Learning Centre, Ministry of Education.

The recent creation of secondary schools for adults only shows that the
impact of adult learners at a time of declining secondary enrolment is forcing
organizational changes, as do new course development and the exploration of
various modes of delivery (cooperative education, adu1t learning centres with day
care facilities, distance education).

Distance education is gaining in popularity and acceptance as a delivery
mode for secondary school credits. Of approximately 200,000 Canadian students
participating in secondary school distance education in 1986-87, nearly 135,000
(68`h ) were adults (Table 1).

Current growth aside, the importance of the adult learner assumes long-term
significance when viewed in the context of current demographic projections.
Statistics Canada (1985) projects that the middle-aged group of Canadians (40-65)
will experience the greatest increase of any age group throughout the 1990s to
2006, and, in general, the growth rates of the provinces will follow the trend
projected for the Canadian population as a whole. Corroborating the federal
forecast is Ontario's population projection for 1986-2006 (Ontario Ministry of
Treasury and Economics, 1987). The message to educators is clear: continuing
education at the secondary and post-secondary levels is a growth industry. The
educator's challenge is to redesign and restructure programs and services to
accommodate the adult learner, especially for illiterates.

Both secondary and post-secondary institutions hay., gradually mcdified (or
are modifying) programs and services to accommodate aelults by establishing
continuing education and other programs for lifelong learning.
Distance-education is part of the accommodation (Mugridge and Kaufman, 19t)6)

The burgeoning number of adults seeking formal education in the 1970s and
1980s parallels the development and evolution of distance education institutions
such as Athabasca University, Teleuniversite, the Open Learning Institute (now
Agency))nd the publicly funded provincial services at thc. )ndary school
level (McKinnon, 1986). Whether in face-to-face or distanceu-iJucation modes ot
delivery, educators must adapt to a growing, and increasingly important client
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groupthe adult learnerand to the concept of lifilong learning.
One such distance-education institution, the Ontario Ministry of Education's

Independent Learning Centre (ILC) responds directly to adult karners ac the
secondary school level. A recent ILC study (Jones, 1988), of a unique group of
learners invites careful scrutiny.

Background

ILC is one of the largest distance-education services in Canada. From a
modest beginning in 1926, when four teachers served 200 elementary school
children, ILC now employs nearly 750 pare .time teachers to tutor over 90,000
students enrolled in 223 elementary, secondary and adult basic-education courses
in English and French. In addition, a staff of 99 work at ILC's office in Toronto
developing courses and providiN educational services and information to
teachers, students, and the public. During ILC's first 25 years, children under age
16 made up the majority of studeMs; however, since the mid 1950s the majority
have been adults. Currently, 82(7( are multi.

Not surprisingly, ILC's student bod y is disparate. It is noi uncommon to find
a 50-year age span in a group of students in the same course. How can a relevant
and meaningful learning experience be priwided for each participant? In the
classroom, the instructor has the advantagt of face-to-face interaction with the
students to match resources with learning needs, interests, and abilities. In
distance education, being responsive to the learner requires different strategies.
A useful starting point is to build a student profile, and then design learning
materials to fit the profile.

Methodology

ILC offers courses at three levels of difficulty: basic, general-ind ad vanceil
Advanced courses lead to community college and university; general coiirs,,s
lead to community college; and basic courses develop personal and practical
skills for the world of work. The study was designed to focus on students ip basic
level courses.

A sample of 742 students was compiled from a population of 3,779 students
enrolled in five basic level courses. The sample was developed by systematically
taking every fifth student listed on a computer print-out for each course. In other
words 20`4 of tlw Qudenk in each course made up the sample population. Tlw
courses, the number of students enrolled in each course, and the sarnple size tor
each are shown in Table 2. The sarnple is representative of the total population in
the five courses.
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Table 2. Sample Size and Source

Course Total Students Sample Drawn
Grade 9 Math 1,267 249
Grade 9 English 1,187 233
Grade 10 English 654 129

Grade 10 Math 565 111

Grade 10 Geography 106 20

Total 3,779 742

A 21-item questionnaire, designed by two educators and two editors, and
field-tested with 17 students was mailed to the sample population (n=742).
Information sought about each student included personal and demographic data,
as well as information about interests, education, employment, leisure activities,
dectronic equipment owned, and reasons for enrolhng with 11.C.

Findings

Of the 742 questionnaires mailed, 379 (51(7 ) were returned. Considering the
low literacy rate, on average, of the sample group, the return rate can be
considered satisfactory.

The profile generated from tlw data show that the majority of the students
taking Grades 9 and 10 basic level cmirses arc women and range in age from 26 to
40. TIwy are Canadian born and educated, but only up to Grade 9. Their first
language is English. They are parents, employed outside the home; when at
home, they watch TV avidly. Their activities outside the home are limited and
they prefer to spend time with tlwir families and to do handicrafts or hobbies.
Country music is their musical preference, with rock-and-roll a close second.
They live in an urban rather than a rural environnwnt, and tlwy rate movies and
news programs as their TV viewing choice. While not strong readers, on average,
the majority of tlw respondents indicated the newspaper as tlwir favourite
reading material. Watching sports rather than participating in sports ranked high
as a leisure activity. For hobbies, the majority indicated interests in handicrafts
such as sewing, copper-tooling, and string art. (Only 15(.4 rated 11 ading as a
favourite activity.) In response to the qtwstion about ownership of electronic
equipment, a high number (84': ) owned cassette tape players and 48`. had video
cassette recorders. The most wmmon reasons for enrolling in an ILC course were
to earn a diploma and to improve literacy skills.

Discussion

Armed with a profile, course authors and designers have specific
characteristics from which to work. Without the profile, authors and desigiwrs
risk irrelevance or boredom. A high dropout rate is (me predictable outcome if
the ma teriak do not, in sonw way, match the needs, abilities, and interests ot the
students involve, 1.
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ILC's student profile offers specific signposts to course developers. First, the
majority of students surveyed are adults. Therefore, learning materials must use
examples, situations, and case studies with an adult rather than an adolescent
focus. Without the profile, a reasonable assumption would be that the majority of
students in the Grade 9 and 10 program were adolescents, and the course would
be designed accordingly. Second, since 70% of the students are women, course
material should be balanced to include, where appropriate, women authors,
women's accomplishments, and topics that appeal to females as well as to males.
Without the profile, the significance of the large number of women in the courses
would not be recognized.

Next, the majority of students are employed and have children. Family
demands likely mean that little time is available for uninterrupted study. Many
may have very limited study time in total. Material should thus be designed in
manageable chunks. Six or seven 15- to 20-minute tasks--as opposed to one task
requiring two hourswould fit well. Without the profile, a reasonable estimation
of study time would be difficult. Fourth, reading skills and interest in reading are
not strong. Learning materials need visual and audio components to supplement
or indeed to replace textual material. Since most of the students indicated
possession of a audiocassette player, a skilful integration of prir ted lessons and
audiocassettes appears to be an effective media mix for this group. (It would be
helpful to monitor VCR access or ownership; almost 50% owned VCRs and
claimed to be avid TV watchers; as the percentage of VCRs increases, it becomes
feasible to mix print, audio, and video in future course development.) Fifth,
student objectives are set on practical goals: a high school diploma, improved
literacy skills, or a better job. The goals exclude higher education.

ILC's student proille provides course developers with a design focus, a target
group with specific interests and abilities. The high front-end costs associated
with developing distance-education materials means the client group must be
clearly delineated. One effective way to define the client group is through the
creation of a detailed student profile. In the long run, it is worth the time and
costs involved. Other sources of informat!on that could be used to support a
student profile built from a questionnaire include application forms, counselling
records, and the placement or diagnostic tests used in some courses.

To be responsive to adults means to know who they are and why they
participate; to recognize how they differ from adolescents; and then, to provide
them with learning activities that build on their experiences and allow for
self-directedness. With under-educated adults, handicapped by limited literacy
skills, a student profile is a useful starting point in tlw process of responding to
the needs of the adult student.
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Canadian Private-Sector Distance
Education: A Preliminary Analysis of
Organizational Structure and Governance
Issues

Kenneth Slade and Robert Sweet

Canadian proprietary schools in 1986 enrolled some 187,000 students in
various basic education, business, and technical trades courses (Statistics
Canada, 1988). Of these enrollments, 36,000 were served through homestudy
courses. Numbers of this magnitude clearly indicate the significant role nlayed by
the private sector in expanding educational opportunities at the postsecondary
level. Yet the importance of the private sector has not been recognized in most
discussions of postsecondary educational policyincluding issues of accessibility
(e.g., Fortin, 1987). Nor does there exist a body of research to inform these
discussions: few studies, if any, have examined the industry (Ferguson and
Pau let, 1985; Hope, 1986).

This situation will likely change, given current government policies towards
greater involvement of private enterprise in educational matters, especially job
training. The re;ent Provincial Premiers' Conference illustrates this heightened
priority: "A need e)nsts to develop greater private sector involvement in
addressing questions of equity and access in education and training ... and in
increasing employment opportunities from entry through up-grading and
promotion" (29th Annual Premiers' Conference, August,1988). Arguments for
improved accessibility have always been countered by expressions of concern
with declining instructional qualitya debate that has intensified in recent years
as a result of fiscal restraint programs imposed by many provincial governments.
The elements of this debate have been characterized by Skolnik (1984) as the
access--funding-----quality "triangle". In this context, many see distance
education as a cost-effective wav to overcome barriers to access, assuming that
the quality of instructional materials and student support is adequate.

The purpose of this paper is to present some initial findings from a study of
program quality in private-sector correspondence schools. More specifically, the
paper describes the organizational arrangements of government and industry
towards regulation and accreditation. Before doing so, however, we briefly
examine the structure of the private educational sector and some of the operating
principles that govern it; we then give a profile of student characteristics.

The Private Education industry

A description of the various correspondence schools operating in Canada as
well as a listing of their course offerings was provided by Hope (1986). The
following additions to that work draw on da ta gathered from Statistics Canada
09881, personal correspondence with the provincial ministries responsible for
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postsecondary education and iob training, and from a survey of selected
correspondence schools (Sweet and Slade, 1988).

1. The Structure of the Industry

The proprietary educafion industry in Canada comprises a number of
institutional types. Based on the 1986 Statistics Canada survey (Statistics Canada,
1988), the data displayed in Table 1 outline the various organizational
arrangements.

Table 1. The Private Sector.

Institutional Type Frequency Percentage

Private Training Instutions 676 78
Private Business Firm 80 9

Correst fond ence Schools 49 6

Volunteer Organization or
Social Service Agency 17 2

Consulting Firm 11 1

Union 10 1

Professional Association 6 1

Other (e.g. seminar) 18 2

Source: Statistics Canada (1988).
Firms not primarily involved in providing training

Correspondence schools accounted for six percent of the total number of
institutions offering courses outside the publicly funded postsecondary wstem.
While relatively few in number, the forty-nine correspondence schook operating
in 1986 were able to offer 618 courses. Hope (1986) has described the range of
content represented in these offerings. Table 2 describes enrollment patterns
across correspondence courses organized according to the Statistics Canada Major
Field of Study Code Classification Structure.

The apparent popularity of courses in the business and technical-trades areas
shows clearly the orientation of the proprietary schools toward skill and
iob-related training demands. Of course, not all courses are tailored to the job
market. Courses that appeal to the "leisure learner" and the hobbyist are
identifiable. Inclusion of what can be termed continuing professional education
courses also indicates the considerable scope of available offerings

1
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Table 2. Courses and Enrollments

Major Fields of Study

Education, Recreation &
Counselling Services
Fine & Applied Art'.

Humanities, Social Science
and Related Fields
Commerce, Management &
Business Administration
Agricultural & Biological
Sciences Technologies

Engineering & Applied Sciences
Technologies & Trades

Health Profession, Science
and Technologies

Registrations

1,698

2,576

533

24,536

705

6,081

92

Total 36,221

Source: Statistics Canada (1988)

2. Operating Principles of the Industry

The most obvious administrative feature of the proprietary school system is
the necessity to make a profit. This results in the industry holding to a number ot
policies, practices, and 1.tiewpoints that differ from their publicly-funded
count, Tarts, at least from the academic aspect of the post-secondary system.
These reiemble the "cultural differences" that exist between faculty of university
departments and their colleagues in continuing education divisions who are
required to run financially self-supporting programs (Blaney, 1986). A sampling
of the education il enterprise from an entrepreneurial perspective gives a sense of
the constraints u ;idol- which proprietary institutions, especially correspondence
school .., must opera...
1. priority is givei part-tinw students;
2. cui iular relevaiice (Ind quality are paramount;
3. thi.-1, is a market rather than disciplinary orientation;
4. pre: sluisites are seen as barriers to participation.

18
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Contrasts in the operating environments of profit and non-profit institutions
produce further differences in their organizational arrangements. Some of the
more salient differences in distance education include:
1 course cost;
2. course length or duration;
3. specialization;
4. flexible entry.

Private-sector courses involve considerable direct costs to students. Charges
per course vary considerably depending on whether a student might aspire to be
an office worker ($350), an office manager/secretary ($2,500) or an electronic
engineering technologist ($13,000).

In general, distance-education programs strive to make the instructional pace
of their programs as flexible as possible. Those tied to traditional university or
college accreditation requirements, however, tend to assttme the shape of the
"parent" program. With the same instructional units as campus-based courses,
the distance design forces students into a similar pattern of study, usually defined
by the term or semester. In contrast, proprietary institutions tend to be sensitive
to market forces both to the job market and to their potential student clientele,
who typically wish to acquire job entry or advancement skills as quickly as
possible. The majority of correspondence courses then are likely to be very skill-
or labour-market oriented programs, relatively free of non-essential material, and
of relatively short duration. For the most part, they aim to train rather than
educate.

While the instructional nature of private sector programming is very
attractive to students seeking focus and relevance in their learning, there may be
an additional reason for purchasing a correspondence course. Many students
enrolled in proprietary school programs harbour unhappy memories of their
public school experience and find the businesslike approach of their new
institution a pleasant contrast (Wilms, 1980.

3. Student Characteristics

In fact, we know very littk about the students enrolkd in correspondence
courses. The schools keep minimal records on student characteristics and the data
availabk from Provincial Ministries are only now being updated and organized in
a systematic and accessibk manner. What we were abk to karn about the
background of studems from our recent survey of sekcted correspondence
schools (Sweet and Slade, 1988) is presented in Tat* 3. Data from hiur of the
seven institutions surveyed are presented. These tour representative institutions
have the largest enrollnwnts and the widest range of courses lope, 1986).
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Table 3. Student Characteristics'

189

Institution Age Gender Employed
(Enrollment) (Average) (Female)

Granton 34 1,670 2,622

(3,276)

ICS Canadian 29.5 7,708 14,131

(17,129)

McGraw-Hill 30 106 1,122

(1,320)

Hume' 32.5 12,000 58,800

(60,000)

Data for 1987 year
Hume enrollments not included in Statistics Canada Survey data (1988)

Although sufficient to give only an indication of student background
charactmistics, the information contained in Table 3 nevertheless suggests the
non-tradAional, adult learner. Most are older than the typical college student and
hold job responsibilities. In these respects they resemble the mature, part -time
student found in evening classes at colleges. Their agendas for learning are
suggested by the institutional enrollment pattern and, to a degree, by the
proportion of female enrollments. Granton and ICS have a wide range of courses
and consequently attract a mixed enrollment, roughly representative of the
general population of adult learners. McGraw-Hill deals in electronics courses
with, apparently, little appeal for the majority of female learners. Hume is a
special case: its remarkable enrollment does not result from a program of
unusually broad appeal, but rather from a very specialized course package
designed to improve the student's skills in personal finance and investment. Its
students are almost exclusively male, professional (or reasonably well-to-do),
with the specific learning goal of improved money management.

It is possible to shape only the thinnest outline of a student profile from the
available data. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the private-sector correspondence
schools serve the diverse learning needs of a substantial number of Canadiaos,
How well this student Iliarket is served and how it may better be served is the
concern of the industry itself. flow students, as consunwrs ot a product, are
protected is the concern of the provincial governments.

Issues of Governance

Distance ed uca not ;iiii1; the priva te postseconda ry ed ucat ion sector is
regulated, managed, or influenced In a variety of agencies, some external to the
industry and otlwrs developed w ithin the industry itself. The obvious external
agents are the provincial govertvnents that regulate through legislation and an
annual monitoring proced th the primary purpose of holding t he
proprietary schools to minima I standards of program quality. Internal influence
is exerted by the different trade associations that the industry has established on
both provincial and national levels. Here, the purpose is not so much to set

9
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minimal standards of program quality as to promote higher standards of
educational and training excellence.

It should perhaps be stressed that the agencies, external and internal, whose
task it is to set and promote standards, must be viewed more as potential
influences than real influences. In some provinces monitoring is not an annual
undertaking, and certainly membership in provincial and national trade
associations, or with any national accreditation agency, does not embrace the
entire industry.

The individual or "in-house" attempts of companies to ensure the quality of
their course production and student support systems are not dealt with in this
paper; nor are the effects of market forces considered, although clearly such
effects are decisive. In fact, given the primacy of profit, a proprietary school's
success is quite literally dependent on the reactions of its students and potential
students. In this sense, the market operates as the final arbiter of program quality
and relevance,

1. Provincial Governances

Canadian institutions in the private sector offering distance-education
courses do so in the tradition of correspondence courses and under legislation
that in earlier times served to regulate apprentice programs and urban vocational
programs such as barbering and beautician training courses. The names of
current provincial legislation, such as the British Columbia Apprenticeship Act,
and the Trade School Regulation Act (Nova Scotia), reflect this, although most
legislation is now more in keeping with a description of the industry styled
around descriptors such as Private Vocational Schools Act (Ontario). Since
education is a provincial responsibility, all provinces have such legislation. Any
institution providing courses in a particular province is obliged to be registered in
that province. Often vocational skills are defined by referring to the occupations
iacluded in the Alphabetical Index of Occupational Titles in the Canadian
Classification and Dictionary of Occupations in order to determine what types of
vocational training are to be covered by the Acts. At other times it is spelled out
that any course offered for fee is to be covered by the Act. Each province has
appointed a Minister, Commissioner, Director, or Superintendent charged with
exercising the mandate of the Act. One can find such a charge described: "To
unsure that training is provided of high quality providing an individual with
skills and knowledge required to obtain gainful employmmt." This again shows
the legislation's main intent of ensuring that the private postsecondary
institutions pnwide quality in programming and suitable job training.

An examination of the provincial acts immediately shows the ad hoc
character of the legislation. The private postsecondary educational sector, driven
by free enterprise and entrepreneurship, has been said to show the sanw
characteristics as any business endea% our: "It provides the best and worst of any
product or service" (I lope, 1986, p. 204). Consequently, much of the lugklation is
a patchwork of attempts to protect consumers, and although consumer rights and
accountability are not specifically mentioned in the provincial acts and
regulations s!overning the private postsecondary education, clearly these are
intended.
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Regulations within the various provincial Acts governing the private
postsecondary industry contain a wide array of sections: pre-licensing
requirements, government fee structwes, the approval of instructors, bonding
requirements, advertising constrdnts, .ichool management, sale of courses,
cancellation agreements, stipulations ccncerning diplomas and certificates, and
the business performance of agents zelling the courses.

A detailed analysis of provincial govel.nment variations in the treatment of
these issues has been undertaken (Slade and Sweet, 1988), and some sections can
be excerpted from that analysis to show the breadth and depth of government
concern (Figure 1). The Pre-licensing Requirements, Advertising and Course
Cancellation issues were chosen for discussion because they pertain most directly
to the operation of distance-education institutions.

1.1 Pre-licensing Requirements

Before licensing a private institution, a inovince needs certain information.
What courses are to be given? Why does the institution feel there is a need for
such a course? The syllabus is examined, sometimes in great detail with a
scrutiny of individual lessons. Some Foyinces ask for witside peer evaluation of
the program. Teaching staff is of great concern to most minis(' y offices and one
can find quite finite teacher qualification categories built around academic,
technical, tind experiential evidence. Sometimes character referencesfor
teachers d nd owner/operatorsare requested. Agents must be registered at the
same time, although fewer provinces require sales agents to be endorsed by
character reterees.

Legislation governing private postsecondary education appears to have been
initiated on an ad hoc basis essentially to resolve faults that have evolved in the
development of the industry. Course contracts with students, advertising
material, and tlw proposed diploma to be issued upon successful completion of a
course are scrutinized. Contracts often have to meet certain stipulations and are
vetted to ensure that they fall within the intent of the particular Act. Advertising
copy, to be &scribed more fully below, comes in for close attention to ensure
reasonable and, within the definitions of the Act, legal communication. Similarly,
a few provinces (Ontario, Newfoundland, Quebec) demand a pro forma fiscal
account for the projected course under scrutiny. Bonding has to be registered in
the nanw ot the nUnister to cover fiscal eventualities. Bonding requirements have
risen quite dramatically in recent times. Liabilities from failed businesses can
produce startling sum. Rt1wr than have all institutions in a province secure a
bond equal to the highest figure projected, a minister may match the amount of
the bond with the institution's enrollment (B.C.). The big institutions have large
bonds; small institutions, lesser bonds.
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AB bC MB NB NE NS ON 11 PQ SK

Pre Licensing Require:

Course Syllabus + + + 4 + + + + + +

Detailed Lessons + + + + + +

Ext. Course Eyal. + +

Teacher Vitae + + + + + + +

Character Refs. + + + +

Agents Reg'd + + + + + + +

Agent Charact. Ref. + + +

Contracts Examined + + + + + + + + + +

Diploma Examined + + + + + + + +

Fee Struct. Examined + + + + 4 + + + + . +

Bonding Requiremt. + + + + + + + + + +

P. Forma Fiscal Plan + + +

Inspections Required + + + + + + + +

Advertising

Misrepresentation + + + + + + + + 4- +

Visabk Address + + + + + + + +

Govt. Ad. Approval + + + + +

Radio and TV appr. + + + + + +

No "Help Wanted" Ad + + + + + +

No Testimonials + + + +

+

+

No Govt. Endorsemt. + + + + + +

No Guarantee Work + + + 4 + 4

Course Cancellation

+ + 4Cancellation Details + 4 4 + + + +

Reg. Fee Amt. 4- + 4 + +

+

+ +

Canc. Prior to Start + + + +

+

+

4Can, During Course + + + + +

Canc. By School + + + + +

Corresp. Cm... Cancel + + + + + + +

Sch. RiOts Pro Rata + + + + +

Figure 1. Provincial Regulations for Private Training Institutions
(Presence of topic indicated by -4-)

1.2 Advertbmg

A constant in provincial regulations on institutional advertising is the general
exhortation not to misrepresent in any way the offering of the in st i tu t ion, and this
gt floral dictate can translate into very real power for the ministry officials. Fome
provinces require that approval he given to advertising copy prior to its use. Tlw
seemingly trivial insistence of including a registered provincial address has its
roots in the legal requirements of consumer protection. Because of growth in use
of radio and TA'. in order to gain acce,;s to the home aud ience and potential
distance-0'cation students, a numb ,r,i,t provinces require all radio and T.V.

i/ J
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advertising to be approved. An inherited stipulation from very early legislation
has been the inclusion of a regulation prohibiting placing advertisements in the
Help Wanted sections of the newspapers. Frequently Acts forbid "TestimoniMs
of previous students being used". It is usually mentioned that licensing gives an
institution the right to say only: "the school is registered under the
Apprenticeship Act of by the Province of " And again,
most provin a regulation prohibiting in any way the guaranteeing of
work as a re, .aking an advertised course.

1.3 Course Cant Alation

Over the years, cancellation rights of both course buyers and course sellers
have been a contentious issue. Again the ad hoc consumer protection compilation
of provincial Acts has led to some varied considerations. All provincial Acts have
specific cancellation details. Most provinces limit the amount an institution can
charge as a registration fee. Most provide limits on charges assessed students
cancelling a contract before the course has started, during the course, or courses
cancelled by the institution itself. Special considerations as to the cancellation of
correspondence courses are made in the ruajority of provincial Acts. While most
items under course cancellations are geared towards consumer protection all the
acts protect the school right to a pro rata fee settlement to that proportion of a fee
used by the student.

2. Provincial Annual Monitoring of Correspondence Schools

Provinces generally require an annual numitoring of an institution's
correspondence Courses, and the requirements differ in detail from one province
to anotlwr. Using Ontario's annual rnonitoring as an exampk, we sec statistical
information gathered on enrollments both active students and those who had
discontinued their courses. Graduates are also tallied.

Detaik of adminktrative staff, support staff, tutors and agents are ako called
for. On-site inspections are carried out to look at tlw back-up facilities and the kit
and study-material inventories of the institution. Inspectors look at study kits
and check how the institution processes documents, particularly t.nrollments.
The procedures for resolving problems are examined. The assignment flow is
inspected, and a representative number ot student assignments to and from a
tutor is examined. Lesson turn-arounds are evaluated. Data concerning
instructional delivery systems and types of lesson material are gathered. The
ministry officiak typically want to know if questionnaires are sent to a
prospective student to determine that shident's potential for success in a
particular program. The frequency of testing and supervision of examinations are
determined. Feedback to students is looked at and tutorial service and contacts
are examined. The Ministry is anxious to know ho,v inactive and lagging
students are stimulated to resume their studies. Ali advertising, contracts, and
brochures are examined for compliance to the provincial act.

These areas represent a fair sampling of requirenwnts for tlw annual
monitoring procedures. There are more, but these represent the degree of
detailing that one pmvince covers. Whether all institutions, in all proN'inces, are
subjected to an examina titm ot this kind is not easily determined. Our
prelinlinary information suggests the opposite. Annual monitoring clearly helps
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maintain quality control of the industry, and we see it as potentially the most
powerful external regulatory influence upon the industry.

3. Industry Based Trade Associations

The private postsecondary schools have organized themselves internally
through provincial trade associations, through national trade associations, and
through an industry accreditation commission. Representative provincial
organizations would be:
1. The Private Career Training Association (B.C.);
2. The Li aoba Association of Career Colleges (Man.);
3. The zaie Career Education Council;
4. The nci1 for Private Vocational Scl. 'ols (Que.);
5. The Newfoundland Association of Cart ,r Colleges (Nfld.);

These organizations have a mandate to present the industry's views
government agencies, legislatures and other agencies; to promote mutual respect;
goodwill and understanding among members; to foster a positive image of the
industry to the public, and to collect pertinent data; to encourage improvements
to curriculum through research and training; to provide members with data
pertinent to the industry; and to promote the best interests and general welfare of
the student trained within an independent private educational institution. They
also represent an entry point in the industry's professional involvement.
Membership is open to operators in the field licensed by the provinces.

How representative of the industry are the provincial trade organizations?
Taking B.C. and Ontario as the largest provinces in terms of number of
institutions (58(4 ) one finds 29 members in PCTA and 67 members in PCEC
(Statistics Canada, 1988). While this translates to simple percentages of 7'4 and
27(7 of all institutions in those provinces who are members of those organizations,
it is not known what percentage of students are represented by these schools.
These data are not immediately available, nor perhaps are they likely to be, given
the private industry's view that they are details of a private company's business.

On a national scale, schools providing distance education might belong to the
Association of Canadian Career Colleges (ACCC), an organization founded some
92 years ago. Serving some 73 nwmbers, the association has general aims and
objectives to similar those of the provincial associations, but it also provides a
national network of examination sites for association members kind their
distance-education students and standardized vocational competency testing
under the auspices of ACCC in some 40 fields. The ACCC publication, The
Communicator, serves the industry as an information exchange and an educative
vehicle. Provincial developments, the happenings of the U.S. private sector, and
the progress of the National Accreditation Commission all find a platform in the
publickition.

The National Accreditation Commission was founded in 1984 as tin industry
initiated organization; it exerts a professional influence upon nwnmer
organizations towards a goal of "Excellence in Education". Organizations
s('ekily accreditation, and the obvious status and credibility that accompanies
prolessiunal scrutiny, submit themselves to standards built around admission
procedure.;, faculty, prograrwi, facilities, student services, and business practices.
Initial entry ,7onsists of submitting documentation. Later, on-site evaluations are

(
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carried out by the organization's Commissioners ihvir delegates. Potential
members have to have been in business for at least two yearl:, and an earned
accreditation is for a five year period.

While the numbers of institutions granted accreditation status remain quite
small (21 main schools and 6 branch schools in March 1988), a professional
standard based upon criteria of excellence rather than upon minimal standards
established by the provinces in initial licensing requirements is in evidence.

In the USA, accreditation offers considerable advantage to a proprietary
institution because a full range of student government loans is given only to
students in accredited institutions.. Accreditation in Canada is seen as an obvious
argument to government to establish parity between public and private
institutions with respect to student loans.

No topic has greater implication for policy deliberation in the private
postsecondary sector than that of student funding. As one might expect, parity
between private and public post secondary students is observed with Federal
government loans. Provincial loan programs make different assumptions and
operate under different guidelines, with the result that students enrolled in
private sector schools are distinctly penalized. This occurs at two levels. The
direct course enrollment costs to private-sector students are significantly greater;
and the loan remission policies governing student loans favour students enrolled
in public institutions.

Conclusion

This paper has presented some initial findings of a research program aimed
at examining the private educational sector in Canada. We began by outlining the
structure and operating principles of the correspondence schools. Aspects of
governance most relevant to distance-educaron institutions were discussed in
terms of government regulation and the industry's attempts at establishing
accreditation standards.

Regulation and accreditation define attempts of government and the private
sector, respectively, to maintain and enhance the quality of instruction offered by
proprietary schools. Program quality and related issues of access and funding
form the basis of policy decisions regarding the respective roles of public and
private sectors in Canadian postsecondary education. Tlw accessfunding
quality triangle also defitws a framework within which relevant policy research
may be exiducted. Our description ot some of the basic features of the
proprietary correspondence schools and their governance marks only an initial
step towards a program of research needed to understand more fully the private
sector's contribution to postsecondary education in Canada.
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Collaboration in Distance Education

Abram Konrad and James Small

Introduction

Distance education in Canada at the postsecondary level can be traced back
to the correspondence courses offered at Queen's University in 1889. A hundred
years later over forty colleges and universities offer distance-education programs,
ranging from sekcted courses to full diplomas, certificates, and degrees (Croft,
1986). While the prevalent pattern is that of a "dual-mode" institution (a regular
campus-based institution with a distance-education component), three
institutions devoted specifically to distance education emerged in tlw 1970s:
Athabasca University in Alberta, T616-universite in Quebec, and the Open
Learning Institute in British Columbia.

The institutionalization of distance education threatens to follow the
common pattern of higher education, and indeed of education generally. Ever
since Mark Hopkins moved his students from tlw legendary log to a building,
teaching has largely been confined to classrooms. Within the traditional college
or university, the classroom is the professor's private preserve; academic freedom
guards the door from the intrusion of curious onlookers and concerned patrons
alike. Much of distance education, by its very nature, is a public act. Once it has
been recorded, academic staff can observe, comment upon and shape each other's
teaching, as can members of society in general. The "openness" of distance
education calls for collaboration among individuals and institutions.

Institutional collaboration in Canadian higher education is not new. SIM of
the early developments in Canadian higlr education were colhthivative in
nature. Victoria College in British Lolumnia, for example, was established in 1900
as an affiliated college of McGill University, sonw 3,000 miles distant. However,
postsecondary institutions have not been noted for cooperation, even within
provincial boundaries. In their survey of distance education in Canada, Helm and
Stahnwr (1987, p. 4) found "relatively little collaboration" among postsecondary
institutions. More commonly, the history of higher education reflects the
individuality of institutions with its concomitant qualities of autonomy and
competitivenesi

Recent fiscal constraints and governnwntal initiatives to increase the
efficiency of postsecondary systems have challenged the traditional inikpendence
of institutions. In discussions leading to the development of a Western Canadian
Committee on University Dktance Education, President I.lovd Barber stressed
the great possibilities of cooperation in distance education: "If we can't pressure
governments to pool rummrces, we'll each spend our limited resources to poor

vantage and argue kwever e.bout who owns a student and jurisdictional
matt,..,rs" (Carefoot, 1982, p. 19). From her survey of cooperative %.enture,i in
distance education, Croft (1986, p. 40) concludes that tlw prevailing attitude in
Canada k that the time is ripe tor collaboration in distance education. However, a
im mber of barriers must be overcome tor collaboration t.o .lecome (1 greater
reality.
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Barriers to Collaboration

The interest in moving toward greater collaboration in distance education
faces barriers of both an individual and institutional nature. Some of these have
been identified in the Canadian and American experience.
1. Academic chauvinism: Faculty members in higher education greatly value the

tenet of academic freedom and its corollary of independence. Croft (1986, p.
35) maintains that the major problem facing distance education is "a
reluctance to accept someone else's course because the 'slant' or emphasis
does not col respond exactly to one's own". Too often faculty members hold
tenaciously to the notion that "if we didn't make it, it can't be good enough"
(Smith et al., 1984, p. 81). As long as faculty members are reluctant to accept
materials developed by others, collaboration will be thwarted.

2. Institutional autonomy: Collaboration calls for a surrender of some aspects of
institutional autonomy. Institutions thai enter cooperative ventures with the
qualification that there will be no "erosion of autonomy" (Mugridge, 1983)
underestimate the cost of collaboration. At the same time, however,
collaboration should not be viewed as an institutional liability. Terry
Morrision (1988, p. 9) invites universities to re-think the "zero-sum
informational games" that characterize traditional market economies, and
engage in information sharing through communications technology.

3. fli,ileniic credibility: The method of establishing academic credit often creates
difficulty in uistance education (Ellis and Chapman, 1982). Time-based
formulae that incorporate some form of contact hours in lecture, laboratory
and field placement to tally course credit simply do not apply in distance
education. Furthermore, according to Briggs et al. (1987, p. 38):

some academics still claim that distance education lacks kgitimacv, arguing
that it can give the shadow but not the substance ot a university education, that
it provide,. predigestird instruction rather than the open-ended dialtigue that k
ilL y sena. of good educationwd that its students miss the intangible but
prick iess benefits ot residt.nce on a campus.

The fear of loss of credibility of the institution when many of the
traditional trappings of university education are not presei it adds to the
reluctance of some academics to collaborate in distance-education ventures.

4. Luck of trust: Collaborative activities require a high level of trust and
comn lit among participating members. When autonomous institutions
undert, a joint venture, it is only natural for representatives of these
institutions to be suspicious of each other. The old attitudes of "What's in it
for me?" and "Are you contributing your fair share?" die hard.
Collaboration cannot succeed in the face of suspicion and mistrust among
participants (Konrad and Small, 1986b).

5. Fiscal conqraints: Sonwtimes collaboration is undertaken primarily as a
means of reducing costs. As Briggs et al. (1987, p. 38) point out, collaboration
in distance education "can bring economies of scale, but its developnwnt
makes demands for resources". Collaboration projects often entail heavy
developmental costs well in advance of the enrolment of students.
Institutional participation in cooperative activities requires a thorough
assessment ot fiscal requirements and careful attention to resource
management
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6. Structural arrangements: The structural arrangements for collaboration
present a dilemma. In an earlier paper (Konrad and Small, 1986b, p. 83), it
was suggested that collaborative structures are "inimical to most
institutional management principles", particularly those ofa bureaucratic
nature. However, in comparison with the informal and collegial nature of
management in conventional institutions of higher education, Smith et al.
(1984, p. 79) maintain that "distance-edwation operations usually need to be
highly centralized and require a much more directive style." hi a
collaborative activity, appropriate st,-uctural arrangements must be
established to reflect the "ownership" of all participants and to maximize
responsiveness to emerging opportunities.

While other barriers may arise, including the complex ksues related to
copyright and licensing of teaching materials, the six described above e.re among
the most challenging ones faced in collaborative activities. In the next section, the
feasibility of collaboration at three levels will be explored.

Levels of Collaboration

It is hard to imagine any postsecondary institution not collaborating with
other institutions at some level or another. Unless it is the only institution in a
particular nation or state, a college or university will regularly interact with other
members of the postsecondary system. In their proposal for a University of the
Commonwealth, Briggs e! al. (1987, pp. 46-49) examined four modek of
cooperatkm: an information service, a brokerage agency, a university partnership,
and an independent Commonwealth university. The first three models exemplify
three levds of collaboration presented in this section, with examples drawn
largely from the survey by Marian Croft (1986).
1. Informatim, sharing: The simplest level of collaboration is information

sharing. Institutions exchange information about students, programs, and
operational details through telephone calls, electronic mail, written
correspondence, formal reports, casual meetings, prole5sional meetings, and
so on. Kidd (1956) reports on the role of the Canadian Association for Adult
Education in establishing forums and short courses for information sharing
among adult educators. Similarly, the Canadian Association of University
Continuing Education (CAUCE) provides opportunities for sharing ideas
and experiences among its members. This lssociation also gave birth to the
Canadian Association for Distance Education (CADE) and produces an
inventory of distance-education programs. Regional organizations like the
Atlantic Provinces Association for University Continuing Education, Tlw
Ontario Council for University Continuing Education, and a group that
includes the universities of the four western provinces also act as forums ti
information exchange as well as promoting distance-education initiatives. In
1984, the Ministries ot Education of the tour western provinces, the Yukon,
the Northwest Territories, and the federal Minister of In tergovernimmtal
Aftairs signed an agreement to create a Distance Education Committee to
pursue collaborative activities. "Tlw trend towards interprovincial
cooperation and sharing is a healthy one"isserts McKinnon (19M, p. 197),
"that should elevate and improve the educational experiences offered to
students and reduce developmental costs".
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Information sharing in distance education seems important around the
world. The Australian and South Pacific External Studies Association
(ASPESA) was formed in 1972 "to meet needs of professional interaction
among those attempting to serve rapidly growing populations of external
students" (Mitchell, 1982, p. 216). In 1979 the Capricorn Interuniversity
Program (PIUTEC), a cooperative venture of universities located in the
Capricorn area of Latin America, was established "to promote and develop
distance education among its members" (Nicolini, 1982, p. 72).

These as well as many other informal mechanisms exist for information
sharing in distance education. While informal mechanisms may not be the
most effective means of achieving cooperative goals, Rice (1985, p. 10) asserts
that "informal, voluntary arrangements based upon trust have been able to
accomplish greater cooperation in a few short years than more formal bodies
and structures un Atlantic Canadal have been able to do in the past century".
The existence of these mechanisms, however, is not a guarantee of effective
interaction. The absence of a commitment to cooperation can frustrate the
best designed plans for achieving common goals.

2. Strategic colhiboratitm: Strategic collaboration refers to any formal agreement
to collaborate in a limited way. Brokerage, for example, involves cooperative
ventures in program delivery in some specified area. North Island College
on Vancouver Island contracts with Athabasca University and other
institutions for courseware in its distance-education program. Ixasing
arrangements permit Laurentian University in Sudbury to offer courses from
Telkiniversit, Athabasca University and Wilfrid Laurier University, while
some of the courses developed at Laurentian have been used by Athabasca
University, the University of Ottawa, and Wilfrid Laurier University.

Several media ventures initiated by provincial governments also
exemplify strategic collaboration. In 1970 the Ontario Educational
Communications Authority (OECA) was established to provide educational
programs for use bY other educational agencies. In 1974 the OECA
established a network of transmitters and called it TV Ontario. A number of
universities have jointly collaborated with TV Ontario for tlw deyelopnwnt of
Mecourses. A similar agency was fornwd by tlw Alberta Government in
1973, the Alberta Educational Comnmnications Corporation (ACCESS); its
principal role is to develop and deliver programs via satellite, teletext,
videodisc, and radr.) in coiperation with other educational enterprises. In
1980 British Columbia created the Knowledge Network of tlw West
Communications Authority (KNOW) as an inter-organi/ational educational
tdecommunications authority to assist distance-education initiatives. While
these giivernmental authorities differ by statute trim public educational
institutions, their collaborative ventures have had a major impact on
distance-education activities.

3. Cmhortia: 11w higlwst level of collaboration lies in the creation ol torma
partnership, the archetype oi which is a consortium wherein two or more
institutions agree to establish a new mechanism to 1,1 ndertoke, on their behali,
programs and projects of mutual interest. Smith and Snowden (1982) regard
a torma I agreement to be necessary if the collaboration is to endure and
ilenelit all parties. In tlw creation of a consortium, some authority is ceded to
the new agency, although omtrol of the agency itself usually resides in a
representative board. A consortium administers programs and services more

0
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effectively and efficiently than could be done by member institutions acting
independently.

The essential elements of a consortium include a formal written
agreement, an independent agent to manage the agreement, and an allocation
of resources by member institutions to support the consortium (Patterson,
1977). Usually an office is established and a director is appointed to
administer the agreement under policies of the consortium board.

Consortia in distance education are relatively new in Canada compared
with their development in the United States (Konrad and Small, 1986a).
Among the best examples of Canadian consortia are the five postsecondary
consortia in Alberta created to provide educational services in areas of the
province outside of the primary seevice region of any one institution. A
consortium hoard, with representatives from each participating institution as
well as local advisory groups, directs the program offerings of the
consortium.

In 1984 the British Columbia Open University Consortium was formed
to expand the degree options within that province. The Quebec government,
in 1986, established a francophone consortium, CANAL (Corporation pour
Favancement des nouvelles applications des longues), for television
distribution of audio visual materials as well as for establishing satellite and
video links for program exchanges among other educational agencies. The
establishment of this interuniversity consortium, assert Guillemet et al.
(1986, p. 152), "bodes well for the future of this approach". And most
recently, the Ontario government made a major commitment to collaborati:m
in distance education by creating Contact North/Contact Nord. With
regional centres located at Thunder Bay (Confederation College and
Lakehead University) and Sudbury (Laurentian University and Cambrian
College), Contact North/Contact Nord operates a network of electronic
classrooms across northern Ontario. The Southern California Consortium for
Community College Television (SCCCCT, n.d.), now in its second decade of
production, was formed to provide college credit through televised courses.

In considering collaborative developments, Sweet (1986, p. 169) concludes,
"the development of consortia appears to tadlitate accreditation, academic
legitimacy and the development of a unique identity tor distance education".
Functioning under the direction of a policy board of its own, a consortium can
provide a strong basis tor collaborative initiatives in distance education.

Conclusion

The days of institutional independence in higher education are waning. New
forms of progra in delivery, especially distance education, require ever increasing
collaboration among college,: and universities. Morrison (1988, pp. 47,48)
enykion,. "a global learning network" characteri/ed by "collaborative course
teams d ra wo trom several na t it ms, developing pri %rams in common areas, and
showing the perspective,: of each ot their countries."

Distance education by its very nature calls tor collaboration. Educational
institutions must move away trom a posture ot independence and isolationism
toward a o immit men t to interdependence and cooperation. Whether by
information sharing, strategic collaboration, or col ,o , mental a ,encies,
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educational institutions, and public corporations must join forces to extend
educational opportunities across this country and beyond. Not only can
collaboration reduce costs and eliminate unnecessary duplication, it also can
strengthen the quality of course offerings and learning services. With
collaboration, the quality of life among professionals can be expanded and
enriched, thereby creating better options for an ever-increasing diversity of
learners.

The time has come for barriers to collaboration to be surmounted, and for
access to learning to be provided through increasingly complex comnlunication
technologies. Distance education cannot achieve its potential without
collaboration. The higher the level of collaboraiion, the greater will be its impact
upon learning.
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Collaboration in Distance Education:
British Columbia's Open Learning Agency

Ian Mugridge

In the last decade, the government of British Columbia has supported two
major public agencies offering distance-education programs province-wide. In
1978, it established the Open Learning Institute (OLI) with a mandate to offer "by
dist, nce means" programs in three areas: adult basic education; career-technical-
vocational education; and first degrees in arts and sciences. OLI offered its first
courses on a very limited basis in September, 1979, at which point enrolment in
seven pilot courses numbered about 750; and, since then, it has grown into the
province's largest multi-level provider of distance-education. Shortly after OLI
began offering courses, the government set up another agency, the Knowledge
Network of ihe 'Nest (KNOW) to act as the B.C. educational television network
and to offer programs both in its own right and as an adjunct to the offerings of
other parts of the provincial educational system. Since it began broadcasting in
1981, KNOW has grown to be a major force. It now has a weekly viewership of
well over 500,000.

On 1 April, 1988, these two agencies passed into history as separate
programming entities when a piece of provincial legislation, creating the Open
Learning Agency, passed the previous December, took effect. This formally
confirmed an arrangement dating back two years. The establishment of the Open
Learning Agency (OLA) and its programming components has laid the legal and
organizational foundations for a major and perhaps unique move towards
coordinated and collaborative activity in open learning and distance education.

At the time of OLI' ; formation in 1978, there were in British Columbia three
provincial universities, three provincial institutes, a college of art and design, and
fourteen community coPeges.' The new institute, formed by the then minister of
education Dr. Patrick MrGeer in response to a perceived need to increase
educational and training opportunities in a province with a small but widely
scattered population, was not greeted with widespread enthusiasm by the
existing post-secondary system. All of the universities were, in different ways,
already engaged in distance-education. The same could be said of several of the
community colleges, one of which, North Island College, was indeed operating
entirely in a distance-education mode. 01 I decided early on to see itself as part of
the existing system and to assume that its students would wish to carry transfer
credit to and from other institutions in the province. Programs had to be
designed so that there was as good a fit as possible with those of other
institutions. On this basis, OL1's first administrators sought to develop an
institution that would add to and complement the existing system rather than
detract from or compete with other institutions.-

Much the same may be said of the Knowledge Network. This was also set up
by thc Ministry of Education as a mea n. of providing increased support for the
distance-education offerings of provincial institutions and of making general
education (via television) more readily and widely available. Again, this
development was not universolly well re ,arded, and KNOW's decision to work
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with and through existing institutions was not merely required by legislation but
also dictated by provincial circumstances..

The course of these two agencies has not been invariably smooth a..io
successful, nor has there been uniform and profitable collaboration behveen them
and the other segments of the post-secondary system in B.C. But there has been a
general movemel-.; towards greater collaboration and integration of distance-
education systems. Part of this came because of the extraordinary fiscal restraint
imposed on the educational system by the provincial goverment in the early and
middle eighties. This produced an increasing recognition that inter-institutional
collaboration was one way in which workable solutions could be found to the
problems caused by tightly controlled and inadequate budgets. In addition, there
was a growing belief on the part of many senior administrators in post-secondary
institutions that such collaboration enabled the system as a whole to provide a
more effective service to students. Such collaboration also allowed institutions to
work in areas of strength rather than to spread meagre resources too thinly.

One example of such collaboration can most graphically illustrate the
emergence of a changing climate. In 1984, with strong encouragement and support
from the ministry, the four public degree-granting institutionsthe University of
British Columbia, Simon Fraser University, the University of Victoria, and OLI
joined to form the Open University Consortium of B.C. This organization
published in a common calendar the distance-education offerings of the four
participants, which could be taken as part of a common degree offered by the OLI
or as part of existing credentials at the three universities. OLI provided advising,
registration, and record keeping for all members, while instruction was delivered,
as before, by the institution in which particular courses originated. Under the
direction of a board consisting of two representatives from each institution and
from the Knowledge Network, which was also a member of the consortium,
attempts began to bring together the offerings of the institutions into a single,
coherent program.

Again, the process by which this was achieved was neither smooth nor easy;
the claims and aspirations of four independent institutions are not readily
amenable to such coordination. But students at four institutions have been
provided with a common source of information about the programs of four
institutions and a common registration point. There has also been considerable
progress towards the development of coordinated plans for the offering of
existing courses and the projection of new ones. The new developments referred

Par lier have helped to sharpen this process.
In the summer of 1985, the ministers responsible for post-secondary

education requested OLI and KNOW to begin jointly to plan a merger of the two
organizations under a provincial open learning authority. The planning group,
directed by the separate boards required by law but combined by common
membership in the group, moved quickly to develop recommendations for the
ministers. There followed a period in which the political process moved rather
more slowly. The recommendations were reviewed; a bill was introduced into the
provincial legislature only to die on the order paper as an election was called; a
new minister, appointed after the elction, announced his intention ot reviewing
such a major piece of legislation; and further delays ensued. It was therefore not
until early December 1987, that the Open I.earning Agency Act was finally
introduced into and passed by the legislature. It was proclaimed early in the
following year and took effect on 1 April 1988.

441,
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The ;_.A Act is a clear attempt by government to develop a coordinated,
collaborative system of open learning within B.C. This expression"open
learning"now used in preference to the more narrowly defined distance
education, is used to indicate pectrum of learning methods that may range
from completely distance education on one hand to face-to-face instruction on the
other, with a variety of combinations of learning metheds in between, all
designed to improve service to and access for the individuol learner. The act is
thus based on the principles that, in a province with B.C.'s geographic and
demographic conditions, a system of open learning is required to go as far as
possible in removing the limitations and disadvantages i. iposed by these
conditions, and that such a system should be developed ,J11aboratively among
institutions.

With OLA as an umbrella agency governed by a government-appointed
board, three program components have been established. Two of these, the B.C.
Open University (OL) and the B.C. Open College (0C), continue the activities ot
the old Open Learning Institute. The third is the Knowledge Network. The
mandates of each component also reflect their past; OU offers degree programs;
OC offers programs in technical-vocational studies and adult basic education; and
the network offers general education programs and acts as a service to the
provincial system. The significant difference is that each component now has a
separate planning council, composed according to regulations to the OLA Act,
and reflecting the particular mandate of the component. Thus, the OU Planning
Council contains two representatives from each of the other provincial
universities and two from the college assessment. The terms of reference of the
councils make them responsible for establishing a system of needs assessment
and for making programming and budgetary recommendations based on that
assessment. The councils are thus in a position to ensure that provincial needs in
particular areas are both identified and, as financial considerations permit, met.

In the case of the OU Planning Council, continuity with the growing practic.:
of the past is most clear. The Open University Consortium has now ceased to exist
and its functions have been subsumed under the Open University. The Planni-ng
Council includes not merely representatives from the other universities but, in
each case, the two people who served on the consortium board. Thus, the
progress of the earlier organization and the services it provided will be continued
and, it is to be hoped, expanded under new circumstances. The calendar ot the
consortium has now become that of the Open University and will contain
growing evidence of collaboration. The courses and programs it lists constitu te
the open university program of B.C., an increasingly integrated set of offerings
from four institutions as well as a number of colleges, and the program of the B.C.
Open University, the offerings of particular institution within the provincial
system.

Notes

1. The number of colleges subsequently increased to fifteen with the division of
one ot the existing institutions into two.

2. For a discussion of the early years of OLI, see John Ellis and John Bottomley.
"Priibk,ms and Opportunities Associated with Developing and Operating a
Distance Education -;vstein", presented at the British Open University
Conference on the Education of Adults at a Distance, Birmingkim, U.K. 1079;
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Ian Mugridge. "The Establishment of a New Distance Education Institution:
the Open Learning Institute of British Columbia", Distance Educatimi, vol. II, 1
(1981), pp. 98-109; and John F. Ellis and Ian Mugridge, "The Open Learning
Institute of British Columbia: a Case Study". DERG Papers, 8 (1983)

3. On the early Knowledge Network, see Kathleen Forsyth. "Knowledge
Network a new hybrid for learning systems", Distance Education, vol. III, 2,
(1982) and Michael Catchpole and Alexandra MacGregor, "British
Columbia's Knowledge Network: macro and micro perspectives on the use of
television in educational delivery", in L. Parker, ed., Teleconferencin: aiid
Electronic Communication III (Madison, Wisc., 1984)

4. For comments on other collaborative activities in distance education in
Canada in which OL1 was involved, see Ian Mugridge, "Consortia in
Distance Education: some Canadian experiences", Open Campus, 8 (1983)



Collaboration in Distance Education:
Ontario's Contact North/Contact Nord

Terry Anderson and Connie Nelson

Background

In October 1986, the Ontario government announced a twenty million dollar,
four year undertaking to establish a distance-education network for residents in
northern Ontario. Named Contact North/Contact Nord, it is designed to serve a
geographic area that represents 879 of the land area in the province and 8.5% of
the population (Statistics Canada 1986). Although the overall provincial
population density is 9.9 persons per square kilometer, the average district
population density for the Contact North/Contact Nord catchment area is 7.5
persons per square kilometer, with a range among districts from .1 to 58.5 persons
per square kilometer (Statistics Canada 1986).

Prior to the operation of Contact North/Contact Nord in northern Ontario,
distance-education offerings were limited to primary, secondary, and adult basic
education correspondence courses from the Ministry of Education's Independent
Learning Cer tre (ILC) based in Toronto, to the teleconferenced supported courses
delivered from Confederation College, and to correspondence courses from
postsecondary institutions. In addition, two universities and five community
colleges in northern Ontario offer post-secondary programming through
off-campus continuing education initiati,..es. Courses are primarily available
through correspondence, off-campus learning centres, or face-to-face instructors
who fly to a community on a biweekly basis.

Contact North/Contact Nord enters this educational milieu with the
following objectives:
1. to improve access to formal educational opportunities at the secondary and

post-secondary level for residents of northern Ontario;
2. to establish d long-term capacity to improve access to other training and

informal educational opportunities;
3. to meet the ongoing and emerging educational needs of residents in

communities remote from conventional delivery sources by use of new
information and communication technologies;

4. to meet the special needs ot francophone and native peoples in northern
Ontario;

5. to create new and expand existing expertise in the design and operation of
technologically enhanced distance-education programs in northern Ontario;

6. to create models for the alternative delivery of educational servi-es capable
of
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a. application more broadly throughout Ontario, and
b. application to the needs of other jurisdictions, including developing

countries;
c. to create a "test-bed" to evaluate :Ile effectiveness of various

technologies in delivering distance education.

Structural Collaboration

From the beginning, the initiative required institutional collaboration. It was
by no means clear that all the players agreed on a concept of "collaboration", or
that they would be willing and able to give up their individualistic ways for the
sake of itwhich become, a central research question.

Several ministries cooperated with the Ministry of Colleges and Universities
to provide the initial financial and policy resources needed for the project by
September 1987. These ministries formed a provincial coordinating committee to
oversee the ongoing formulation of policy for the network. Membership includes
ministry representatives as well as the contractors for Contact North/Contact
Nord.

The two central theses of the Contact North/Contact Nord project are, first,
that access to distance education at all levels can be improved through
collaborative institutional effort; second, this kind of initiative, along with
appropriate resources, has a synergistic effect beyond the participating
educational institutions.

Existing established geographic catchment areas for the two northern
universitiesLakthead in the northwest and Laurentian in the northeast
became the boundaries of two distance-education Contact North/Contact Nord
centres in northern Ontario. In the northwest centre, Lakehead University and
Confederation College are the contractors; in the northeast Laurentian University
and Cambrian College. Contact North/Contact Nord is thus composed of two
regional centres each with their own administrative director and staff and
technological infrastructure.

To insure the collaborative involvement of secondary schools and
community represmtatives in each region, boards that advise contractor!: rind
government on appropriate policy and on network development have been
established.

Program-level

The Contact North/Contact Nord project has chosen various strategies of
collaboration with other institutions both in developing and delivering distance-
education courses and programs. For comparison, the International Extension
College/Council for Educational Technology (1987) ranked a variety of such
strategies for joint efforts according to their potential risks and benefits. Figure 1
illustrates the continuum in strategies from those that are low risk, and modeqlv
beneficial to the participating institutions, to strategies ranked as high risk with
major benefits.
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Figure 1: Strategies for Joint Institutional Participation

Low risk Modest Benefits

* Sharing information
* Exchanging experience
* Exchanging advisers and censultants
* Collaborative staff training
* Accepting each other's students
* Acquiring and/or exchanging

external materials
* Collaborating on evaluating

external materials
* Collaborating on adaption of

materials
* Cooperating on development of

related course units
* Establishing credit transfer

arrangements
* Creating a common open learning

system

ligh Risks Major Benefits

As our examples show, Contact North/Contact Nord network's strategies
extend along this continuum.

A portion (41OCX of Contact North/Contact Nord funding has been allocated
to establish the Northern Distance Education Fund. The provincial government's
intent in establishing this development fund is both to recognize the up-front
costs of new programs and to encourage a collaborative framework in developing
courses for these iww initiatives. The conditions of application to the tund stress
institutional collaboratiox
i. priority is given to projects undertaken in a collaborative manner;

full programs, not courses, are to be developed;
iii. content and delivery methodology are to clearly meet northern needs;
iv. focus must be given to the development of new programs not currently

available in Ontario;
v. programs that encourage quality development by the use ot team approaches

to course development must be emphasized.

All programs receiving development monies under this fund are to be
delivered in northern Ontario by northern institutions. However, by agreement,
each program is licensed to the provincial government and becomes "public
domain" in the provincial educational system.

To date twenty-two projects have been approved for feasibility studies in the
development of collaborative programs, and 15 full-degree or certificate
programs have been funded. Collaborating institutional partners must
demonstrate ongoing commitment of resources both in the development and the
dlivery phases of programming. The existing Contact North/Contact Nord
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network is to be considered by each approved project; but each project may, in
turn, further define, develop and expand this electronic network.

The effect of these collaborative efforts has bern dramatic in some cases.
Institutions traditionally isolated either geographccally and/or philosophically
from each other are designing joint programs. In 9ne case, northern universities
have resolved differing perspectives on community health care and gone on to
co-develop a professional degree in nursing. A program proposal in the field of
gerontology originally submitted jointly by five regional cor. munity colleges
received subsequent support from a provincial association seeking a similar
training program.

The requirement to develop programs rather than courses and to avoid
duplication has encouraged creative joint institutional projects. For example, in
the northwest region, Lakehead University is working jointly with a southern
Ontario university to design new certificates in the professional schools of
Outdoor Recreation and Environmental Studies. Existing audio-visual rtilterials,
newly produced videos, and non-credit seminars via teleconferencing are all part
of the' program package.

Benefits for northern institutions arising directly from these collaborative
programs have been identified in at least three areas:

Technological irfrastructure:

Early in the project, monies were budgeted to improve both media
production through the acquisition of more sophisticated video equipment and
through the implementation of an automated library service accessible to the
north.

Professional Development:

Partner institutions co-developing a program are able to offer enhanced
academic resources. For instance', specialized academic expertise can be traded
for practical field experience or other specializations. In addition, the
collaborative interchange of personnel resource's at both the proposal and the
program development stages provide's a working education for administrative,
instructional, and support statt.

Such collaborative' ventures demand both formal professional developnwnt
at the institutions, and also continuous practice in the skills of problem solving
and consensus building. The traditional patterns of curriculum development
have, then, been set asideall in the interests of collaboration.

Student Support Services:

Student-support services are greatly enhanced In inter-institutional
collaboration. Study skill seminars delivered either by tekconferencing or
face-to-face instructors are offered to many distance-education students.

The ksues raised by this collaborative framework are' multiple and complex,
the risks considerable'. Operational definitions of collaboration, course in
structures, and ownership and/or copyright of jointly developed rnatel lids milst
be resolved from the outset. Traditional insti tutiona I concerns arise on matters
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such as territory, institutional mandates, joint accreditation, academic credibility,
funding formulas, and credit portability.

Special Target Group Collaboration Course Development

Course Development:

Contact North/Contact Nord provides additional human resources to
enhance collaboration in the creation and delivery of distance-education courses.
Two instructional designers have been hired to work in a consultative role with
teams composed of academics and media specialists to develop new distance-
education courseware. A variety of inservice supports are provided to faculty to
assist in acquiring the skills necessary to develop and deliver new d istance-
education programming.

Secondanj Schools:

Two school liaison officers work with the' secondary school system assisting
in delivery of existing teleconferencing courses and in the development of pilot
projects using distance-education technologies. Principals struggling to offer
complete high school programs within very small communities have been wry
supportive of these secondary distance-education initia tives.

Special Cultural Groups:

A French language program officer as well as a native liaison officer have
been contracted to work with community and educational groups to develop and
deliver distance-education programming specifically targeted to francophone and
native learners.

Community Collaboration

The northwest and northeast centres are' each responsible' for regional
planning and development. In order to accommodate the widest variety of
delivery modes currently in use by institutions in Ontario, Contact
North/Contact Nord has configured its network with a heterogeneous collection
of technologies. A 40-port digital teleconferencing bridge' as well as the CoSv
computer conferencing system is available at each of the two regional centres.

Community-based access sites form a critical component of these regional
networks. At present there are' thirty-five' access sites: fifteen in communities in
the' northwest and twenty in communities in the' northeast. These. access sites are'
located in a variety of place's, including college. satellite centres, secondary
schools, and community training centres. Each of the' 35 access sites is equipped
with a teleconk'rencing convenor, a Telewriter II audiographic device, a facsimile
machine., a video tape playback system and television, an IBM AT, and a Unisys
ICON microcomputer, as well as an audio cassette' recorder and telephone'
answering system.
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These access sites are each staffed by a local cornmun:ty site coordinator who
facilitates collaboration between the community and institutions delivering
distance-education courses and/or degree and diploma programs. Site
coordinators promote this collaborative effort between community and
institution by focusing and defining the educational r ,eds of their own
cornmunities and feeding this information back to delivery institutions.

An additional option is available to communities for collaboration. The
Contact North/Contact Nord network is to be available to community-based
groups at cost for delivering workshops, seminars, and discussion groups. This
option for communities to use the network system as a carrier 1)r their own
programming has the potential for the development of a knowledge base
independent of accredited institutions. The current prohibiting factor, of course, is
the cost of the carrier. The sparse population density of northern communities
may quickly offset these costs when the only other option is to pay enormous
travel expenses for all participants to meet in one designated geographic area.

Learner Collaboration

Contact North/Contact Nord uses the access sites to promote collaboration
among learners. Variable participation rates in distancr.-education courses
between similar sized communities suggest there may be a "learning culture"
operating that ts in large part independent of the actions and activities of the
delivery institutions. The community-based access sites are designed to support
and facilitate, this type of learner initiated, cooperative behaviour.

From the perspective of the learner, the access site consists of a small
classroom available as a study and learning centre, where both informal
exchanges over coffee and more formal discusskms and seminars can occur.
These mutual exchanges facilitate sharing of information; comparing learning
experiences; discussing ideas learned from advisors, counsellors, and instructors;
exchanging print-based materials; and assessing the challenges of learning by
distance education.

The site coordinators complete the cycle of cooperation by facilitating
collaboration between institutions and comnwnity karners. The site coordinators
act a S an information resource. technician, librai ian, counsellor, referral service
and janitor. The site coordinators, as the key community contacts, must hdve wen
developed personal skills as well as credibility and knowledge of tlw local
communities in which they work. The site coordinators work tw.I'nty hours a
week, dividing their time between flexible hours needed for monitoring the
&livery of audio conference courses and maintaining limited but regular office
hours.

Collaboration in Context: The Meaning of this Case Study

Contact North/Contact Nord began as a collaborative distaiwe-education
initiative. From this beginning, the network has supported joint efforts in
developing ,md delivering programs and courses and in establishing access sites
that promote opportunities tor comnmnity and learner collaboration.
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The question that remains to be answered is how these collaborative efforts at
all levels will effect the model of learning that is promoted through the Contact
North/Contact Nord. Enckevort et al. (1986) warns learner needs rank lower than
institutional survival needs and efficiency as the determining criteria for selecting
educational content in historical precedence.

Increasing access to formal educational resources does not in itself ensure
either wider or more meaningful participation of the learner in the educational
process. in fact, packaging education for mass consumption may result in a
reduction in opportunities for the learner to participate in the exploration of
knowledge (Snell, Hodgson and Mann, 1987). The determining factor is what
Boot and Hodgson (1987) refer to as the two orientafions toward open learning:
the Dissemination orientation and the Development orientation. Dissemination
implies that the developer and deliverer of materials place primary importance on
the transmission of a body of kn,..)wledge determined by established experts as
information needed for a studen; to become an educated and informed person.
Evaluation focuses on determining whether the learner can recall the appropriate
knowledge. By contrast, the Development orientation views the learner as an
active and necessary part of the learning process, in which the learner is
encouraged to explore knowledge within the context of life experiences. Learning
is viewed as an ongoing and life-long process.

Enckevort ct (1986) suggests that more participatory education can result
within distance education when opportunities are created for learner
collaboration:

A first way is to build into the teaching system nlore elements 0: social contact

fllow-studnts, family, friends and colleagues. There are many promising examples
in this field: self-lwlp groups study-circles ... quality circles in industry ...and
the use of work place supporteN.... (Enckeyort et al. 1987)

The choice of investing in interactive, as opposed to one-way, teclmologies
facilitates this "development" potential. Audio and computer conferencing for
students cornmunicates not only educational, but also personal, commits!, and
professional, concerns. These concerns and applications of formal knowledge are
communicated between students and instructor and to other learners spread
across northern Ontario.

The Contact North/Contact Nord access sites will decide whether this
initiative promotes learner collaboration, active learner participation, and critical
analysis of the rneaning of one's own knowledge and that of others.

Learner collaboration in turn may promote opportunities for cl:mmunity
collaboration where collective feedback k conmunicated to the network.
Likewke, learner collaboration may encourage conlmunities to use the
technology to deliver their own information.

Thk cike study giemonstrates that collaboration is not limited to discourse on
structural or institutional ammgenwnts. Collaboration can support concept of
opn learning that promotes the learner s a M. tual partner in the learning
process. This occurs when structures such as the Cor.tact North/Contact Nord
access sites encourage both learner and community collaboration.
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